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Preface to ”Novel Smart Textiles”
A measure of the importance of smart textiles is its market size, which will exceed USD $5.55
billion by 2025, with the healthcare and well-being sectors being significant driving forces, and
garment sensor-based wearable monitoring expected to exceed 50% CAGR in the next five years.
Research on highly specific applications is increasing, exploring the opportunities offered by
manipulating textile materials to the nanoscale for creating new smart adaptive/active functionality,
and by the development of e-textiles, which offer intelligent flexible integrated systems capable of
sensing, actuation, and wirelessly communicating in the form of intelligent high-tech fabrics and
wearable garments. The development of these systems presents a complex set of interdisciplinary
challenges in material design, hierarchical integration, control strategies, and manufacturing.
This focused journal collection of highly original papers is underpinning these issues by
reporting the latest research progress. These research papers increase our knowledge, enable us to
see our own work in context, empower us to improve our understanding, increase the rigour of our
research, and encourages us to work collectively. I hope that, to some extent, the publication of the
concentrated effort of these researchers in this Special Issue can aid to provide a clearer roadmap for
further research advancement.
Adding my own observations about the challenges that smart textiles must overcome,
washability, user safety, and reliability are three important factors that need to be addressed in our
research. Traditional textiles working with electrical components need a change of culture, which is
time consuming and difficult. The supply chain is not yet ready to embrace fast changes that are much
needed, and designers and engineers must learn to work together. We have a tired textile industry
that is producing consumer products at pence per minute and being for damaging the environment.
I think that untapped opportunities exist for this industry and that smart textiles must converge with
traditional textiles. My own hope for the future of this field is not to aim for incremental changes but
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Abstract: The sensing/adapting/responding, multifunctionality, low energy, small size and weight, ease
of forming, and low-cost attributes of SMART textiles and their multidisciplinary scope offer numerous
end uses in medical, sports and fitness, military, fashion, automotive, aerospace, built environment,
and energy industries. The research and development for these new and high-value materials crosses
scientific boundaries, redefines material science design and engineering, and enhances quality of life
and our environment. “Novel SMART Textiles” is a focused special issue that reports the latest research
of this field and facilitates dissemination, networking, discussion, and debate.
Keywords: smart textiles; textile sensors; e-textiles; visual brain; thermal textile pixels; stretchable electronics;
conductive textiles; wearables; stitch-based sensors; biofunctional textiles; ECG; hybrid electrodes;
motion tracking; carbon nanotextiles; composites; EMS textiles; electrospun solar cells; embroidered
e-textiles; targeted delivery; psychotextiles; energy harvesting; multifunctional
A measure of the importance of smart textiles can be realized by its market size which will exceed
USD 5.55 billion by 2025, with the healthcare and well-being sectors being a significant driving force.
The garment sensor-based telemedicine part is expected to exceed 50% CAGR in the next five years.
Research for highly specific applications is increasing in exploring the opportunities offered
by manipulating textile materials down to the nanoscale for creating new “smart” adaptive/active
functionality, and by the development of "E-textiles” offering intelligent flexible integrated systems
capable of sensing, actuation and wirelessly communicating in the form of intelligent high-tech fabrics
and wearable garments. The development of these systems presents a complex set of interdisciplinary
challenges in material design, hierarchical integration, control strategies, and manufacturing.
This focused journal collection of highly original papers is underpinning these issues by reporting
the latest research progress. The first paper by George K. Stylios and Meixuan Chen proposes a
new type of SMART fabrics called Psychotextiles [1]. After studying the direct relationship between
design and brain waves, using EEG, the characteristics and attributes of patterns that influence specific
brain emotions are established, which are in turn designed into four pairs of smart pattern-changing
fabrics for investigation. A novel thermochromic process was devised to enable the development of
novel yarns which when knitted into jacquard patterned fabrics they can switch from one pattern
into another. This process was fundamental in realizing these new types of smart textiles named
Psychotextiles. This paper shows for the first time how to design specific patterns for affecting
specific human emotions and discusses how this research can be extended towards colour and touch.
The concept of a thermal textile pixel is addressed in the next paper, which is based on a textile
structure that shows spatial and temporal thermal contrast and can be used in the context of thermal
communication [2]. Textiles are flexible and easy to form around three-dimensional surfaces such as
our bodies. Novel electrically conductive textiles for stretchable electronic systems that can be bent
or shaped around complex curvatures are being developed and the optimization and properties of
these structures is reported in the paper by Christian Dils et al. [3]. E-sensors is the topic of the next
two papers. Conductive formulations containing micron-size metal flakes of silver-coated copper
Materials 2020, 13, 950; doi:10.3390/ma13040950 www.mdpi.com/journal/materials1
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(Cu) and pure silver (Ag) were used as conductors on woven fabrics, and fabric flexural stiffness and
sheet resistance (Rsh), were investigated for durability, performance and reliability, as reported by
Veronica Malm et al. [4]. In the next paper by Orathai Tangsirinaruenart and George K Stylios [5], novel
textile-based strain sensors have been developed and their performance was evaluated. These sensors
are likely to change the way we measure stresses and strains by using entirely the textile itself, and
hence finding end uses in garments as wearables for physiological wellbeing monitoring such as body
movement, heart monitoring, respiration, and limb articulation measurement. The authors show how
electrical resistance and mechanical properties of seven different textile sensors were optimized and
measured, and report on their composition. The issues of uncontrolled active molecules in spraying
of fabric substrates is addressed in the next manuscript in which defined polymers protect active
components enabling controlled drug delivery and regulation of dosage, with promising results
for home use and in clothes, and hence creating SMART biofunctional textiles [6]. The problem of
surface area that enables better performance of electrically conductive polymer-based textiles has
been addressed in the next paper by Lukas Vojtech et al. [7]. They used an electrochemical method to
measure the resistance between two electrodes for comparing fabric surface areas. The combination of
ECG measurement and motion tracking is achieved by developing a new hybrid soft textile electrode.
Systematic measurements have shown that this hybrid textile electrode is capable of recording ECG
and motion signals synchronously, which may prove a life changing approach to continuous health
monitoring, as reported by Xiang An and George K Stylios [8]. The failure of the performance of
composites can have catastrophic consequences and composite manufacturing is compensating for not
precise detection by overengineering which is costly. This has been addressed in the paper by G Wang
et al. [9], who proposed a carbon nanomaterial SMART fibre sensor capable of in-line monitoring in
the manufacture of high-performance composites.
With the rapid expansion of the Internet of Things (IoTs) already affecting our work, our homes,
and our communications with others, Electromagnetic Shielding (EMS) is important to guard against
emissions of Electromagnetic Frequencies (EMF). Beyond electrical reliability, the protection of health
and prevention of hacking are high in this agenda and what better for combating this problem than
textile fabrics with their high flexibility and formability, as reported in the paper by Mark Neruda and
Lukas Vojtech [10]. In the same area of interest, (IoTs), harvesting of energy for all those devices has
been a quest that will continue for years to come and the two papers by L Juhasz and I.J Junger [11]
and by J Junger et al. [12] shed some new light into textile-based dye-sensitized solar cells. The first
paper deals with the understanding of the physical processes in the cell and its optimization, and the
second paper provides electrospun polyacrylonitrile (PAN) nanofibre mats coated by a conductive
polymer as collar cells on their own right. Finally, the paper by B Moradi et al. [13] proposes a more
practical solution of connecting e-textiles using the embroidery process and they report how signal
propagation control maybe achieved, enabling customized electromagnetic properties such as filtering
for wearable electronics.
Studying of these research papers, increases our knowledge, enables us to see our own work
in context, it empowers us to improve our understanding, it increases the rigour of our research,
and encourages us to work collectively. I hope that to some extent the publication of the concentrated
effort of these researches in this special issue, can aid us towards a clearer roadmap for our further
research advancement.
Adding my own observations about the challenges that smart textiles must overcome; I can
say that washability along with user safety and reliability are three important factors which need
addressing in our research. Traditional textiles working with electrical components need a change
of culture, which is time consuming and difficult. The supply chain is not yet ready to embrace fast
changes that are much needed, and designers and engineers must learn to work together. On the other
hand, we have a tired textile industry that is producing consumer products at pence per minute blamed
for damaging the environment. I believe that there are untapped opportunities for this industry and
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that smart textiles must converse with traditional textiles. My own hope for the future of this field is
not to poise for incremental changes but to force its way for a transformational change.
Acknowledgments: I cannot end this editorial by not thanking all authors for their hard work, discipline and
rigour, and to encourage them to continue pushing the boundaries of this fascinating field. The exposure and
promotion of our work in this special issue has been facilitated by the editorial and production office of MPDI.
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The Concept of Psychotextiles; Interactions between
Changing Patterns and the Human Visual Brain,
by a Novel Composite SMART Fabric
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Abstract: A new SMART fabric concept is reported in which visual changes of the material are
designed to influence different human emotions. This is achieved by developing a novel electrochromic
composite yarn, knitted into pattern-changing fabrics, which has high response in temperature change
and uniform contrast. The influence of these pattern-changing effects on the response of the
human visual brain is investigated further by using event-related potential (ERP). Four SMART
pattern-changing fabric pairs were used in this experiment. Each fabric presents two patterns
interactively with different, but complementary or opposing, pattern attributes. 20 participants
took part in the experiment, in which they were exposed to the patterns, while their visual brain
activities were recorded. Comparisons of the three prominent ERP components; P1, N1, and P2 that
correspond to the two patterns of each fabric have shown significant differences in the latency and
amplitude of these components. These differences show that patterns and pattern-changing cause
different visual impacts and that these changes influence our level of attention and processing effort.
The study concludes that with the pattern changing ability of these thermochromic hybrid materials
we can create designs with attributes that can directly manipulate user emotions, which we like to
call ‘psychotextiles’. Our study also poses much wider questions of our image processing process in
relation to design and art.
Keywords: SMART pattern-changing fabric; pattern effect; visual response; visual brain;
event-related potential (ERP); psychotextiles; art and design
1. Introduction
Recent advances of SMART textiles enable researchers to explore new ways of interaction with
users. There is increasing interest to construct SMART structures, systems and prototypes with
tailor-made functionality and aesthetics, which can interact with user’s behaviour. Colour, pattern,
and shape-changing effects of SMART fabrics are now capable for interaction with our emotional
responses [1–8]. Most of these designs however focus on exploring SMART fabrics capability rather
than designing them to actively influence any emotional user response. This study aims to investigate
whether it is possible to pre-determine the pattern design of a novel SMART fabric with pattern-changing
properties which would directly influence human visual response.
Studies of pattern perception have found that the shape and form of pattern can influence human
visual response. Consecutive circles, radical lines, and stripes had less effect than checkboard, with the
smaller check pattern having higher response [9–12]. A triangular pattern had an even higher response
than a circle and a square [13]. Sharp corners in patterns had a quicker response than rounded
corners [14,15]. Sharpness of patterns were also important; sharp patterns produce quicker visual
response than blurred ones [12]. The same is true with symmetrical patterns were quicker in response
Materials 2020, 13, 725; doi:10.3390/ma13030725 www.mdpi.com/journal/materials5
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than asymmetrical ones [16]. There is a clear indication therefore that patterns can affect our visual
responses, but there is lack of extended studies for providing concrete evidence, and if there is, how can
these effects be facilitated in new materials. Hence, in this study, we test the hypothesis that patterns
may affect our emotions, we concentrate here at the start of the image process (visual brain) and
we facilitate this study by developing a new composite material capable of pattern changing in a
predetermined way. The yarn had to change the colour quickly and uniformly and also to be durable
to withstand stresses and strains imposed during fabric making. This study is particularly interesting
because this novel SMART fabric enables us to devise pairs of design changes of the same fabric, to test
the hypothesis of switching on-off and altering a specific emotion. The question to why we have
decided on the four fabric pairs reported here is because in our preliminary experiments [17] we found
that these designs were most important to test our concept and without the influence of colour in the
first instance.
Two pattern characteristics were investigated in the current study: repeating/non-repeating and
weak/intense. Repeating patterns contain regularly repeating elements and have symmetrical and
continuous features; in contrast, non-repeating patterns contain irregularly repeating elements and
have asymmetrical and discontinuous features. Repeating patterns have been previously found to
have more pleasant effect than non-repeating patterns in one of our studies [17]. Weak patterns are
faint, light, and simple compared to intense patterns that are high in contrast, bold, and complex.
According to literature, the symmetrical feature of repeating patterns may trigger an earlier visual
response from viewers than non-repeating pattern, and the intense patterns could evoke a higher
visual response than weak patterns.
We appreciate that this study cuts through two different disciplines; materials and neuroscience.
It is necessary, like in most other fields, to work interdisciplinarily. Our aim is however a new material;
a new SMART textile which will, for the first time be capable of influencing specific emotions by
precisely designing attributes found from studies such as ours. Hence, we call this new class of SMART
fabrics that are designed to influence specific emotions ‘psychotextiles’. The results of our visual brain
study are reported here we are preparing follow on results from our complimentary study of the frontal
part of our brain.
Human visual response can be measured from the activity of the visual brain, which is in the
most posterior portion of the brain and is the centre for processing all visual information that is
received through our eyes. Measurement of the visual brain activity provides an objective insight into
an individual’s visual response to an external stimulation. The brain activity can be measured by a
non-invasive electroencephalogram (EEG) technique.
Our brain consists of billions of neuron cells which work together to perform various functions.
They operate on electrochemical transmission. Synchronised neurons produce electric potential (EP) in
the brain and by attaching electrodes on the scalp this activity can be measured by amplification of these
signals. We call EEG the waveform trace that is recorded from the EP over a known time period [18].
Therefore, the brain activity can be inspected by analysing the EEG traces. When responding to a
stimulus, the electrical activity of the brain changes as soon as a response occurs. Some changes are
large enough to be identified in the primary EEG trances, but some are rather small and concealed
inside the unrelated spontaneous brain activities. In order to discriminate the electrical activity that is
corresponding to the specific stimulus from the noise that is generated by unrelated activities, a signal
averaging approach is used to increase the amplitude of the event related signal relative to noise,
in which the specific stimulus has to be repeatedly presented or conducted for a number of trials,
then the time-locked EEG signals corresponding to the stimulus are extracted from the continuous EEG
record, aligned, and the amplitudes on each time point in the signal are then averaged. Connecting the
averaged amplitude at each time point obtains a wave form, which is the event-related potential (ERP)
that presents the discrete brain activity responding to a specific stimulus [19–21]. Figure 1 shows a
typical ERP evoked by a visual stimulation. A sequence of prominent picks can be found in an evoked
ERP, which are named by their negative (N) or positive (P) polarity. As seen in Figure 1, the component
6
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P1 is the first prominent positive peak; component N1 is the first prominent negative peak; accordingly,
component P2 and P3 is the second and the third positive peaks. The occurrence, the amplitude and
latency of the ERP component have been found varied depending on the parameter of the stimulus
and on the subject’s psychological state.
Figure 1. A typical ERP elicited by a visual stimulation.
The ERP measurement is relatively straightforward. It has been use in studies of stimulation
effect on viewers’ response, such as perception of colour and pattern [22], affective processing [23],
and facial expression processing [24]. In our study, viewers’ visual brain response to a pattern stimulus
is measured by using the ERP technique and analysed on the evoked ERP components.
2. Experimental Methodology
2.1. Materials and Processing Methods
2.1.1. Yarn
The pattern-changing effect of the fabrics is based on a novel composite electrochromic yarn that
can change colour by changes of the electric current. As presented in Figure 2, the composite yarn
consists of a core and outer sheath. The outer sheath consists of a thermochromic material that can
change colour at a given temperature. Colour change is produced by heat being produced in the
core of the yarn by electric current passing through it, rendering the changing of the colour on its
thermochromic outer sheath. The temperature is dropped by stopping the electric current resulting in
heat dissipation in the core of the yarn and causing the thermochromic outer sheath to go back to its
original colour. Hence, colour can be changed in the yarn by passing a known electric current to the
yarn. After experiments with different diameters, a core diameter of 0.10 mm silver-plated copper wire
was chosen, which was pliable enough and thin and it could produce adequate heat.
Figure 2. Conceptual model of the SMART colour-changing electrochromic yarn.
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To increase its strength and pliability for fabric processing, it was blended with several yarns;
180 tex wool, 30 tex silk, 58 tex spun viscose, 20 tex cotton, using a Gemmill and Dunsmore hollow
spindle fancy yarn machine, the conditions of which were optimised after preliminary investigations.
Consequently, the yarn produced is a composite hybrid material of textile and copper, and as such
non ordinary to use any thermochromic dye. After a number of experiments, it was decided to use
a special thermochromic pigment (Chromazone’s Water based sprayable system 1510), suitable for
metal surfaces, and we found for the first time that it was also successfully applied to textiles, since our
composite yarn is composed of a metallic part in its core and a textile part in its sheath. The application
of the pigment was done by Chromazon’s Sprayable System (LCR Hallcrest Ltd., Connah’s Quay,
UK). The first step of this process is the preparation of the thermo-chromic colour system solution,
which was made up of 55.9% clear lacquer, 24% thermo-chromic pigment, 1.1% adhesion promoter,
and 19.0% water, mixed with a mechanical stirrer. The yarn was then wound onto a wooden frame
around nails fixed in opposite sides and parallel to each other. The prepared solution was poured into
the glass jar of an airbrush (Model 200 Airbrush, Badger Air-brush Company, Illinois, 9128 Belmont
Av, Franklin Park, IL, USA) and evenly sprayed over the yarn. Spraying was repeated several times
until the whole yarn was covered in black colour. Then, the prayed yarn set in the wooden frame was
placed in a pre-heated oven of 100 ◦C for 5 min, for curing the thermo-chromic pigment. The yarn was
left to cool down to room temperature, and then wound onto a yarn cone for knitting. Figure 3a,b
shows the composite SMART yarn on the wooden frame before and after colouration.
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 3. Composite copper/cotton yarn before; (a) and after; (b) colouration.
Experiments were then carried out to find the most suitable cotton blend, by uniformly wrapping
4 metres of the yarn around a white cardboard in 20 ◦C and 65% RH conditioned room, and its colour
change characteristics were investigated. The 20 tex cotton yarn was found to be the most suitable
which has 9 Ohms electrical resistance and 0.3 A to 0.4 A optimum electric current, and is able to
change from black to white in less than 40 s, Figure 4 shows a 35 times magnification image of the yarn
and Figure 5a,b its thermochromic performance.
 
Figure 4. X35-times magnification coloured composite yarn.
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5. Performance of the composite thermochromic yarn; (a) temperature against current and
(b) temperature against time. The arrows shows the colour change values.
So we have established a hybrid composite yarn of cotton and copper which is now capable of
colour changing at an activation temperature of 31 ◦C by heat being produced from the copper wire and
triggers the thermochromic surface to change colour from black to colourless and reverse uniformly
and in less than 40 s. Investigations into different knitting and woven processes that followed revealed
that the fabric made on an 8-gauge Shima-Seiki SES 122S electronic knitting machine (SHIMA SEIKI
Europe Ltd., Castle Donington, UK) had the best design reproduction and response to pattern change,
at 0.5 metres per min speed, optimum tension, and with 0.7 mm stitch length.
Having established the fabric several preliminary investigations took place to determine the
criteria of designs and their changes that will fulfil our hypothesis, and it was apparent that we
should knit four paired fabric patterns. These four pairs were made and used for the brain/material
experiments that followed.
2.1.2. Pattern Changing Fabrics
These four pairs of patterns are shown in Figure 6. In order to test the response of our visual brain
every pair of the four fabrics has the same design but subtle differences. Fabric 1a,b consists of geometric
square and trapezoid small motifs but 1b are bolder (black and white more well defined—sharper)
than 1a. Fabric pair 2, consists of diamond motifs both pairs are symmetrical but fabric 2b has larger
diamonds making the symmetry more well defined than in the case of fabric 2a. Fabric pair 3 consists
of small squares, with fabric 3a being symmetrical with squares of the same repeat, whilst fabric 3b
produces random asymmetrical and irregular shapes with darker intensity. Fabric pair 4 consists of
large square shapes, with fabric 4a being symmetrical and fabric 4b random asymmetric and irregular
squares with darker intensity. Therefore, the predominant effect is geometry, asymmetry, faintness and
boldness, intensity and irregularity, all in black and white and without the effect of colour so that there
is no colour influence on our tests.
2.2. Material/Brain Interactions
Viewers’ visual response to a pattern stimulus is directly measured in the visual brain activity
by using the ERP technique, so that the brain/pattern interaction can be established. By analysing
the evoked ERP components, the visual effect can be measured and compared between different
patterns, from which we can determine the effect of pattern change on viewers’ visual response. Firstly,
the visual response to each patterned appearance is measured, and the responses of the two paired
patterned appearances are compared by analysing the evoked ERP components. Statistical technique:
hypothesis test and confidence interval estimation are used to calculate the difference in the amplitude
and latency of the ERP components; and hence, to determine the different visual effect trigged by the
pattern changes of the fabric.
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Two patterned appearances of SMART Fabric 1 
Two patterned appearances of SMART Fabric 2 
Two patterned appearances of SMART Fabric 3 
Two patterned appearances of SMART Fabric 4 
Figure 6. Four SMART pattern-changing fabrics investigated in current study.
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2.3. EEG Experiment
2.3.1. Participants
Twenty participants; 9 women and 11 men, between 23 and 54 years of age, took part in this
experiment. Their mean age was 31.6 years old with 9.0 years standard deviation. All participants had
no known mental problems neither any brain operation nor suffering from epilepsy or claustrophobia.
All participants had normal-or corrected vision by spectacles and were right-handed. Before the
experiment, each participant was explained the experimental procedure without revealing any detail of
the experimental target. The ethical procedure was followed by declaring the procedure and obtaining
from each participant written consent and approved before starting of the experiment in line with
standard procedure. Each participant was alone and there was not possible for any participant to
discuss their experience to another.
2.3.2. EEG Experiment Procedure
The two patterns from every of the four fabrics were scanned, and their clear digital image was
saved in the PC. During the experiment each fabric pattern was presented to each participant in a
19-inch screen monitor of a grey background. All pattern images were 305 mm in width and 245 mm
in height and shown at the same brightness settings. The sitting distance of every participant from
the PC monitor was 1400 mm and the visual angle of stimulation of every pattern in the experiment
was 10.0 degrees in the vertical and 12.4 degrees in the horizontal coordinate, and the laboratory was
equipped with sound-attenuation. Prior to starting the experimental procedure every participant
was given a short explanation of the experiment and were reminded the information on the consent
form. An Electro-Cap ECI was placed on the head of the participant in order to record their EEG.
A pair of electrodes was used to detect eye movement and one is placed 1 cm above and laterally
of the corner of the left eye and the other on the left-hand mastoid behind the ear and lower to the
skull. Another electrode was placed on the left earlobe of the participant. The ECI was then connected
with the EEC system, and the impedance of all electrodes was checked to be less than 20 kΩ prior
to starting the experiment, ensuring their proper attachment to scalp for achieving EEG brain wave
data acquisition. A PC displayed the fabric patterns having devised a protocol of slides which had
the stimulus of each pattern together with specific instructions. In this protocol, the ‘presentation’
software was used to pre-program in self-written scripts the displaying order and duration of every
slide, as shown in Figure 7. At the beginning of the experiment for 8 s a preparatory instruction slide
was shown with eye movement commands; ‘eyes close’, ‘eyes open’, and ‘blink eyes’ to relax the eyes
of every participant throughout the experiment. A grey screen was then shown for 1.5 s which was the
baseline experimental period prior to showing the first pattern for 1 s duration. The repetition of the
circles is as shown as in the figure. There is 20 s break between the circles. The pattern stimuli were
shuffled in random at the beginning of the presentation and each of them was presented 30 times.
During the experiment, every participant sits on a comfortable armchair opposite the PC monitor
with both hands on the arms of the chair, making sure that their eyes were in line with the centre of the
monitor. Every participant was informed that a series of slides with fabric patterns will be shown on
the monitor and that some of them will give them instructions of closing, opening, or blinking their
eyes. Participants were asked to sit comfortably, to be relaxed and to follow the instructions appeared
on screen. The operator of the experiment asked each participant to concentrate at the patterns over
the period that they appear on the screen without blinking, breathing deep, or moving, and a couple of
training familiarity trials were performed by every participant prior to starting the experiment, so that
instructions were understood and feeling comfortable. At the end of the experiment the electrodes and
the cap were removed from the participants head, the participant was then thanked and asked not to
discuss the procedure with anyone else to avoid influencing other participants.
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Figure 7. Diagram of the slides with the timing and repeating circles used in the experiment.
2.3.3. Brain Data Acquisition and Processing
The cap consisting of 19 electrodes was worn on the head of each participant so that their EEG
signals could be acquired to determine their brain response to each of the 4 paired fabric patterns.
The specific locality of the electrodes on the scalp were according the international 10–20 EEG system [25].
The reference electrode is attached on the left earlobe of each participant and the ground electrode
is located at the front of channel Fz. The impedance of the electrodes was less than 20 kΩ. Figure 8
shows the whole set up which consists of the EEG system integrated with the presentation slides in the
PC through a trigger box, which places an event marker in the EEG signal for every slide displayed on
screen. This enables every slide location along the signal to be known marking any changes in brain
waves to each slide stimulation. The electric potential generated by the participant’s eyes movement,
named electrooculography (EOG), was also recorded from active and reference bipolar electrodes.
During signal pre-processing, the recordings of the signals of the EEG data and the log file of the
presentation slides were inputted to MATLABs EEGLAB (version 11.0.4.3b) toolbox [26], Then, the data
recorded from O1 and O2 electrode channels, which are located in the visual brain (see Figure 5)
are selected; and the EEG signals that correspond to the eight patterns were extracted. Each signal
contained an epoch starting 100 ms prior to pattern stimulus onset until after 1000 ms. There are 30
EEG epochs corresponding to each fabric stimulus. Any artefact caused by eyes blink, movement,
temporal muscle activity, or line noise was extracted and cleaned using the Independent Component
Analysis (ICA) routine of MATLABs EEGLAB [27]. The artefact-free EEG epochs were then gathered
in a STUDY dataset of the EEGLAB to generate the grand average ERP waves that corresponds to the
viewing of each pattern stimulus.
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Figure 8. Setup of the EEG signal acquisition in the experiment.
3. Results
The grand average visual ERPs evoked by the viewing of the patterns are analysed in pairs,
which are patterns 1a,b, patterns 2a,b, pattern 3a,b, and patterns 4a,b. In each pair, the ERP waves of
channels O1 and O2 are presented separately in two graphs as seen in the following section. The waves
start at 100 ms before the pattern onset until after 1000 ms. Vertical grey lines in the graphs indicate
the significant differences in between the two ERP waves evoked by the paired patterns at 95%
confidence level. The following prominent components were observed in all evoked ERP waves:
component P1 at around 100 ms, component N1 at around 150 ms and component P2 between 200
to 300 ms. The amplitude (μv) and latency (ms) of each component were measured. There are two
methods to calculate the amplitude of the components N1 and P2 in literature [21]. One is based on
the local peak value of the component, and the other one measures the distance between the local
peaks of the two successive components: the amplitude of component N1 = P1 peak—N1 peak and
the amplitude of component P2 = P2 peak—N1 peak. Both methods have their own strengths and
shortcomings. The current experiment used both methods so that one can complement the other.
Comparison was conducted on ERP components that were evoked by the two paired patterns of each
fabric. The difference of the pattern change response of every participant is calculated by the formula
∑
Δn = Pn1 − Pn2 (1)
where
∑
Δn is the different response of pattern change n.
n = 1, 2, 3, 4 and Pn1 − Pn2 is the response difference of pattern 1 and 2 of each of the four patterned
paired fabrics.
Using the statistical hypothesis test (SHT) and confident interval estimation (CIE), the mean of the
difference is calculated from the data acquired from the 20 participants. Then the Ryan-Joiner Test at
5% SL was used to test the normal distribution (ND) of the sample data. The significance of the results
(over 80%) is reported and discussed further.
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3.1. Significant Differences in the Visual ERPs Evoked by Pattern 1a,b of Fabric 1
Significant differences have been found in the ERP latency and amplitude components N1 and
P2, of Pattern 1a,b, shown in Figure 9, which are reported in Table 1. Pattern 1b triggers an earlier
component N1 than Pattern 1a in the left of the visual brain, measured at electrode location O1.
Pattern 1b triggers a larger amplitude of component N1 than Pattern 1a, which shows that Pattern 1b
has higher visual intensity than Pattern 1a, which is in agreement with another study on amplitude
and brightness [28]. In component P2, significant difference was found in the latency in the O2





Figure 9. Grand average ERP responding to Pattern 1a,b, the grey lines show the significant difference
with p-value < 0.05: (a) measured at O1 electrode channel; (b) measured at O2 electrode channel.




N Mean StDev SE Mean 90% CI T p
20 4.5 9.99 2.23 (0.64, 8.36) 2.02 0.058
O2 Electrode Channel
N1 Amplitude (μv)
N Mean St Dev SE Mean 90% CI T p
20 1.023 2.527 0.565 (0.046, 2.000) 1.81 0.086
P2 Latency (ms)
N Mean St Dev SE Mean 90% CI T p
20 −9.5 12.97 2.9 (−14.51, −4.49) −3.28 0.004
St Dev: Standard deviation. SE Mean: Standard error of the mean. CI: Confidence interval. p: p-value.
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These results show that the difference in intensity of the fabric patterns causes different visual
brain responses, in which clearer and well-defined patterns evoke an earlier and larger ERP component
N1 and faint patterns evoke an earlier P2 component.
3.2. Significant Differences in the Visual ERPs Evoked by Pattern 2a,b of Fabric 2
Significant differences have been found in the amplitude and latency of the ERP components N1
and P2, of Pattern 2a,b, shown in Figure 10, which are reported in Table 2. It was found that there
are significant differences in the amplitude of component N1 in both O1 and O2 electrode channels
meaning mean Pattern 2b evokes a larger component N1 than Pattern 2a on the both sides of the visual
brain, in agreement with other work [19]. In component P2, significant difference was found in the
amplitude in both O1 and O2 channel locations, showing that Pattern 2b evokes a larger component
P2 than Pattern 2a on both sides of the visual brain. A difference was also found in the latency of
component P2 in the O2 brain location, which shows that Pattern 2a gives an earlier component P2 in
the right of the visual brain.
(a) 
(b) 
Figure 10. Grand average ERP responding to Pattern 2a,b, the grey lines show the significant difference
with p-value < 0.05: (a) Measured at O1 electrode channel; (b) measured at O2 electrode channel.
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N Mean St Dev SE Mean 95% CI T p
20 2.143 2.662 0.595 (0.898, 3.389) 3.6 0.002
P2 Amplitude (μv)
N Mean St Dev SE Mean 95% CI T p
20 −3.024 3.271 0.731 (−4.555, −1.493) −4.13 0.001
O2 Electrode Channel
N1 Amplitude (μv)
N Mean St Dev SE Mean 98% CI T p
20 2.201 2.469 0.552 (0.799, 3.603) 3.99 0.001
P2
Amplitude (μv)
N Mean St Dev SE Mean 95% CI T p
20 −2.943 3.048 0.681 (−4.369, −1.516) −4.32 0
Latency (ms)
N Mean St Dev SE Mean 95% CI T p
20 −7.75 10.82 2.42 (−12.81, −2.69) −3.2 0.005
St Dev: Standard deviation. SE Mean: Standard error of the mean. CI: Confidence interval. p: p-value.
The results reveal that pattern changing effects 2a and b of fabric 2 affect the visual response of the
participants. The two patterns have symmetrical structures of regular diamond shapes, with Pattern
2a having smaller diamonds to Pattern 2b. The intense effect produced by changing the size of the
elements in a pattern causes different responses of the visual brain, in which more intense patterns
trigger larger components N1 and P2, indicating a larger brain response.
3.3. Significant Differences in the Visual ERPs Evoked by Pattern 3a,b of Fabric 3
Significant differences have been found in the latency and amplitude of components P1, N1,
and P2, of Pattern 3a,b of fabric 3, Figure 11, which are reported in Table 3. In component P1, significant
difference was found in the amplitude in the O1 brain location, showing that Pattern 3b evoked a larger
component P1 than Pattern 3a in the left of the visual brain. In component N1, significant difference
was found in amplitude in both the O1 and O2 channel locations, showing that Pattern 3a evoked a
larger component N1 than Pattern 3b in both sides of the visual brain. Significant difference was also
found in the latency of component N1 in the O1 channel location, indicating that Pattern 3a evoked an
earlier component N1 than Pattern 3b in the left of the visual brain. Our results are in agreement with
another study found that the latency of component N1 has been found to be shorter in response to the
stimuli with higher brightness [28] and the amplitude of component N1 to be influenced by visual
stimuli [19]. The current results reveal different visual parameters between Pattern 3a,b, in which
Pattern 3a might have higher visual intensity than Pattern 3b. In component P2, a significant difference
was found in the amplitude in the O1 channel location, meaning that Pattern 3b evoked a higher
component P2 than Pattern 3a in the left of the visual brain.
The results reveal that our participants were influenced by fabric 3 Pattern 3a,b triggering different
responses in the visual brain. Both patterns contain small square shapes of the same size. Pattern
3a has a symmetrical structure of repeating square shapes, whilst Pattern 3b is having asymmetrical
randomly arranged squares and rectangular shapes, some filled with intense black colour. Symmetrical
patterns with regular repeating elements trigger larger and earlier ERP component N1, indicating a
larger and earlier brain response.
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Figure 11. Grand average ERP responding to Pattern 3a,b, the grey lines show the significant difference
with p-value < 0.05: (a) measured at O1 electrode channel; (b) measured at O2 electrode channel.




N Mean St Dev SE Mean 85% CI T p
20 −0.905 2.641 0.591 (−1.791, −0.019) −1.53 0.142
N1
Amplitude (μv)
N Mean St Dev SE Mean 80% CI T p
20 −1.333 4.044 0.904 (−2.534, −0.133) −1.47 0.157
Latency (ms)
N Mean St Dev SE Mean 89% CI T p
19 −3.68 9.4 2.16 (−7.31, −0.06) −1.71 0.105
P2 Amplitude (μv)
N Mean St Dev SE Mean 85% CI T p
18 −0.645 1.785 0.421 (−1.279, −0.011) −1.53 0.143
O2 Electrode Channel
N1 Amplitude (μv)
N Mean St Dev SE Mean 83% CI T p
20 −1.074 3.319 0.742 (−2.132, −0.015) −1.45 0.164
St Dev: Standard deviation. SE Mean: Standard error of the mean. CI: Confidence interval. p: p-value.
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3.4. Significant Differences in the Visual ERPs Evoked by Pattern 4a,b of Fabric 4
Significant difference was found in the component P1, N1, and P2 on the O1 channel and in
components N1 and P2 on the O2 channel, of Pattern 4a,b, fabric 4, Figure 12, as shown in Table 4.
In component P1, significant difference was found in latency in the O1 channel location, indicating
that Pattern 4a produced an earlier component P1 than Pattern 4b in the left of the visual brain.
In component N1, significant difference was found in amplitude in channel O1 location, showing that
Pattern 4a evoked a larger component N1 than Pattern 4b in the left of the visual brain, and significant
difference was also found in the latency of component N1 in both the O1 and O2 brain locations,
indicating that Pattern 4b evoked an earlier component N1 than Pattern 4a in both sides of the visual
brain, in agreement with other work [19,28]. It was also found that component P2 had significant
difference in the amplitude of both the O1 and O2 channel locations, and in latency at O1 channel.
indicating that Pattern 4b produced a larger component P2 than Pattern 4a in both sides of the visual
brain, and latency indicating that Pattern 4b triggers an earlier component P2 than Pattern 4a in the left





Figure 12. Grand average ERP responding to Pattern 4a,b, the grey lines show the significant difference
with p-value < 0.05: (a) measured at O1 electrode channel; (b) measured at O2 electrode channel.
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N Mean St Dev SE Mean 90% CI T p
18 −8.06 16.37 3.86 (−14.77, −1.34) −2.09 0.052
N1
Amplitude (μv)
N Mean St Dev SE Mean 95% CI T p
17 −11.33 5.91 1.43 (−14.37, −8.29) −7.91 0
Latency (ms)
N Mean St Dev SE Mean 95% CI T p
18 10.28 17.1 4.03 (1.77, 18.78) 2.55 0.021
P2
Amplitude (μv)
N Mean St Dev SE Mean 95% CI T p
17 −1.934 2.992 0.726 (−3.473, −0.396) −2.67 0.017
Latency (ms)
N Mean St Dev SE Mean 80% CI T p
19 3.95 11.74 2.69 (0.37, 7.53) 1.47 0.16
O2 Electrode Channel
N1 Latency (ms)
N Mean St Dev SE Mean 88% CI T p
20 5.5 14.95 3.34 (0.06, 10.94) 1.65 0.116
P2 Amplitude (μv)
N Mean St Dev SE Mean 91% CI T p
20 −1.253 3.093 0.692 (−2.488, −0.017) −1.81 0.086
St Dev: Standard deviation. SE Mean: Standard error of the mean. CI: Confidence interval. p: p-value.
The results reveal that the visual brain of our participants was influenced by fabric 4 in different
ways. The patterns of fabric 4 contain large square shapes, with Pattern 4a having symmetrical
structure of regularly repeating square shapes, whilst Pattern 4b having the same square shapes but
non-repeating with some filled with black colour and also having smaller squares within larger ones.
Consequently, Pattern 4b is more complex and more asymmetrical than Pattern 4a. The results reveal
that these differences trigger different responses in the visual brain, in which the relatively simple and
symmetrical patterns trigger an earlier component P1 and a larger component N1, indicating an earlier
and larger brain response.
In summary the pattern-changing effect of fabrics 1 and 2 produce a larger N1 response in the visual
brain because its pattern changes from a light and loose to a darker and higher contrast effect. However,
this phenomenon does not apply in the case of Fabric 3, in which, the symmetrical structure of this
pattern evokes a higher response in the visual brain. The same result is observed in the pattern-changing
effect of Fabric 4. These results are in agreement with the findings of symmetry/asymmetry studies in
literature [16], in which the symmetrical patterns have been found to be detected and processed more
easily by the human visual system in comparison with the asymmetrical patterns, as well as with a
study of pattern intensity in amplitude and latency of the visual brain [19,28]. This could have a direct
connection with pleasure and happiness found in complimentary study.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
This study has investigated the influences caused by pattern-changing of four pairs of colourless
SMART fabrics on viewer’s visual response using the ERP technique. This was possible by developing
a novel composite electrochromic yarn of 20 tex cotton wrapped around silver-plate 0.10 mm diameter
copper wire in a Gemmill and Dunsmore hollow spindle fancy yarn machine and successfully
functionalised using the Chromazon’s Sprayable System by a pigment which enables it to activate
at 31 ◦C, in less than 40 s. The yarn was subsequently knitted into four fabric pattern pairs testing
geometry, asymmetry, and intensity, of our visual brain, at O1 and O2 electrodes positioned at the
back of our brain. The responses of 20 participants were analysed by comparing the amplitude and
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latency components N1, P1, and P2 in the elicited ERP wave from the visual brain. Our results
found significant differences in visual brain responses. These differences were mainly observed in
components N1, P1, and P2 caused by the difference of the visual parameters of the fabric stimuli.
The properties of N1 and P1 components are regarded as exogenous i.e., of pure sensory processing [29].
This process takes place at about 100 ms from the presentation of the stimulus and is said to be
influenced by the physical properties of the stimulus. However, there are some researchers that
believe that these components could be endogenous and hence could be enhanced by attention [30].
Although there is a general agreement that the P2 component is associated with memory updating,
we will take the view that stimulus is processed in a number of either parallel or hierarchical stages
which include pattern encoding, recognition, classification, task evaluation followed by response
selection and execution. In summary, there must be two stages; a neutral detection of pattern and
a make use of this pattern, recognising that some parallel processing takes place, we deal more
with the former in our case. Our findings show that the pattern-changing effect evokes different
visual responses in component N1. The pattern-changing effect of fabrics 1 and 2 produce a larger
N1 response in the visual brain because its pattern changes from a light and loose to a darker and
higher contrast effect. However, this phenomenon does not apply in the case of Fabric 3, in which,
the symmetrical structure of this pattern evokes a higher response in the visual brain. The same
result is observed in the pattern-changing effect of Fabric 4. These results are in agreement with the
findings of symmetry/asymmetry studies in literature [16], in which the symmetrical patterns have
been found to be detected and processed more easily by the human visual system in comparison with
the asymmetrical patterns, and it is said to be associated with pleasure and happiness. Our point
to our findings is challenging our current knowledge on perception. We claim that since N1 and P2
are very early in the visual process and the brain is yet to complete perception, i.e., grouping the
images together and separating them from one another. Why have our paired patterns have been
separated by stronger N1 for the symmetrical and well defined Patterns 1b and 2b—against their
complimentary but nevertheless faint Patterns 1a and 2a? Why do we produce stronger N1 in high
intensity and symmetrical Patterns 3a and 4a against their non symmetrical counterparts 3b and 4b?
These questions may be supported by the physical study of the eye, which indicate that the primary
visual cortex is densely populated with layers of cells which prefer stimuli in the shape of bars or angles
of an orientation and direction. With our results one can speculate that although the visual processing
mechanisms are not yet completely understood, during the information process which is about shape
and colourless (with no movement and no spatial organisation) there is a kind of conditioning of the
initialisation of this process that may influence our preferences and emotions, which are detectable in
other parts of the brain [17], but are outside the scope of this paper. The results of these experiments
have high confidence level, which show that different patterns and pattern-changing effects are highly
significant. Whether exogenous or endogenous the question is what is the influence of patterns during
the initial processing in the brain and since our results show consistency, does this mean that we
can use this knowledge to design materials or to do art? The conclusion of this research is that our
brain reacts consistently different to things that is sees. Object details as seen in the case of patterns
are important to our brain; the SMART fabrics demonstrate this very well by changing from one
pattern to an opposite testing this hypothesis. The consequence is that since we now know what object
parameters precisely affect our visual brain and its processing, we are not restricted to engineering
this change in objects to textile patterns but can apply this knowledge to the design of any objects.
In this context, SMART fabrics can switch emotions as they can change from one pattern to another.
These SMART textiles we name ‘psychotextiles’ because they are purposely designed to change a
specific brain emotion. The same concept can be extended to colour, to shape, to touch, and to taste.
Finally, this study, however restricted in size poses a philosophical fundamental question: if these
consistent visual brain responses are evoked in less than 200 ms, knowing that brain processing is not
complete, does this mean that our ‘primitive world’ is predetermined in our minds, as Aristotelean
forms, which get enhanced by memory through perception and experience?
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Abstract: This study introduces the concept of a thermal textile pixel, a spatially and temporally
defined textile structure that shows spatial and temporal thermal contrast and can be used in
the context of thermal communication. A study was performed investigating (a) in-plane and
(b) out-of-plane thermal signal behaviour for knitted structures made of three different fibre
types; namely, polyamide, wool, and metal containing Shieldex yarn, and two different knitting
structures: plain knit and terry knit. The model thermal source was a Peltier element. For (a), a
thermography set-up was used to monitor the spatial development of thermal contrast, and for
(b), an arrangement with thermocouple measuring temperature development over time. Results
show that the use of conductive materials such as Shieldex is unnecessary for the plain knit if only
heating is required, whereas such use significantly improves performance for the terry knit structures.
The findings demonstrate that the textile pixel is able to spatially and temporally focus thermal
signals, thereby making it viable for use as an interface for thermal communication devices. Having
well-defined thermal textile pixels opens up potential for the development of matrices for more
complex information conveyance.
Keywords: smart textile; thermal textile pixel; thermal communication; non-auditory and nonvisual
communication; thermal conductivity; Peltier element
1. Introduction
Thermal communication is perceived through the skin. Textiles are the materials that we often
have closest to our skin, which enhances their potential as a medium for thermal communication.
Textile materials comprise a vast range of fibres and constructions that possess a wide variety of
thermal properties. In order to maximise the functions of smart textiles, it is important to better
understand how varying fibre choices and textile constructions affect thermal communication.
This study introduces the concept of a thermal textile pixel and investigates how fibre properties
and textile constructions influence signals sent by a thermal source. The thermal pixel represents a
counterpart to pixels for visual communication that uses thermal modes (potentially both heating and
cooling) for communication. As illustrated in the area denoted (a) in Figure 1, being the overlapping
field of thermal engineering and communication.
Numerous studies have examined the thermal properties of textiles in the context of clothing
comfort [1–3] and textiles used as thermal insulators [4]. Applications of thermal engineering to smart
textiles include devices such as underwear [5], socks and gloves [6] with heating functions. Another
example, is the approach used to produce the Embr Wrist band [7], a wearable that consists of a thermal
cooling module that is able to cool down or heat up for thermal stimulation. Section (b) in Figure 1
encompasses such devices. Beyond these, a broad range of applications opens up in the area of thermal
communication in the intersecting area (c) in Figure 1. One example is Lovelet [8], a wearable device
Materials 2019, 12, 3747; doi:10.3390/ma12223747 www.mdpi.com/journal/materials23
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that conveys affection between partners through thermal communication. Research is being made
on garments designed to be used as feedback, alerting, or communication systems for daily life use
by individuals with deafblindness [9]. Wilson et al. [10] observed that although the research field
of thermal feedback for communication remains to be fully explored, the implementation of salient
feedback based on thermal input can have immense advantages in noisy and turbulent surroundings
compared with vibrating inputs [10]. Lee and Lim investigated heat as a communicatorin the field of
haptic technology and robotics [11,12]. They concluded that although there is great potential for using
thermal devices to facilitate interpersonal communication, the focus should not be to replace current
communication types, but rather to enhance or enrich current means of communication [12].
Figure 1. Thermal pixels are at least an intersection between three different technological areas.
1.1. Thermal Communication
The skin is our most expansive organ; it has a complex structure and is involved in a vast number
of bodily functions. Apart from the obvious task of defining a bodily inside and a bodily outside and
handling moderate mechanical impact, the skin is also involved in maintaining body temperature,
mediating sensation, and protecting us from UV-radiation, among other functions [13].
Sensations are mediated through cutaneous sensory systems that receive tactile, thermal painful,
and pruritic information and forward them to the central nervous system [14]. Human skin also has
two kinds of thermoreceptors, one of which reacts to heat and the other to cold. Thermoreceptor
density varies in different parts of the body, and there are many more thermoreceptors that respond
to cold than those responding to heat [14]. Temperature exposure can cause acute pain when the
skin reaches temperatures above 45 ◦C or below 5 ◦C. The temperature at which pain is initiated
varies; some examples indicate that being exposed to temperatures below 17 ◦C can trigger pain
sensations [15]. Skin temperature is distinct from body temperature; it normally remains within
32–35 ◦C but can vary from 20–40 ◦C [16].
The threshold for thermal perception (the least detectable noticeable difference) is lower for cooler
temperatures than for warmer temperatures, and the thresholds are larger for lower body parts than
for the upper body [17].
1.2. Thermal Expression
Lee and Lim performed a study on heat as a medium for expression in interpersonal
communication [11]. In order to better describe heat in the context of communication, they introduced
the term thermal expression, which denotes ‘the activity of controlling a particular amount of heat with
intention’ [11]. Based on this definition, they described four expressive elements as representations of
thermal expression, namely temperature, duration, temperature change rate, and location [11].
The thermal modality of human sensation is susceptible to illusions, such as the phenomenon
known as the thermal grill illusion [17], which refers to a sensation of heating or cooling that occurs
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in absence of any change in actual skin temperature. Research using this phenomenon include
experiments conducted by Manasrah et al. [18], Hojatmadani and Reed [19], and Oron-Gilad et al. [20].
The latter used the thermal grill illusion in the efforts to develop the foundation for a tactile
language [20].
It seems rational to use thermal illusions for communicating signals, which greatly reduce the
inconvenience experienced by the subject, as the receiver’s skin temperature does not have to actually
reach the given temperatures every time that a signal is sent.
1.3. Defining Thermal Textile Pixel
In order to create a thermal illusion, adjacent devices need to be kept separated such that they
nonetheless maintain different temperatures. A thermal contrast is needed whereby one can perceive
changes in temperature over a sufficient small distance, over a sufficiently short time period, or both
(difference in perception due to varying thermal conductivities of materials is not considered). Thus,
the thermal textile pixel is a spatially and temporally defined textile structure that shows spatial and
temporal thermal contrast and can be used in thermal communication. It is a device for thermal
expression within the repertoire of non-auditory and nonvisual communication (NANV).
Figure 2a,b illustrate the ideal spatial thermal contrast for both heating and active cooling.
The edges should be maximally sharp in order to enable pixel distinction and the temperature Tmax
resp. Tmin should be detectable. Further on, the temperature of the plateaus (Tmax resp. Tmin) should
be coherent with the temperature generated by the thermal source.
(a) heating (b) active cooling
Figure 2. Scheme of a function representing the ideal spatial contrast of a thermal textile pixel. TRT is
ambient (room) temperature. (a) shows the heating signal, whereby TMAX is temperature sent from
thermal source, TMAX should be below 45 ◦C for avoiding pain. (b) shows the active cooling signal,
TMIN is temperature sent from thermal source, TMIN should be above 5 ◦C to avoid pain. Δl:s should
be minimally short.
Figure 3a,b show the ideal temporal thermal contrasts for heating and active cooling, respectively.
The temperatures Tmax resp. Tmin should be predicted based on the repeatability of temperatures
generated by the thermal source. Compared with spatial thermal development, in which Δl should
be very small, for temporal thermal development, we need to control Δt, meaning adherence to
thermal source.
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(a) heating (b) cooling
Figure 3. Scheme of a function representing the ideal temporal contrast of a thermal textile pixel.
TRT is ambient (room) temperature. (a) shows the heating signal, whereby TMAX is temperature sent
from thermal source, TMAX should be below 45 ◦C to avoid pain. (b) shows the active cooling signal,
TMIN is temperature sent from thermal source, TMIN should be above 5 ◦C to avoid pain. Depending
on what is being communicated Δt:s could be either short or long. In any case it is important that
they are controllable.
This study aimed to investigate the effect of textiles on (1) the thermal expression by spatial thermal
spread in x-, y- and z-direction, and (2) temporal thermal spread in- and out-of-plane (Figure 4). This
was done by measuring the heat spread in- and out-of-plane with an IR camera and measuring the
temperature change rate of the textile interface with a thermocouple.
(a) (b)
Figure 4. Overview of the in-plane and out-of-plane directions. (a) z-direction out of plane, x- and
y-direction in plane. (b) y denotes the wale direction, x represents the course direction. Figure from
Peterson [21].
Results show that textile interfaces can be used to convey thermal communication signals and
there is an anisotropic effect in the temperature spread in the x-y- and z-direction.
2. Results
This section presents the thermal conductivity and temporal and spatial thermal development
of six different textile samples. Three samples comprised a plain knit structure consisting of 100%
wool (WO), polyamide (PA) and a silver-plated polyamide yarn (Shieldex), the other three samples
constituted a terry knit structure consisting of 50/50 WO/PA, 50/50 PA/Shieldex and 100% PA.
Focusing on the material and textile behaviours, a simple realisation of a thermal pixel was
used with a Peltier element as the thermal source. A Peltier element was chosen due to its ability to
generate both heating and cooling, which is central to mapping how the temperature develops and
follows the source.
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2.1. Thermal Conductivity
The results of measuring the thermal conductivity of the different samples is presented in Table 1.
As anticipated, wool showed the greatest thermal resistance, as it was the most insulating fibre used
for testing. The plain knit Shieldex exhibited the highest thermal conductivity.



















Plain Shieldex 239.83 1.56 ±0.07 49.82 ±1.62 0.015 0.10
PA 261.96 2.01 ±0.18 171.4 ±1.14 0.024 0.08
WO 524.05 3.41 ±0.13 79.24 ±2.67 0.104 0.03
Terry Shieldex/PA 273.58 3.03 ±0.13 78.8 ±1.22 0.044 0.07
PA 354.22 3.02 ±0.08 165.4 ±0.89 0.035 0.09
WO/PA 441.52 4.47 ±0.03 71.34 ±1.39 0.119 0.04
2.2. Mapping Temporal Thermal Development, Out-of-Plane
Tables 2 and 3 present the thermal curves of the interface temperatures of the six different samples.
Each curve represents a cycle, which for heating consisted of 300 seconds of heating followed by
300 seconds of thermal dissipation. For active cooling, the cycle consisted of 150 seconds of heating
and 150 seconds of thermal dissipation. A prerequisite for the thermal textile pixel is to be able to
follow (with possible some lag) the thermal source. Tables 2 and 3 show the out-of-plane temporal
thermal development for the six fabric samples.
Mapping temporal thermal development indicates how quickly the thermal pixel device reacts to
the thermal source. In an ideal situation, all thermal energy (heat flux) should be instantly transferred
through the textiles, and the textile interface should not reduce the thermal detection percentage.
In Tables 2 and 3, the orange curve should overlap with the grey curve. However, the temperature
measured at the textile surface (indicated by orange curves) did not reach the intensity given by
the thermal impulse/given temperature from the thermal source (indicated by the grey curves).
For heating (Tables 2 and 3 (a), (c), (e)), PA performs best with plain knit surface ((c)), whereas Shieldex
performs best with terry fabric ((a)). Wool is the least effective for heating both knitting structures.
For active cooling ((b), (d), (f)), Shieldex performed best ((b)), followed by PA. Again, wool was the
least effective material for cooling both plain and terry structures.
Another observation is that the temperature measured at the textile/Peltier element interface
in some of the heating processes ((a), (c) in Table 2, (c) in Table 3), unexpectedly increased above the
given temperature (compare blue and grey curves), which is untenable from an energy perspective.
We interpreted the reason as being that the thermal system did not reach equilibrium because the
temperature was measured at 300 seconds after the Peltier element was turned on. The thermal flux
was trapped by the textiles and did not complete the process of thermal energy exchange (heat transfer)
with the surroundings. The difference between the two curves (blue and grey) is more significant in the
case of wool than the other materials, which indicates that the thermal system reaches the equilibrium
state much slower in the presence of that material.
2.3. Mapping Thermal Spatial Development, In-Plane
Infrared thermography was used to record the temperature every 60 seconds during a 300 second
test for heating and at 60 seconds and 150 seconds for active cooling. The results of the spatial
development are shown in Table 4 for plain knit and Table 5 for terry knit.
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Table 2. Temporal thermal development, out-of-plane, for plain knit samples. Measured with
thermocouples according to setup in Figure 5. Room temperature (RT) is denoted in black, the
orange curve represents the temperature of the textile, and the blue curve represents the temperature
of the Peltier element (PE). The light grey curve was measured prior to testing and is equivalent to the
thermal energy put into the system, hence representing the ideal outcome for the textile. Temporal
thermal development for heating given in (a) plain knit Shieldex sample, (c) plain knit wool sample, (e)
plain knit polyamide sample. Temporal thermal development for active cooling given for (b) plain knit
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Table 3. Temporal thermal development, out-of-plane, for terry knit samples. Measured with
thermocouples according to setup in Figure 5. Room temperature (RT) is denoted in black, the
orange curve represents the temperature of the textile, and the blue curve represents the temperature
of the Peltier element (PE). The light grey curve was measured prior to the testing and is equivalent to
the thermal energy put into the system, hence representing the ideal outcome for the textile. Temporal
thermal development for heating given in (a) terry knit Shieldex sample, (c) terry knit wool sample,
(e) terry knit polyamide sample. Temporal thermal development for active cooling given for (b) terry
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All samples show a bump-like behaviour with relative sharp symmetric ramp up and ramp down.
A difference is observable between time to reach Tmax (Tmin) as well as in the evenness of the plateaus.
The Shieldex curves ((a), (b), Tables 4 and 5) have a wider plateau, and the temperature spreads
more in-plane than for the other two non-conductive materials, thus indicating that conductive
materials are not favourable for thermal pixels. The same phenomenon can be seen in the case of the
terry fabrics (Table 5). Thermal development is less significant for active heating than for heating.
An asymmetry was observed in how the temperature distributed in x- and y- directions. Table 6
shows an example of the typical behaviour. Both x and y showed bump-like behaviour; however, y
was typically more blurred.
Table 6. Directional dependency of spatial thermal development for Shieldex terry knit. (a) directional
dependency for heating terry knit Shieldex/polyamide sample. (b) directional dependency for active





This work served as an exploratory rather than a comparative study and focused exclusively
on investigating heat transfer via textile thermal pixels (therefore excluding psychophysical
measurements). Thermal pixels are defined within the context of this work as thermal feedback
(both heating and cooling) providing systems consisting of a thermal source paired with a textile
component. The thermal output was generated by a Peltier element as a model.
The results provide insight on the impact the textile would have on the elements of thermal
expression defined by Lee and Lim [11]: (a) temperature; (b) duration; (c) temperature change rate;
and (d) location. Temperatures (a) above detection limits and below pain limits (TMAX and TMIN)
could clearly be reached. Durability has been shown to be achievable for a heating device, whereas
an arrangement with a heat sink is necessary for active cooling if a thermoelectrical mechanism is
used. In order to convey the ‘correct’ signal, the textile must follow temperature rises and drops with
minimal delay (c) of the thermal source or be a consistent function of the thermal source, which also
seems feasible. The present study worked with knitted samples rather than readymade garments,
and knitting (rather than weaving) was the process of choice. Garments worn close to the body are
typically knitted and can be used at almost any body location (d) except the face.
For plain knitting, the use of conductive materials such as Shieldex is unnecessary if only heating
is required; however, the use of conductive material significantly improves the performance in the
case of terry fabrics. The results presented in Tables 2 and 3 indicate that signals conveyed with active
cooling tend to be less distinct than those conveyed with heating; this is most evident in the case of wool
and polyamide. Temporal thermal development results for the terry knit samples (Table 3) confirm that
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such textile structures with more air entrapment are worse conductors. Textile thermal pixel designs
should therefore consider both the thermal properties of the fibre and the textile surface structure.
It is plausible that thermal illusions will serve as the basis for thermal communication, as they
enable sending signals without altering the skin temperature of the receiver, which could cause
discomfort if occurring over a lengthy duration. Constructing such displays for thermal illusions
demands the ability to create adjacent but distinguishable areas that can be kept at different
temperatures, such as the thermal grill illusion used by Oron-Gilad et al. [20]. As such, thermal spatial
resolution is important. Table 6 shows the presence of a certain blurriness of approximately 20%, which
is still below what is needed for the Grill effect. It might be interesting to create displays of several
textile pixels for sending more complex messages without any use of thermal illusions, in which case
the thermal resolutions of both the material and the human should be considered.
The spatial development shows a discrepancy for heat transfer in the x- and y-directions, with a
less conductive tendency in the wale direction of the fabric. This could be explained by the structure
of the knitted surface and that there is more air entrapment in the wale directions, thus causing an
isolating effect.
Time constants seem long for heating and especially for active cooling. Even the quickest plain
Shieldex samples did not reach 90% of the max temperature until 100 seconds, and heat dissipation
took 200 seconds (Table 2), which resulted in a total of 300 seconds before the pixel is off again. This
indicates a very low updating frequency far below Hz, which is not easily overcome. We conclude that
thermal communication should be adapted to the urgency of the message.
4. Materials and Methods
This section presents the method, materials, and setups used to measure the thermal conductivity
of the textile samples and the measurement of temporal and spatial thermal development.
4.1. Textile Materials
Wool is classified as the most thermally insulating fibre [22], whereas polyamides have the best
thermal conductivity performance compared to other traditional non-electroconductive fibres. Metals
are also known for their outstanding thermal conductivity. Therefore, one conductive yarn was chosen
to represent a highly thermal conductivity option. The scattered thermal features of the fibres were
expected to yield a wide spectrum of distinguished behaviours.
Two types of textile constructions were similarly chosen for their great differences. The plain knit
has a uniform flat face, as opposed to the terry knit, which is more voluminous and porous due to loop
formations on the face of the fabric.
Three plain knit samples were made using 100% Shieldex, 100% polyamide and 100% wool.
The polyamide was used as a binding thread to achieve a well-functioning fabric in the terry structure,
which resulted in a more stable, higher density type of terry fabric. Therefore, the three terry knit
samples were made in 50/50 Shieldex/PA, 50/50 WO/PA, and 100% PA. All samples were made with
equal stitch lengths of 11.5 on the back side, and the loop was formed with 9.5 stitching on the front
and stitch length 8 in the back.
Samples were manufactured on a flat knitting machine: the Stoll type CMS 330 TC multi gauge.
Yarn tension was kept stable and a gauge of 12 was maintained throughout the manufacturing
procedure. Samples cut with a diameter of 330 mm were used to ensure flat, even fabric during testing.
4.2. Characterisation of Thermal Conductivity
Thermal resistance (R) was measured with a two-plate tog-test, in compliance with ISO
5085-1:2004 [23]. The samples’ thickness (d) was measured with a ’Shirley’ thickness gauge by
Shirley Development Limited, Manchester according to ISO 5084:1996 [24]. These measurements
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were necessary in order to 223 calculate the thermal conductivity (k) (Equation (1)) for each sample




[W/(m · K)] (1)
4.3. Characterisation of Heat Source
Prior to the thermal development study, a reference for the ’ideal’ result characterizing the
behaviour of the PE only by the mean of thermal outcome from five measurements. All samples were
tested at constant room temperature 25 ◦C. The test samples were exposed to heat and active cooling
by an insulated Peltier TEC Module (4), purchased from elektrokit.com [25]. The PE module was
provided with power by a dual-tracking DC power supply (9), model TPS-4000 by Topward Electric
Instruments Co., Ltd (Hukou, Hsin Chu, Taiwan).
4.4. Characterisation of Temporal Thermal Development, Out-of-Plane
Prior to the thermal development study, a reference was made characterising the ‘ideal’ behaviour
of the PE based on the mean of thermal outcomes from five measurements. All samples were tested
at constant room temperature 25 ◦C. The test samples were exposed to heat and active cooling by an
insulated Peltier TEC Module ((4) Figure 5) purchased from elektrokit.com [25]. The PE module was
supplied with power by a dual-tracking DC source ((9) Figure 5): model TPS-4000 by Topward Electric
Instruments Co., Ltd.
Figure 5. The test setup for the out of plane heat transfer experiment consisted of (1) an elevated board
for the sample placement, (2) the textile sample covered by a Styrofoam plate, (3) a heat sink, (4) a
Peltier element as thermal source, (5) thermocouples, (6) a data logger thermometer, (7) a voltmeter,
(8) a multimeter and (9) a power source.
Figure 6 illustrates the instalment of the samples for testing and the placement of the
thermocouples. One thermocouple was placed between the Peltier element and textile sample
to give insight on the thermal development of the PE/textile interface. The second device was
placed on top of the textile sample in the centre of the area directly affected by the Peltier element.
Additionally, a Styrofoam plate was placed on top of the setup to keep the thermocouple in place.
The third thermocouple recorded the room temperature (RT). The collected data were recorded by a
three-channel data logging thermometer (6): model SD 200 by Extech Instruments.
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Figure 6. Setup of test specimen for temporal resolution test.
The heating cycle began by exposing the PE to 300 mA of current for 300 seconds before turning off
the power supply and letting the system cool down for another 300 seconds. The thermal development
after the heat source was turned off is herein referred to as ‘thermal dissipation’. A shorter temporal
interval in combination with higher current was necessary for the active cooling cycle, as a preliminary
study had showed that the heatsink was not sufficient to thermally balance the high amount of heat
generated if a cooling effect was demanded over a longer period of time. Hence, the active cooling
generated by changing the polarity of the PE was implemented by applying 500 mA for 150 seconds
to cause active cooling, and the thermal development was monitored for another 150 seconds after
turning the current off.
The mean data of five test rounds was used throughout the study and plotted to generate time
dependent thermal curves of both the PE and the textiles measured with the thermocouple.
4.5. Characterisation of Spatial Thermal Development, In-Plane
The in-plane heat transfer was investigated via infrared thermatography. The same setup was
used as for the temporal resolution except for the addition of an infrared camera E4 by FLIR, which
was fixed at a distance of 25 cm above the test setup; see (10) in Figure 7.
Figure 7. The test setup for the in-plane heat transfer is based on setup in Figure 5 with an the addition
of (10) an IR camera (10).
The heat spread was recorded every 60 seconds over a period of 300 seconds for heating. For the
active cooling cycle, the heat spread was recorded at 60 and 150 seconds.
By using the FLIR plus tool [26] provided by the IR camera manufacturer, the images taken by
the IR camera could be analysed using thermal measurements for every pixel of the picture created
by the camera. For clarity and to avoid confusion with the thermal textile pixel, the IR camera pixels
will hereafter be referred to as area units. Each dataset from the IR camera consisted of 140 area units
and their corresponding temperature measurements. By defining two data lines, x- and y-direction
corresponding to the course and whale direction of the fabric, it was possible to compare the thermal
spread in each direction (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Scheme of IR image, heat spread was made visual by colour gradient and analyszed in the
FLIR plus tool.
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Abstract: In the last decade, interest in stretchable electronic systems that can be bent or shaped
three-dimensionally has increased. The application of these systems is that they differentiate between
two states and derive there from the requirements for the materials used: once formed, but static or
permanently flexible. For this purpose, new materials that exceed the limited mechanical properties
of thin metal layers as the typical printed circuit board conductor materials have recently gained
the interest of research. In this work, novel electrically conductive textiles were used as conductor
materials for stretchable circuit boards. Three different fabrics (woven, knitted and nonwoven) made
of silver-plated polyamide fibers were investigated for their mechanical and electrical behavior under
quasi-static and cyclic mechanical loads with simultaneous monitoring of the electrical resistance.
Thereto, the electrically conductive textiles were embedded into a thermoplastic polyurethane dielectric
matrix and structured by laser cutting into stretchable conductors. Based on the characterization
of the mechanical and electrical material behavior, a life expectancy was derived. The results are
compared with previously investigated stretchable circuit boards based on thermoplastic elastomer
and meander-shaped conductor tracks made of copper foils. The microstructural changes in the
material caused by the applied mechanical loads were analyzed and are discussed in detail to provide
a deep understanding of failure mechanisms.
Keywords: textile/polymer composite; stretchable electronics; smart textiles; mechanical and electrical
properties; quasi-static and cyclic mechanical loading; life-time expectancy
1. Introduction
Stretchable circuit boards are required for applications where an applied single or repeated
mechanical load results in deformation of the system without loss of the desired functionality. In
the first case, electronic components are integrated onto two-dimensional substrates that are easier
to manufacture than complex three-dimensional ones, before the final shaping. In these forming
processes, one-time loads act on the circuit carriers [1]. In the second case, electronics are integrated
into systems that are repeatedly stretched. These include, for example, smart clothing for safety, work,
sport or healthcare applications, conductors in soft robotics, and wearable sensors in medical bandages
or skin-adhesive patches. All applications require non-destructive single or multiple deformation of
the circuit board [2]. Current commercial solutions are based on a non-linear design of copper-based
Materials 2019, 12, 3599; doi:10.3390/ma12213599 www.mdpi.com/journal/materials39
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conductor tracks, with limited mechanical reliability. In this work, therefore, the copper foil-based
conductors are substituted with conductive fabrics.
As is known, commonly used textile fibers show no intrinsic electrically conductive properties.
However, the raw fiber textile can be processed into an electrically conductive material by plating
a thin metal layer onto their surface, in which gold, silver or copper is usually applied [3]. These
fibers are further twisted into electrically conductive yarns that can be embroidered into conductive
tracks and even used to contact electronic modules [4]. Tensile tests have shown that such metallized
yarns have an elongation at a break of 20%, with the initial electrical resistance quadrupling before
breakage [5]. It has also been reported that a thin silver plating has no influence on the tear strength
of the fiber; however, the thermoelectric properties of conductive filaments should be considered for
the respective processing and application [6]. Conductor tracks based on metallized yarns can be
stretched to nearly 50% by embroidering them as a zigzag structure onto elastic fabrics [7]. Yet, in
wearable applications, elastic loads can occur from 5% (back) to 60% (along the elbow). Embroidered
conductive yarns therefore do not meet the mechanical requirements for reliable use, especially for
tight, body-worn garments that are used to measure vital signs and are therefore subject to high
dynamic mechanical loads. Even elastic fabric-embedded and preconditioned stainless steel filaments
do not exhibit sufficient mechanical and electrical properties under cyclic loading [8].
Thus, we propose the use of metallized polymer-based fabrics, which, due to textile processing
techniques, produce a material with higher ductility than a single yarn- or fabric-based material on
metal wires. The investigation of the mechanical and electrical properties of these materials, structured
into conductor tracks and embedded in an elastic matrix, is the object of this article. In Figure 1, the
schematic drawings and SEM images of three different types of selected conductive fabrics are shown.
Figure 1. Schematic drawings above of: (a) woven; (b) knitted and (c) nonwoven fabrics and SEM
images below of: (d) woven; (e) knitted and (f) nonwoven fabrics.
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2. Materials and Methods
All selected fabrics are made of silver-plated polyamide (PA 6.6) fibers, which are embedded in
thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU). Important material properties are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Mechanical and electrical properties of the used materials [9–12].
Property Unit TPU PA 6.6 Ag
melting temperature Tm [◦C] 160 260 962
glass transition temperature TG [◦C] −40 70 /
electrical conductivity (at 20 ◦C) κ [Ωm]−1 10−9 10−12 61.4 × 106
strain at break (at 20 ◦C) A [%] 650 20 50
tensile strength (at 20 ◦C) Rm [MPa] 50 85 125–195
2.1. Thermoplastic Polyurethane (TPU)
Thermoplastic polyurethane in film form is used as a substrate material. TPU combines the
properties of thermoplastics and elastomers. At temperatures above the glass transition temperature
(at −40 ◦C), TPU has an elastic behavior. This feature is required for later application as a stretchable
circuit board. In contrast to elastomers, the selected TPU film also has a melting point (at 160 ◦C).
Above this temperature, it can be thermoformed [13].
2.2. Polyamide 6.6 (PA 6.6)
In the textiles industry, polyamide is the second most used man-made fiber [14]. It is a flexible,
thermoplastic polymer that is characterized by high strength. Polyamide filaments (single fibers) are
made by melt spinning [14]. The molten polymer is pressed through spin dosage plates, frozen by
cooling it down under airflow, and extended to a multiple of its original length. While stretching,
the crystalline areas in the polyamide slide off each other. Thereby, they are aligned in the pulling
direction. The polyamide becomes stronger and stiffer and the elasticity decreases. The stretching
of the polyamide can be partially undone by a heat treatment, at which the required temperature is
between the glass transition temperature and the melting temperature. The crystalline areas take on a
more energetically favorable form. Under mechanical load, this tempered polyamide filament is more
elastic than the non-tempered one [9].
2.3. Thin Silver Layer (On PA 6.6 Filaments)
The fabrics, made from polyamide fibers, are plated with a thin silver layer. Silver is chosen
because of its high electrical conductivity and chemical resistance [15]. In addition, Krshiwoblozki [16]
described silver as a preferred surface metallization for contacting electronic modules on textile
conductors by means of a non-conductive adhesive bonding process. The silver layer on the selected
fabrics is around 50–200 nm thick and consists of many silver crystals smaller than 100 nm. It is not a
uniform layer as it is known from foil.
2.4. Manufacturing of Elastic Textile/Polymer Composites for Stretchable Circuit Boards
For electrical insulation and protection against external agents, the conductor tracks are embedded
in a matrix of TPU. Figure 2 illustrates the developed process flow in the manufacturing of stretchable
circuit boards made of textiles and elastomer films.
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Figure 2. Process flow of stretchable circuit boards based on elastic textile/polymer composites.
A rigid carrier is used to improve handling during manufacturing. A TPU film and a conductive
fabric are fixed and bonded at an elevated temperature and pressure onto the carrier (see Figure 2,
step 1). The electrical conductor track is structured using a CO2-laser (see step 2). The excess material is
removed, so only the structure of the conductive pattern remains on the carrier (see step 3). Afterwards,
a second TPU film is laminated as a cover layer (see step 4). Then the sample outline is laser-cut.
Finally, the stretchable composite can be lifted from the rigid carrier (see steps 5 and 6). In Figure 3 the






Figure 3. Design of test piece: (a) schematic design; (b) realized test sample.
It has been observed that the lamination of conductive fabrics has a significant impact on the
electrical and mechanical properties of the material. In general, the metallized polyamide filaments
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are contacted to each other selectively, not over their entire surface. The number of contact points per
surface again differs between the woven, the knitted and nonwoven fabric, depending on the voids
and type of the thread intersections. Depending on the textile processing, the resulting contact pressure
between the filaments plays an important role in the electrical resistance according to Holm’s contact
theory [17]. Furthermore, the silver on the PA 6.6 filaments does not consist of a continuous layer.
Rather, it is made up of many tiny silver nanoparticles. The silver-plating has an uneven thickness of
50 nm to 200 nm, so the electrical conductivity is limited by the thinnest area.
Temperatures far below the melting temperature of silver, which also occur while laminating the
samples, have a great influence on the silver layer. The individual silver nanoparticles sinter together
to form a more compact layer (see Figure 4), whereby the contact area is increased, and the electrical
conductivity is improved.
Figure 4. SEM-image of a cut with a focused ion beam (FIB) on a thermally: (a) untreated; (b) tempered
silver-plated PA 6.6 [18].
The sheet resistance is used to compare the electrical resistances of two-dimensional conductors
with different width and lengths, such as electrically conductive fabrics. It is calculated from the
measured resistance and the quotient of conductor width and length (R square = R · widthlength ). The sheet
resistances of the individual fabrics in different stages of processing are shown in Figure 5. The starting
sheet resistances of the textile structures before lamination (without heat and pressure influence,
marked with A) are compared to the resistances of the textile structures after lamination (with heat
and pressure influence, for sheet resistance measurement without embedding in TPU, marked with B).
The test pattern with conductor tracks made of knitted textiles shows the lowest electrical
resistance of the three tested fabrics, followed by the woven and the nonwoven structure. In all fabrics,
the electrical resistance has dropped by about one third due to the lamination.
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Figure 5. Sheet resistances of the three different fabrics before (A) and after (B) the influence of pressure
and heat during lamination.
2.5. Quasi-Static Mechanical Load
For simulating the quasi-static mechanical load to the samples, the material testing machine
TIRAtest 28025 (TIRA GmbH, Schalkau, Germany) is used for the uniaxial tensile test. Simultaneously,
the electrical resistance of the conductor tracks is measured. For this purpose, the test samples are
contacted with crimp connectors and connected to a digital multimeter Fluke 175 (Fluke Corporation,
Everett, WA, USA). The boundary conditions for these tests are listed in Table 2.
Table 2. Boundary conditions of the tensile test.
Parameter Unit Value
strain rate [ %min ] 1
entire sample length [mm] 100
test length l0 [mm] 31
2.6. Cyclic Mechanical Load
The cyclic mechanical load, which acts on the stretchable circuit boards in many dynamic
applications, is simulated by repeated uniaxial loading and relaxation. In order to characterize the
change of the electrical behavior during the cyclic mechanical load test, the stretch tester developed and
described by Born [19] is used. This measures the initial resistance of the clamped samples, pulls them
to a preset stretch, further measures the electrical resistance in the stretched state, and then returns to
the home position to measure the electrical resistance again. The stretch tester repeats these cycles
until the conductor breaks or the test is terminated manually. The boundary conditions during these
cyclic mechanical load tests are listed in Table 3 and Figure 6, the time-progress of the strain-controlled
cyclic tests is shown.
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Table 3. Parameters of the cyclic tests.
Parameter Unit Value
test frequency f [Hz] 0.04
entire sample length [mm] 200
test length l0 [mm] 100
 
Figure 6. Time-progress of the strain-controlled cyclic tests.
3. Results
3.1. Quasi-Static Mechanical Load
The results of the tested mechanical and electrical properties of the three elastic textile/polymer
composite samples are listed in Table 4 and shown in Figure 7. The following formula is used to
calculate the initial sheet resistance in Table 4:







Table 4. Mechanical and electrical properties of tested elastic textile/polymer composite-based
stretchable circuit boards.
Property Unit Woven Textile Knitted Textile Nonwoven Textile
max. force Fmax [N] 21–22.5 19–21 11–13
strain at break A [%] 31–40 65–74 70–75
initial resistance R0 [Ω] 4.8–6.4 2.4–2.8 7.8–20.1
initial sheet resistance
R0, square
[mΩ/] 120–160 60–70 195–502.5





[-] 2.5–3.5 2.6–3.7 5–8
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Figure 7. Force-strain diagram and relative electrical resistance changes at a quasi-static load.
In the case of woven and knitted structures, the mechanical damage causes the electrical failure.
When the elastic textile/polymer composite breaks at about 38% and 72%, respectively, the silver
structure also breaks. For nonwovens, the loosely connected filaments are pulled apart. Only a small
amount of mechanical load acts on the fabrics. From an elongation of approx. 75%, the sample
is no longer electrically conductive, as the filaments have completely separated from each other.
Furthermore, the TPU matrix holds the composite together. The samples with conductor tracks made
of nonwovens have a high initial resistance with great fluctuations. While quasi-static mechanical
loading, they show the highest relative increase in resistance of the investigated structures. Due to
their inconstant mechanical and electrical properties, the nonwoven fabrics enable no reliable use
of them, so consequently they are excluded from further investigations. The knitted fabric shows
the lowest initial and breaking resistance, as well as the lowest relative increase in resistance under
quasi-static mechanical load. Likewise, it has the highest elongation at break of the tested structures. It
is, regarding the mechanical and electrical properties, the most suitable structure for single forming.
As expected, the elongation at break of the threads (A = 20%, [5]) is lower than those of the textile
structures. The increased stretchability is attributable to, inter alia, the processing into fabrics. The
tensile load of the fabrics is partly modified by the fact that the thread intersections strengthen under
bending loads, so that a higher elasticity is achieved. In addition to processing into fabrics, the threads
are also subjected to heat and pressure during lamination in TPU. In order to find out what influences
the individual process steps have on the samples, further tests are conducted. Figure 8 illustrates the
elongation at break point of all steps during processing, exemplary for samples made of knitted textiles.
The stretchable circuit boards have an average elongation at break point of about 72%. Knitted
fabric samples that have undergone the same temperature and pressure conditions as the processed
circuit boards, but which have not been embedded in TPU, have an elongation at break point of 68%.
The non-tempered knit fabric is stretchable up to 55%. The increase in stretchability by heat and
pressure treatment is due to a reduction of the degree of stretching (compare to Section 2.2). This leads
to reduced strength and increased ductility.
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Figure 8. Influence of the process steps on the elongation at break point of the knitted fabric samples
(absolute indication of the elongation at break point).
All in all, it can be concluded that the processing of the threads into textiles increases the elongation
at break point of the knitted structure by 35% (in absolute percentage). An equivalent evaluation of the
results has shown that processing the fibers to woven structures increases the stretchability only by
2%. With 38% (woven-) to 72% (knitted fabric), the stretchable conductors made of textile structures
have a higher elongation at break point than the silver-plated polyamide yarns (A = 20%, [5]). Other
approaches to stretchable circuit boards, such as those with meander-shaped tracks made of copper
foil, can be nonrecurring and elongated up to A = 300% [20].
3.2. Cyclic Mechanical Load
With cyclic mechanical loading of the samples, no classical conductor break was observed, but
no or only a very late electrical failure occurred. Experiments demonstrate that the cyclic load at
silver-plated fabrics causes a resistance increase up to 10,000 times the initial value, whereby significant
differences between loaded and unloaded measurements can be seen. The improved conductance in
loaded measurements could be due to the increased number of contact points due to cross-sectional
contraction (see Figure 9).
Thus, the tests are evaluated on a specific application. A body conformable, textile-based electrode
is used for the wearable measurement of vital parameters, for example for ECG or EMG measurements.
Recent publications describe promising results for capacitively-coupled textile electrodes compared to
skin contact dry electrodes [21,22]. High electrode impedance may increase noise, but this effect can be
reduced by using appropriate (digital) signal processing techniques. In our example, therefore, an
absolute electrical resistance increase including supply line of the textile electrode up to Rmax = 1 kΩ
can be used as a failure criterion.
A statistical evaluation according to Rossow [23] allows one to determine a survival probability
(90%) of the samples. According to Coffin [24] and Manson [25], an evaluation of the measurement
results is possible (see Figure 10), so the life expectations of various stretchable circuit boards can be
compared to each other.
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Figure 9. Electrical resistance changes of elastic textile/polymer composite-based stretchable electronics
with conductors made of silver-plated knitted textiles under cyclic mechanical load at a strain amplitude
of 22.1%. For definition of measurements, see Figure 6.
Figure 10. Life expectancy for elastic textile/polymer composite-based stretchable electronics with
conductors made of silver-plated woven textiles under a cyclic mechanical load with Rmax = 1 kΩ.
The results of the Coffin–Manson equations for samples with textile structures with the failure
criterion of Rmax = 1 kΩ are shown in Figure 11. To compare the lifetime, the life expectancy of a
sample with meandering copper tracks is added [26].
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Figure 11. Life expectancy for elastic textile/polymer composites with conductors made of silver-plated
woven or knitted textiles (Rmax = 1 kΩ) compared with samples made of meandering copper tracks [26].
In the chosen application example, the life expectancy of samples with textile conductor materials
is much higher than that of copper foil. The lifetime of the knitted structure is the highest among the
samples tested. However, if another application requires less resistance, life expectancy will decrease
for textile materials only. For applications where higher electrical resistance is sufficient, for example
as electrodes, antennas or sensors, stretchable circuit boards with conductors made of textiles are very
well suited.
3.3. Analysis of Failure Mechanisms
The microscopic analysis compares a heavily stressed sample with knitted conductor tracks
(300,000 cycles at 25% strain amplitude) with an untested sample.
3.3.1. Transversal Microsection
In order to observe the internal structure of the untested samples, transversal microsections were
made and analyzed with a visible light microscope (VLM) (see Figure 12).
Figure 12. Micrographs of the elastic textile/polymer composites: (a) knitted conductive textile;
(b) woven conductive textile.
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Unlike the composite with conductive woven fabric, the knitted sample is not in the center of
the TPU matrix and thus not in the neutral fiber. During the first lamination, the TPU layer melts
and the knitted material is pressed into the TPU. In the second lamination step, TPU flows into the
remaining gaps and bonds to the first TPU layer. However, the knit is pressed until the edge of the
material compound. As a result, some polyamide threads are exposed, and they are no longer isolated
and can react with the environment.
3.3.2. Surface Analysis
The exposed polyamide threads of the knit-based composite in the TPU layer can also be seen on
the SEM images (see Figure 13, left).
Figure 13. SEM images of samples with conductors made of knitted textiles: (a) untested; (b) loaded
(300,000 cycles at a strain amplitude of 25%).
Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy shows that the silver layer on the polyamide filaments is
still intact (see Figure 14, left). If the number of cycles increases, the defects in the TPU matrix become
larger, so that the polyamide threads can move further out of the composite material (see Figure 13,
right). Due to the repeated stretching and bending of the threads, the silver layer breaks (see Figure 14,
right). This results in an increase in electrical resistance.
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Figure 14. EDS overlay image of knitted sample (silver in red, polymer in blue): (a) untested; (b) loaded;
EDS overlay image of knitted sample (only silver): (c) untested; (d) loaded.
3.3.3. Analysis of the Inner Structure
In order to investigate the internal structure of the composite material, micro computed tomography
(micro CT) is used. In the areas between the loops, even in the parts of their cross-connections, the
untested fiber surfaces are still largely smooth. In the tested sample it can be seen that in the area of
the loops, the previously smooth surfaces become rougher (see Figure 15).
Knowing that the greatest damage to the silver layer occurred in the contact areas of the loops,
transverse microsections of an untested and a tested sample were prepared and analyzed using a
focused ion beam (FIB) and SEM in the contact area. Figure 16 shows the polyamide threads of the
untested sample.
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Figure 15. Micro CT as a 3D view of a sample with conductors of knitted textiles: (a) untested reference
sample; (b) tested sample after 300,000 cycles at a strain amplitude of 25%.
The silver nanoparticles on the filaments are sintered together to form a continuous, no uniform
layer. This layer is around 50 nm to 200 nm thick (see Figure 16, bottom, right). The individual
crystallites are still clearly visible. Complete sintering does not occur. The sintering takes place beyond
the boundaries of a silver layer. If two silver-plated polyamide filaments are contacted to each other,
the layers partially sinter together during lamination (see Figure 16, top, right). The gap between the
layers shows that the FIB cut does not exactly pass through the contact plane at this point. The cut is
either a little before or behind the contact plane.
The FIB cut on a tested sample (see Figure 17) shows a discontinuous silver layer on the polyamide
filaments (see bottom, left). In the right images, several fibers meet so that the silver layer is thicker
than that of a single fiber. Partially, whole silver-flakes dissolved and shifted within the material
composite (see right).
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Figure 16. SEM image of a FIB cut on an untested sample with conductors made of knitted textiles at
magnification of: (a) 500×; (b) 10,000× (c) 4000× and (d) 50,000×.
Figure 17. SEM image of a FIB cut on a tested sample with conductors made of knitted textiles at
magnification of: (a) 1000×; (b) 20,000×; (c) 50,000× and (d) 40,000×.
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4. Discussion
In this work, the mechanical and electrical properties of elastic textile/polymer composites for
stretchable circuit boards under quasi-static or cyclic mechanical load were investigated on three
conducting fabrics (knitted, woven, and nonwoven) embedded in a thermoplastic elastomer matrix.
It was observed that after lamination, the sheet resistances of all tested fabrics were reduced due
to a sintering of silver nanoparticles and an increase in the contact points of the conductive fibers
with each other. The silver-plated knit shows the best properties in the results of this investigation. It
has the lowest initial and the least increase in sheet resistance under quasi-static mechanical load. In
particular, the metallized knit fabric has the highest life expectancy under a cyclic mechanical load
and thus exceeds the life expectancy of commercially available stretchable circuit boards based on
thermoplastic polyurethane and meander-shaped conductor tracks made of copper foil.
With a cyclic mechanical tensile load of the textile–elastomer composite, no classical conductor
cracks could be observed. Instead, the silver-plated polyamide fibers rub against each other at the loop
of courses and wales intersections, so that over time the thin silver layer partially flakes off from the
filament, thereby decreasing the electrical conductivity in the loop running direction. However, due to
the presence of secondary filaments that transverse the loop running direction, which are subjected to
lower linear mechanical load and friction, the electrical conductivity is maintained but decreases with
mechanical load over time.
Due to the relatively high sheet resistances of conductive fabrics and the described electrical
behavior under a mechanical load, an application, in particular, in the field of body-near textile sensors
and electrodes is conceivable. Therefore, a life expectancy of a typical textile-integrated electrode with
high mechanical strain as it occurs for example in knitted shirts was presented.
5. Conclusions
In the next step, the lamination of the conductive textiles into the elastomer matrix has to be
optimized in order to prevent out-of-plane displacement and thus substantial damage to the surface
metallization of the filaments. A further optimization of the mechanical load capacity is expected by
a meandering design of the tracks, analogous to the currently used concepts for copper foil based
stretchable conductor structures. Due to the mechanical failure behavior of the tested materials,
no conductor breaks occur up to a high load, and we expect a good washing resistance of the
textile/ elastomer-based circuit board. In conjunction with conductive textiles with a thicker surface
metallization, the novel composite and manufacturing concept presented here can be used for most
e-textile and smart clothing applications as well as multi-layer textile circuit boards for the realization
of more complex textile-integrated electronic systems. Further fields of application are conceivable in
the field of soft robotics. Pneumatically controlled, active morphing soft elastomer surfaces can be
extended with conductive textiles to an electronic skin with sensor functions.
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Abstract: Two conductive formulations containing different types of micron-sized metal flakes
(silver-coated copper (Cu) and pure silver (Ag)) were characterised and used to form highly
electrically conductive coatings (conductors) on plain and base-coated woven fabrics, the latter
in an encapsulated construction. With e-textiles as the intended application, the fabric stiffness,
in terms of flexural stiffness and sheet resistance (Rsh), after durability testing (laundering and
abrasion) was investigated and related to user friendliness and long-term performance. Bare and
encapsulated conductors with increasing amounts of deposited solids were fabricated by adjusting
the knife coating parameters, such as the coating gap height (5, 20, 50, and 200 μm), which reduced
the Rsh, as determined by four-point probe (4PP) measurements; however, this improvement was
at the expense of increased flexural stiffness of the coated fabrics. The addition of a melamine
derivative (MF) as a cross-linker to the Cu formulation and the encapsulation of both conductor types
gave the best trade-off between durability and Rsh, as confirmed by 4PP measurements. However,
the infrared camera images revealed the formation of hotspots within the bare conductor matrix,
although low resistances (determined by 4PP) and no microstructural defects (determined by SEM)
were detected. These results stress the importance of thorough investigation to assure the design of
reliable conductors applied on textiles requiring this type of maintenance.
Keywords: conductivity; metal flake; coating; e-textile; encapsulation; durability; stiffness
1. Introduction
Metals have attracted increasing interest as conductive fillers in textile coatings and printing
formulations for implementing textile-electronic integration in e-textiles and, in particular, in wearable
measurement applications [1–3]. The interest is likely to depend on the superior electrical conductivity
characteristics of metals [4], which is also why metal fillers are the focus in this experimental research.
Note that carbon black, intrinsically conductive polymers [5] and graphene [6] are the promising
alternatives. High and reliable electrical conductivity is often required for power distribution or
for interconnecting leads for sensors or transducers, e.g., textile electrodes for current stimulation,
biopotential sensing [7,8], etc. Electrical conductivity depends on the ability of electrons and ions
as charge carriers to move through the material—the deposited film matrix in this case; therefore,
solid-to-solid contacts between metal fillers forming a three-dimensional (3D) conductive network
embedded in the insulating polymeric matrix is of paramount importance to obtain conductivity in the
deposited film.
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Compared to smaller metal particles, micron-sized flakes typically have a high aspect ratio,
which means that less filler is required to generate enough contacts between flakes to achieve
a sufficient conductive pathway [3]. However, the size of the filler also comes with certain drawbacks,
such as increased stiffening effects when deposited on flexible fabrics. Less flexible fabrics and brittle
conductive networks are prone to cracking upon bending [7,9,10], which adversely affect the comfort
of the wearer and the long-term usage (durability) due to the loss of conductivity. Since these types
of conductive fillers possess superior conductive properties, micron-sized flakes as metal fillers still
remain a current research topic [2], specifically in terms of overcoming the associated challenges [11–13].
The encapsulation of conductive films (conductors) on textile substrates is a promising approach
to protect from material fatigue caused by mechanical stress [11,12,14] and chemical attacks, and for
some applications, this is the only alternative to prevent electrical short circuits between conductors
and surface oxide film formation. In terms of environmental impact, encapsulation should also
prevent the release of metal particulates from functionalised metal fabrics into sweat [15] or washing
effluents [16,17], which may have a potential risk to humans [18] and other biological organisms [19].
Komolafe et al. [14] supposed that the encapsulation technique may be helpful for protecting the
conductor from abrasion, although it does not structurally optimise the stress response of the conductor.
Stress developed during processing may lead to a change in the layer curvature and misalignment
between layers, which can cause severe reliability problems in microelectronic devices [20]. Therefore,
the performance of encapsulated conductors applied on flexible substrates is important, which should
be addressed when working with conductive formulations and their application on textiles, as done in
this study.
Furthermore, for certain applications, exposed conductors can be desirable, e.g.,
when skin-electrode interaction is desired, and the addition of a cross-linker to a conductive formulation
to strengthen the film matrix is a possible approach to improving the durability. Melamine cross-linkers
as additives for waterborne coating formulations have been extensively studied for their ability to
improve the mechanical and chemical resistance of industrial coatings [21]. However, to the best of the
authors’ knowledge, the addition of a melamine derivate to a waterborne polyurethane formulation
containing metal flakes has not been addressed in any recent paper.
Though encapsulation or cross-linking may be beneficial for the durability in terms of the
conductive performance, there is also the risk of counteracting effects, such as increased stiffness,
weight, and brittleness, which influence the comfort and user friendliness. These effects can be caused
by a substantial increase in the amount of applied material or excessive cross-links tying the polymer
chains together, resulting in increased stiffness. Therefore, a trade-off between fabric stiffness and
flexibility must be addressed to improve the durability of the conductive network while retaining the
flexibility of the fabric.
In this experimental research, conductive formulations containing metallic flake-shaped fillers
coated on fabrics in a bare and an encapsulated construction are studied. First, the different coating
formulation compositions, coating conditions and parameters to adjust the shear rate and viscosities
are confirmed. These factors are then linked to the physical properties of the conductors and further
related to the electrical and mechanical properties. Second, the morphological and electrical properties
correlating to the factors and their relation to the durability during washing and abrasion are analysed.
Finally, infrared images of the electrical conductors are obtained, and the optimisation of reliable
conductors is discussed in this work. This work provides a guideline for how to characterise bare and
encapsulated coated, printed or alternatively manufactured conductive fabrics using conventional
textile test methods and a straightforward electrical resistance measurement method.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
2.1.1. Substrate
A plain-woven fabric (Almedahl-Kinna AB, Kinna, Sweden) made from poly(ethylene
terephthalate) (PET) fibres, scoured and heat-set by the supplier, was used as the substrate. The fabric
was composed of a continuous multifilament yarn, with a thread count of 30.5;24 and a mass per unit
area of 110 g/m2.
2.1.2. Coating Formulation
This study includes three formulations containing metal flakes as the conductive filler component.
One is a water-based polyurethane (PU)-compound containing an emulsifier agent, thickening agents
and silver-coated copper flakes with an average diameter of <12 μm (denoted Cu). The Cu formulation
had a solids content of approximately 66 wt% and a density of 1 g/cm3 according to the supplier (Product
U1005, Bozzetto Group, Italy). The Cu formulation was investigated with the addition of a cross-linker
(3 wt%) based on a melamine derivative (MF) with a minimum content of free formaldehyde (Reacel
MFC, Bozzetto Gmbh Krefeld, Germany) (denoted CuMF). Third, a stretchable formulation containing
pure silver flakes <5 μm (PE872, DuPont Electronic Materials Ltd., Bristol, UK) (denoted Ag) was
included in the study. The Ag formulation had a solids content of 61 wt%, as determined by the
author by differentially weighing the formulation before and after drying according to the conditions
in Table 1.
For the interfacial layer between the fabric substrate and the conductor, an aqueous aliphatic
polyether polyurethane dispersion (RUCO-COAT PU 1110, Rudolf GmbH, Geretsried, Germany)
thickened with a rheology modifier (Borchi Gel L75N, OMG Borchers GmbH, Langenfeld, Germany)
was used as a basecoat. To encapsulate the conductor, an elastic thermoplastic polyurethane film (TPU)
(LB700-100, Loxy AS, Halden, Norway) was used.
2.1.3. Sample Manufacturing
Figure 1a shows and illustration of coated samples with the conductor applied directly on top of
the fabric (series: Cu_05, Cu_20, Cu_50, and Cu_200; CuMF_05, CuMF_20, CuMF_50, and CuMF_200;
and Ag_05, Ag_20, Ag_50, and Ag_200), sample notations are further explained in Table 1. Fabric
substrates of 20 × 30 cm2 were attached to an even surface, and the formulation was manually applied
using a film applicator (ZUA 2000, Zehntner GmbH Testing Instruments, Sissach, Switzerland) using
a procedure similar to the knife-over-blanket technique. Samples with four different gap heights (h) of
5, 20, 50, and 200 μm were prepared with a coating speed (v) of 0.6 m/min. The corresponding shear
rates, drying and annealing conditions in a low convection heat oven (D-36-03-EcoCell, Rycobel NV,
Deerlijk, Belgium) are shown in Table 1. The shear rate
.






Encapsulated conductive samples (Series: B_CuMF05_T, B_CuMF20_T, B_CuMF50_T and
B_CuMF200_T; and B_Ag05_T, B_Ag20_T, B_Ag50_T, and B_Ag200_T) were prepared in the four-layer
construction shown in Figure 1b. A basecoat was first applied to the fabric with the knife-over-blanket
technique, as described above, with an applicator gap height of 100 μm. The basecoat was then dried
at 90 ◦C for 20 min without an annealing step to increase the adhesion to the coated conductive layer
applied in the next step. The conductive layer was dried and annealed before the top layer was applied,
see Table 1. To expose the conductors for electrical resistance characterization, a polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE) mask with rectangular stripes was applied on the conductive layer (see Figure 1b) before the
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top-layer TPU film was laminated using a hot-press plate set at a temperature of 130 ◦C for 1 min and
40 s.










(s−1) (g/m2) (◦C:min) (◦C:min)
Cu_05 2000 64 80:5 150:2
Cu_20 500 72 80:10 150:3
Cu_50 200 85 80:15 150:4
Cu_200 50 180 80:20 150:5
CuCL_05 2000 64 80:5 150:2
CuCL_20 500 73 80:10 150:3
CuCL_50 200 85 80:15 150:4
CuCL_200 50 185 80:20 150:5
B_CuMF05_T 2000 56 80:5 150:2
B_CuMF20_T 500 67 80:10 150:3
B_CuMF50_T 200 80 80:15 150:4
B_CuMF200_T 50 166 80:20 150:5
Ag_05 2000 47 - 130:20
Ag_20 500 65 - 130:30
Ag_50 200 72 - 130:50
Ag_200 50 160 - 150:40
B_Ag05_T 2000 44 - 130:20
B_Ag20_T 500 64 - 130:30
B_Ag50_T 200 81 - 130:50
B_Ag200_T 50 149 - 150:40
(a) (b) 
Figure 1. Illustration of the coated samples with different constructions: (a) conductor on plain




The viscosities of the conductive and basecoat formulas were measured using a Paar Physica MCR
500 rheometer (Anton Paar, Ostfildern, Germany) at 23 ◦C with a cone and plate setup at a distance of
50 μm. Three measurements of each formulation were taken at shear rates between 0.01 and 2000 s−1,
under simulated process conditions during the coating procedure. The shear rates are listed in Table 1.
2.2.2. Surface Topography and Morphology
The surface topography (or surface roughness) of coated samples was evaluated by a non-contact
(optical) high-resolution surface profiler (Wyko NT 1100, Veeco Instruments Inc. Tucson, AZ, USA).
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The arithmetical mean deviation of the profile, (Ra), with the dimensional unit of micrometre,
was obtained from 2D roughness measurements in the vertical z direction. The surface morphology
(visual appearance) was studied by means of scanning electron microscopy (SEM-JEOL JSM 6301F,
JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) of the sputtered samples.
2.2.3. Flexural Stiffness
The conventional flexural stiffness of the coated samples was characterised by a fixed-angle
flexometre according to the SS-ISO 4604:2011. The test was performed by sliding a conditioned (12 h,
22 ◦C, 65% RH) sample (25 × 200 mm2) over the edge of a horizontal surface until the tip bends under
its own weight and makes a 41.5◦ angle to the horizontal by touching the inclined surface. The length
of the overhang was measured, and the tests were made in both weft and warp direction and were
repeated on both ends in face up and down orientations with a total of four readings per sample.
The conventional flexural stiffness (G) in millinewton metres was calculated according to the standard,
and the average flexural stiffness from four replicates was used.
2.2.4. Electrical Resistance
The electroconductive properties were evaluated based on an electrical resistance technique,
which involved the inline 4PP arrangement using a probe with four rectangular electrodes arranged
as shown in Figure 2a and further described elsewhere [22]. The electrode surface was coated with
a textured silver conductive epoxy layer, and a weight of 2 kg was placed on top of the probe before each
measurement to obtain better contact with the coated textile surface. For plain conductors, the probe
was consequently placed contacting the surface of the conductor at five positions on each rectangular
sample in both the weft (x) and warp (y) direction, as shown in Figure 2b,c. To enable measurement on
the encapsulated samples and because no significant resistance anisotropy was found when using the
4PP arrangement, measurements on the encapsulated samples were taken only in the weft direction.
Electrodes were connected to a multimetre (Agilent 34401A) set in four-wire resistance mode with
a low test current flow of 1 mA and an accuracy of ±4 mOhm. The values were recorded after 1 min to
circumvent initial fluctuations. The outer electrodes were current (I) carrying, and the inner electrodes











(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2. (a) Four-point probe setup and the placement of the probe at five different positions in the (b)
weft and (c) warp directions in the 4PP arrangement.
To validate the ohmic linearity for all coated samples current–voltage (IV) curves were obtained
using the described arrangement with an additional power supply and by varying the current from
100 up to 1000 milliamperes, see Figure A1 in Appendix A.
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2.3. Durability Test
2.3.1. Washing
Durability to laundering was studied according to the standard EN ISO 6330:2012 method 4G with
a ballast load of 1 kg (Type III) using a 40 ◦C hand washing procedure with detergent in a laboratory
washing machine (Electrolux Wascator FOM71 MP, Stockholm, Sweden). To avoid samples from
getting stuck in the drum, the samples were attached to ballasts using tag fasteners with the coated
surface facing outward. Five replicates were characterised for their electrical resistance before and
after washing using the four-point probe method. The influence of the drying procedure between
washing cycles was studied, and line drying at room temperature (24 ◦C) for 24 h and line drying in
a heat cabinet at 50 ◦C for one hour were compared.
2.3.2. Abrasion
The impact of abrasion on the coated samples with one conductive layer was tested with
a Martindale 2000, using the standard SS-EN ISO 5470-2 method 2 and dry tests. The influence of
abrasion on the electrical resistance was evaluated by performing 4PP measurements in the warp
and weft direction on three replicates. For both plain and encapsulated samples 4PP measurements
were made before and in between each inspection stage, that is, after 1600, 3200, 6400, 12,800, 25,600,
and 51,200 revolutions corresponding to 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600, and 3200 abrasion cycles. For the
encapsulated samples, electrical measurements were only made in the weft direction and on three
different replicates from the same sample series in between each inspection stage.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Influence of the Formulation Type and Coating Parameters on the Physical, Electrical and Mechanical
Properties
3.1.1. Viscosity Behaviour of the Formulations
Figure 3 shows the viscosity versus shear rate for the conductive formulations listed in Table 1,
including the formulation used for the interface layer between the textile substrate and the conductor
layer. For all formulations, the viscosity decreased with increasing shear rate related to the coating
conditions in Table 1, demonstrating pseudoplastic behaviour. At shear rates below 10 s−1, the addition
of the MF had a slight dilution effect on the CuMF formulation, producing a lower viscosity than that
of the plain Cu formulation. However, with increasing shear rates (50, 200, 500 and 2000 s−1) by
tuning the application conditions, the differences were suppressed, resulting in overlapped curves.
The differences at the lower shear rates are more relevant for the film-forming process after application,
where a lower viscosity offers increased levelling conditions, whereas viscosity differences at higher
shear rates can theoretically influence the amount of solids deposited.
At lower shear rates, the viscosity of the Ag formulation was higher than that of the Cu and
CuMF formulations, and with increased shear rates up to 300 s−1, the shear thinning behaviour was
less steep, showing a more Newtonian profile, i.e., the viscosity was less influenced by the shear
rate. This indicates that the binder polymers within the Ag formulation are of high molecular weight
and long enough that polymer entanglement restricts their alignment in the flow direction with
increased shear rates up to 300 s−1. However, at increase shear rates, a more pseudoplastic behaviour
was pronounced.
3.1.2. Influence of Solids Deposit on Surface Topography and Morphology
In Figure 4a the surface roughness (Ra) values were observed to decrease with an increased
amount of solids (because of the gap height). This was because the increased amount of deposited
solids levelled out the surface topography of the fabric. The phenomenon is also what caused the
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significant difference in Ra between the plain-coated and base-coated sample series, the value of the
latter decreasing to half of the value of the former. This is supported by the SEM images in Figure 4b
showing the surface morphology differences of Cu- and Ag-coated samples produced with the lowest
(5 μm) and the highest (200 μm) coating gaps, including the encapsulated samples with the highest
coating gap.
Figure 3. Viscosity versus shear rate for the three conductive formulations and the formula used at
the interface.
(a) (b) 
Figure 4. (a) Surface roughness of the conductor layers and solids deposition depending on the
formulation and gap height. Individual standard deviations were used to calculate the intervals,
and the plot displays a 95% confidence interval (CI) for the mean. (b) Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) images of samples coated with the Cu and Ag formulations showing the mass per unit area
in brackets Cu_05 (64 g/m2), Cu_200 (180 g/m2), B_CuMF200_T (166 g/m2), Ag_05 (47 g/m2), Ag_200
(160 g/m2) and B_Ag200_T (149 g/m2).
The basecoat has a levelling effect on the fabric texture before the conductor is applied, which also
hinders the formulation from penetrating the cavities between the yarns. The total decreases in
Ra with increased solids deposition is therefore not as pronounced (<1.3 μm) for the base-coated
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sample series compared to the plain-coated samples, which decreased by over 4 μm. Thus, a more
homogenous morphology can be expected for base-coated conductor layers with less variation in the
surface topography. However, an undulated microstructure conductive layer is still visible on the
surface of the encapsulation film, even on the base-coated samples, as seen in Figure 4b.
It is important to note that surface roughness is a material property that may influence electrical
resistance measurements since the contact between the conductor layer and the electrodes of the
measurement probe likely contribute to the electrical contact resistance.
No significant difference in Ra was seen between the Cu and CuMF samples, since there was also
no difference in the amount of deposited solids, see Figure 4a. This correlates well with the equivalent
pseudoplastic behaviour of the Cu and CuMF formulations, as seen in Figure 3. Accordingly, equivalent
penetration of the formulation into the woven structure can also be assumed. When comparing the
plain-coated and encapsulated CuMF sample series with the same gap heights, a trend towards less
solids deposition for base-coated fabrics was observed. This is the result of the preventative effect of
the formulation flowing into the fabric, as discussed above.
A lower amount of solids was deposited on the Ag-coated samples than the samples coated with
the Cu and CuMF formulations. The plain coated and base-coated Ag samples showed the same trends.
However, the Ag formulation showed a higher viscosity at the relevant shear rates depending on
the processing conditions (see Table 1), which generally leads to a larger amount of applied material.
The reason for this is most likely the lower solids content in the Ag formulation (61 wt%) than in the Cu
formulation (66 wt%). Furthermore, the concentration of metal flakes in each formula should be taken
into account, although this information is unknown to the authors. Though the filaments in the yarn
appear on the surface of Cu_05 show a rather coarse texture, a coherent film without cracks or blisters
was achieved. However, for Ag_05, the deposited amount of 47 g/m2 was not enough to achieve
a coherent film, as the filament yarn was only partly covered with the material. On the other hand,
with an increased amount of deposited material, as for Ag_200, the film was more properly covered.
3.1.3. Influence of Solids Deposit on Electrical Resistance
Figure 5 shows the Rsh as a function of solids deposit. For all samples, the Rsh values are
below 1.5 Ω/sq, indicating that all of the conductor layers possess high electroconductive properties.
A significant decrease in Rsh with increased solids deposit (because of increased coating gap) from
44 to 185 g/m2 was observed and attributed to the increased number of flakes within the polymer
matrix, creating more contact points between flakes and more possible routes for electron conduction
through the 3D network. A similar decrease in Rsh is seen for the Cu and CuMF curves on plain
fabrics, which can be correlated to the similarities in increased solids deposition. The decreasing
trend is, however, not as pronounced for the B_CuMF_T curve, and no significant difference in Rsh
between the plain-coated and encapsulated conductor was noticed, even though there was a clear
difference in solids deposition between the samples, especially those with the largest amount (Cu: 180,
CuMF: 185 and B_CuMF_T: 166 g/m2). The observed phenomena may be related to the more uniform
microstructure of the conductor applied on the base-coated samples, which facilitates electron transport
pathways, resulting in a low Rsh with a lower amount of deposition. On the other hand, conductors on
plain fabric conform to the substrate texture, resulting in an undulated film with increased electron
path lengths, and the equal Rsh values were possibly compensated by the increased deposition.
Compared to the Cu sample, the Ag sample showed a more pronounced decrease in Rsh with
increased deposition, with a total decrease of more than one order of magnitude from 1.1 to 0.03 Ω/sq.
The explanation for this is that silver possesses a lower intrinsic resistivity than copper, 16 and 17 nΩ m
respectively [4]. It was interesting to see that Ag_05 had a mean Rsh value of 1.2 Ω/sq, although the SEM
images in Figure 4b revealed a non-coherent topography. This result indicates that the Ag formulation
penetrates the fabric and forms a conductive network between the interstices of the yarn filaments.
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Figure 5. Sheet resistance and solids deposition for all samples using the inline four-point probe
configuration. In this diagram, the thickness of the encapsulated conductor is not taken into account;
thus, the Rsh instead of the bulk resistivity is displayed.
3.1.4. Influence of Solids Deposit and Construction on Fabric Flexibility
The fabric stiffness in terms of conventional flexural stiffness of the plain and coated fabrics with
the lowest and highest amount of solids deposition (generated from a gap height of 5 and 200 μm)
is presented in Figure 6, showing average values in the warp and weft direction, as well as in the
face up and down orientation. For the plain fabric, no significant difference in the flexural stiffness
in the warp and weft direction or the face up or down orientation of the samples was observed.
This means that fabric anisotropy because of differences in thread count did not influence the fabric
stiffness. Furthermore, it shows that the addition of the MF did not impact the fabric stiffness, as the
confidence intervals overlapped for the Cu and CuMF samples within the same gap span. For all
samples, increased deposition lead to a substantial increase in flexural stiffness, as shown by the
flexural stiffness values starting from ~0.01 mN m for plain fabric and increasing by a factor of 10 for
the samples with the least deposition and almost doubling for the samples with the most deposition.
The layered B_Ag200_T samples had the highest flexural stiffness values of ~0.38 mN m. Most certainly,
this stiffening behaviour would decrease the drapeability and comfort, even when these types of
formulations are printed instead of coated as in this study, provided that the same amount of deposition
material is used.
For this study, it was interesting to differentiate between the faces of the fabric, especially since
fabric flexibility leads to perturbations to the electrical potential within a conductor. Flexibility in
the context of conductors is a counterproductive property, where higher flexural stiffness will reduce
the dimensional changes upon bending, having less impact on the conductive network. This is to
reduce perturbations within the conductor, whereas lower flexural stiffness is preferred to enhance the
drape and comfort for the wearer. Therefore, for closer examination, the flexural stiffness of the fabric
samples in both the face up and face down orientations are plotted in Figure 6. A significant difference
depending on fabric face orientation was observed for samples with a larger amount of coating (except
for Ag_200), and the differences further increased for samples with a layered construction. The higher
values of the face up orientation reflect the enhanced resistance to bending and are relative to the
larger amount of applied material, forming a stiffer fabric surface. Lower values are seen for fabrics in
the face down orientation, and with an increased amount of applied material, it is evident that these
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samples bend more easily under their own weight, resulting in a lower stiffness. This trend applies
when the majority of the coating stays on the fabric surface and does not severely penetrate the fabric
construction, as in the case of Ag_200, of which the flexural stiffness is equal regardless of whether
the coated fabric is face up or down. The reason for this is likely that the polymer diffused inside the
fabric construction, resulting in the mechanical interlocking of the woven yarn construction because
of the penetration of the applied viscous formulation. For the Ag_200 sample and in the face down
orientation, the resistance to bending was even slightly larger than that of the layered B_Ag200_T
sample, despite the fact that the latter had an increased amount of applied material.
Figure 6. Conventional flexural stiffness of plain and coated fabrics with the lowest and highest amount
of deposited solids (received from gap heights of 5 and 200 m) in the warp and weft direction and
whether the sample is in the face up or down orientation. Individual standard deviations were used to
calculate the intervals, and the plot displays a 95% CI for the mean.
3.2. Influence of Durability Testing on the Morphology and Electrical Properties
3.2.1. Influence of Washing on the Morphology
In Figure 7, the SEM images show the surface appearance of plain Cu- and Ag-coated samples
after five washing cycles. These samples were produced with the lowest (5 μm) and the highest
(200 μm) coating gaps and showed major differences in appearance. The encapsulated samples did
not visually show any significant differences before or after the washing procedure and are therefore
not included in this section. In general, the washing procedure affected the surface appearance of the
plain-coated fabrics to a large extent. The Cu_05 samples with the lowest deposition displayed a film
topography with a larger degree of roughness compared to the untreated sample (for comparison,
see Figure 4). The surface showed an embossed character where the boundaries between the filament
yarns are constituted. Apparently, this is a combined effect from the harsh mechanical treatment in the
drum and the chemical and wetting processes during the washing cycles. A similar topography was
seen for samples with the lowest deposition and containing the cross-linker; thus, the addition of a MF
did not visually influence the conductor resistance to washing. However, with increased deposition,
as seen for washed Cu_200, the topography was unaffected and was similar to the untreated sample.
One can argue that thicker conductive coatings with an increased amount of deposited solids and
a smoother topography generally withstands the mechanical abrasions in the drum to a larger extent.
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The SEM images of the Ag-coated topography show clear visible cracks for both Ag_05 and Ag_200.
Increased amounts of Ag formulation did not improve the resistance to washing.
 
Figure 7. Top-view SEM images showing the microstructures of the coated samples after five
washing cycles.
3.2.2. Influence of Washing on the Electrical Resistance
The influence of washing on the Rsh for the plain samples is seen in Figure 8. The Rsh value for
both the Cu and CuMF conductor layers (see Figure 8a) increased with the number of washing cycles,
and after five cycles, these layers resulted in values below 6 and 3.3 Ω/sq, respectively. However,
the CuMF samples were shown to be less affected by washing, and because of the similarities in terms
of the amount of deposited solids and the penetration of the formulation in Cu- and CuMF samples (see
Table 1 and the morphology section), this deviation could be related to the different network structures.
The CuMF matrix likely has a larger degree of polymer chain interdiffusion or even chemically
cross-linked polymers than the Cu matrix without the addition of a MF. Nevertheless, the infrared
camera images in Figure 8a reveal the formation of hotspots within the conductor, even though the
resistance of the conductor to washing in terms of the Rsh was reasonably good and the microstructure
was seemingly intact (based on the SEM images in Figure 7). Most likely, the mechanical stress exerted
on the coated textile during washing lead to reduced contact between flakes, resulting in capacitive
junctions within the matrix, where a constriction of the charges causes substantial heating and the
possible risk of conductor malfunction.
For the plain Ag layers applied using coating gaps from 5 to 50 μm, there was a sharp increase in
the Rsh with increased washing cycles from one to five cycles, see Figure 8b. This fragile behaviour is
clearly the result of cracking of the layers after the washing treatment, as displayed in the SEM images
in Figure 7. However, the Ag_200 samples applied with the largest amount, maintained values below
5 Ω/sq after five washing cycles, despite the appearance of visible cracks in the microstructures of these
samples. This means that the Ag flake network was maintained at several connection points within
the polymer matrix closer to the fabric. Still, the application of increased amounts of Ag formulation
obviously did not improve the resistance of the microstructure to washing, which supports the idea
that this type of Ag formulation needs to be protected to obtain a stable and coherent conductor, at least
when using the coating procedure followed herein.
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Figure 8. Sheet resistance of (a) the plain Cu and CuMF formulation and (b) the Ag-coated samples
before and after five washing cycles. Error bars represent 95% CI for the mean, and individual standard
deviations were used to calculate the intervals.
3.2.3. Encapsulation and Drying in between Washing Cycles.
Figure 9a shows the Rsh of the encapsulated samples before and after five washing cycles using
two different drying procedures: line-drying at 24 ◦C and a RH of 54% and at 50 ◦C in a heat cabinet.
For the B_CuMF_T sample series, a significant decrease in resistance by more than 90% was noticed
when increasing the drying temperature from 24 to 50 ◦C. For the B_Ag_T sample series, the resistance
decreased up to 80% regardless of the increasing deposition amount. Possibly, the encapsulation or
the interface layer material absorbs water during washing, and the line-drying procedure at 24 ◦C
over 24 h is insufficient. Retained water could lead to dimensional changes and induce stresses in
the conductor layer, thereby increasing the resistance, whereas increased drying temperatures (50 ◦C)
promote water evaporation, minimising residual stresses within the conductor and leading to decreased
resistance values.
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Figure 9. (a) Sheet resistance before and after different drying procedures in between washing cycles
for the encapsulated samples and (b) the sheet resistance before and after five washing cycles with
a 50 ◦C drying step for samples with and without encapsulation.
The protective performance of conductor encapsulation was evaluated, and the Rsh of samples
with and without encapsulation before and after five washing cycles are compiled in Figure 9b.
When comparing the CuMF and B_CuMF_T sample series, there was a significant increase in Rsh after
washing regardless of the deposited amount of formulation. The samples with the lowest amount of
conductor (CUMF 05 and B_CuMF05_T) showed the largest difference, with values increasing from
3 to 16 Ω/sq. The difference decreased with an increased amount of formulation, and for CUMF 200
and B_CuMF200_T, the difference was only approximately 1 Ω/sq. Despite that encapsulation of the
conductors resulted in increased Rsh after washing, it is important to show that encapsulation provided
protection against mechanical damage of the conductor, as shown in the IR camera images inset in
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Figure 9b. Compared to the washed CuMF_200 sample, which showed uneven heat distribution because
of hotspots within the conductor, the B_ CuMF200_T sample showed an even heat distribution with no
signs of hotspots in the encapsulated conductor. When comparing plain and encapsulated Ag-coated
samples, it is clear that encapsulation of the conductor is required for protection during washing,
as the results show a decrease in Rsh of more than five orders of magnitude for the encapsulated
washed samples.
3.2.4. Influence of Abrasion on the Electrical Resistance
The effect of abrasion on the Rsh for samples with different formulations and layered constructions
is shown in Figure 10. A trend in increasing Rsh with an increasing number of abrasion cycles is
observed for all samples. For most samples, the total increase in Rsh after 3200 abrasion cycles was
between two to three orders of magnitude, except for the silver-coated samples with a larger amount of
coating (Ag_200 and B_Ag200_T), where the increase was below one order of magnitude, maintaining
values below 0.4 Ω/sq. For the plain-coated Cu and CuMF samples, the Rsh values did not significantly
differ with increased abrasion cycles depending on the added cross-linker. This means that neither the
physically dried nor the possibly cross-linked conductor was sufficiently stable to withstand distortion
from repetitive abrasion cycles in a meaningful way. Compared to the plain-coated Cu and CuMF
sample series, the encapsulated samples showed a more gradual increase in Rsh with increased amount
of conductor, depending on the gap height (5, 20, 50 and 200 μm) and the number of abrasion cycles.
Furthermore, the total increase in Rsh was approximately 1.2 orders of magnitude, at least for the
B_CuMF_T samples with an increased gap between 20–200 μm compared to the plain-coated samples
within the same sample series for which the total increase in Rsh was closer to two orders of magnitude.
Thus, the encapsulated conductor in the CuMF formulation with a solids deposition from 67 to 166 g/m2
(see Table 1) withstands abrasion cycles to a larger extent compared to the plain-coated conductors
within similar ranges of solids deposition.
A similar trend and a more gradual increase in Rsh with an increased amount of solids and number
of abrasion cycles were observed for the encapsulated B_Ag_T samples. Compared to the plain-coated
Ag formulation, the encapsulated Ag formulation also maintained Rsh values below 10 Ω/sq even after
800 abrasion cycles. Possibly, the encapsulation protects the conductor from abrasion up to a point
with a solid deposition of approximately 80 g/cm2. However, with increased amounts over 150 g/cm2,
there was no significant difference because of encapsulation, as the plain-coated and encapsulated
samples with the largest amount of applied material showed similar behaviour. For both samples,
the total increase in Rsh with increased abrasions was less than one order of magnitude, and the values
were below 0.4 Ω/sq.
For the plain-coated samples, no significant weight loss was detected after abrasion, although
there was a visual fading and strengthening of the metallic gloss for the Cu- and Ag-coated samples,
respectively, and the abrading cloth was slightly coloured. Therefore, the increased Rsh with increased
abrasion cycles can only be partly explained by the loss of some of the polymer matrix and conductive
material. Evidently, other reasons must also underlie the increasing Rsh trends, as displayed for the
encapsulated samples as well. The results support that a balance must be found between the amount
of applied formulation and the encapsulation to improve the resistance to abrasion.
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Figure 10. Sheet resistance before and after 100 to 3200 abrasion cycles for the plain and
encapsulated conductors.
4. Conclusions
The obtained results confirm that both the addition of a cross-linking additive and encapsulation
improved the durability of metallic conductive coatings and that increasing the amount of applied
conductive material can reduce the Rsh. An improvement in the durability and electrical conductivity
was achieved by increasing the amount of deposited solids or by conductor encapsulation, but this
was at the expense of increasing the flexural stiffness of the coated fabric. The flexural stiffness of the
coated fabric increased by a factor of ten for samples with approximately 60 g/m2 of deposition, while it
redoubled for samples produced with 170 g/m2 deposition. The flexural stiffness was also higher for
samples in which the conductive polymer formulation diffused deeper into the fabric, interlocking the
woven yarn construction, and for tested samples with the conductor fabric in the face up orientation.
With a more rigid conductor, regardless of the coating method used, a less drapable coated fabric
and perhaps also a less comfortable e-textile is obtained. More importantly, a more rigid conductor
can be related to enhanced resistance to bending and prevention of dimensional changes, which can
deteriorate the conductive network. The results showed that the largest amount of deposition and
conductor encapsulation significantly improved the resistance to electrical fatigue after durability
testing, which confirms that not only a trade-off between stiffness and flexibility of conductors must be
considered but also that for certain conductive coatings, a high degree of stiffness is the only alternative
to obtain durable electrical textile coatings. Note that the specific impact on comfort remains unknown
and requires future studies targeting specific applications of e-textiles and wearable sensing.
The results indicate that the addition of a cross-linking additive improved the electrical fatigue
properties because of the formation of a stronger polymeric network. This was confirmed after
excluding possible impacting factors such as viscosity, deposition amount and surface roughness.
However, infrared camera images revealed hotspots within all the washed plain-coated conductor
matrixes, even those with preserved low Rsh and without microstructural defects, as seen in the SEM
images. The phenomenon was not seen for encapsulated conductors that had a more homogeneous
morphology, because the conductive formulation was hindered from penetrating cavities between the
yarn filaments. Given that trapped water within the bare conductor matrix can be excluded, the shearing
forces during durability testing are suggested to have a larger impact on the bare conductive matrix
than the encapsulated conductors, which were interlocked within the yarn construction, introducing
small ruptures within the matrix and between the conductive flakes and leading to capacitor-type
junctions, which at worst, can cause the conductor to malfunction.
This paper confirms that conductive formulations applied to flexible substrates, such as textiles,
must be extensively studied, specifically using durability tests, to ensure that the applied conductors
are properly constructed with high and reliable conductive properties for long-term performance for
e-textile applications.
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Appendix A
In Figure A1a–e current–voltage (IV) curves for all samples are shown. The data plotted are
obtained from four points probe (4PP) measurements on finite samples and on three replicates. They all





Figure A1. Current versus voltage curves (a) for sample series: Cu_05, Cu_20, Cu_50, and Cu_200;
(b) for samples series: CuMF_05, CuMF_20, CuMF_50, and CuMF_200; (c) for samples series: B_CuMF05_T,
B_CuMF20_T, B_CuMF50_T and B_CuMF200_T; (d) for samples series: Ag_05, Ag_20, Ag_50, and Ag_200;
and (e) for sample series: B_Ag05_T, B_Ag20_T, B_Ag50_T, and B_Ag200_T.
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Abstract: This research presents an investigation of novel textile-based strain sensors and evaluates
their performance. The electrical resistance and mechanical properties of seven different textile sensors
were measured. The sensors are made up of a conductive thread, composed of silver plated nylon
117/17 2-ply, 33 tex and 234/34 4-ply, 92 tex and formed in different stitch structures (304, 406, 506,
605), and sewn directly onto a knit fabric substrate (4.44 tex/2 ply, with 2.22, 4.44 and 7.78 tex spandex
and 7.78 tex/2 ply, with 2.22 and 4.44 tex spandex). Analysis of the effects of elongation with respect
to resistance indicated the ideal configuration for electrical properties, especially electrical sensitivity
and repeatability. The optimum linear working range of the sensor with minimal hysteresis was
found, and the sensor’s gauge factor indicated that the sensitivity of the sensor varied significantly
with repeating cycles. The electrical resistance of the various stitch structures changed significantly,
while the amount of drift remained negligible. Stitch 304 2-ply was found to be the most suitable for
strain movement. This sensor has a wide working range, well past 50%, and linearity (R2 is 0.984),
low hysteresis (6.25% ΔR), good gauge factor (1.61), and baseline resistance (125 Ω), as well as good
repeatability (drift in R2 is −0.0073). The stitch-based sensor developed in this research is expected
to find applications in garments as wearables for physiological wellbeing monitoring such as body
movement, heart monitoring, and limb articulation measurement.
Keywords: textile-based stretch sensors; stitch structure; wearable stretch sensor; conductive thread
1. Introduction
In the last decade there has been an increasing interest for developing different types of wearable
sensors. There are many sensor types that have shown potential as wearable sensors amongst them
piezoresistive films which show good change in resistance by simple changes to their geometry
and observed microcracking contributing to high gauge factors [1,2]; although their durability and
strechability are areas of concern for further development. Capacitive sensors are another common type
seeing in touch screens because of their good sensitivity, low energy and adaptability [3]. They have
however mainly being used for pressure because they suffer from environmental noise and hence
difficult for use in wearable applications. Textile-based sensors are desirable for wearable end users [4,5]
because they are comfortable, flexible, and not obstructive to the wearer’s everyday activities. A textile
sensor can be designed and presented in numerous types and forms. One particularly interesting type
is as a strain resistance sensor, which is achieved by the alteration of the mechanical properties of the
material under stress/strain deformation, whilst its flexibility allow care of wrapping of the body of the
wearer. Textile strain sensors can detect stretch, displacement, and force resulting from large movement
of joint bending [6] or small body movements such as breathing [7]. Many studies have investigated
theoretical and practical relationships between the electrical resistance and elongation of conductive
fabrics [8–10]. Thomson and Kelvin [11] found that the resistance changes of a conductor were affected
by stretching. Zhang et al. [12,13] and Li et al. [14] showed that the electrical resistance occurring
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between overlapping knitted loops is a major factor contributing to the overall resistance. Likewise,
Ehrmann et al. [15] found that different yarns, stitch dimensions, and different fabric directions affect
the elongation and time-dependent resistance behavior of the sensor.
There are many changes in properties when a knitted fabric-based stretch sensor is extended.
Previous researches [16–18] have shown that one interesting effect of stretching a fabric is that it
increases its electrical resistance along the conductive thread. This is caused by opening up the stitch
and so breaking the parallel contact points, making it necessary for the current to travel in series rather





Figure 1. Conductive path knitted fabric model (a) in the relaxed and (b) stretched position [1,15,20].
Another effect is due to the stretching of the conductive yarn itself [20]. It is well known that when
a conductive material is stretched its cross-section is reduced, while its conductive path is increased,
leading to greater resistance. The relative dominance of each effect is dependent on the stitch type,
the strain and the type of conductive yarn.
In this study, our objective is to explore the prospect of developing a flexible wearable textile strain
sensor. The optimum design of such sensor is investigated in different types of stitch structures, having
as criteria the ability to measure strain deformations and electromechanical properties. Hence, a study
was under taken in which conductive threads were sewn under different configurations, directly onto
a knitted fabric and their characteristics investigated.
2. Experimental Materials
In this study, our primary aim is to find a particular stitch assembly that has a good stretch ability
as well as electrical performance. The stitch assembly is formed by using conductive thread and is
constructed using stretchable single jersey fabrics which allow the stitches to be flexible, unobtrusive,
and achieve linearity. The preliminary studies of fabric suitability were undertaken to find the ideal
base fabric. Six different fabrics were investigated under the criteria of having high elastic recovery,
Table 1. A single jersey of Nylon 4.44 tex/2-ply with Spandex 7.78 tex and weight of 260 g/m2 was
found ideal for use as the fabric substrate base sensor, because it has the highest elastic recovery at
93%, as shown in Figure 2.
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Yarn Density per cm
Courses Wales
4.44/2-ply
A 2.22 91/9 212 0.60 24 34
B 4.44 88/12 223 0.60 23 33
C 7.78 75/25 260 0.55 20 39
7.78/2-ply
D 2.22 94/6 286 0.65 19 33
E 4.44 93/7 313 0.65 19 36
F 7.78 83/17 323 0.60 18 33
 
Figure 2. Elastic recovery values of six different nylon/spandex fabrics in course-wise and
wale-wise direction.
Trials with different stitching configurations followed. Seven samples 50 × 250 mm2 were made
by stitching along the wale direction of the fabric. Samples with four stitch types—304 (Zigzag
stitch), 406 (2-needle multithread chain stitch: rear side), 506 (4 threads overlock stitch), and 605
(3-needles covering chain stitch)—were constructed. Two types of conductive threads used were silver
plated nylon 117/17 2-ply and 235/34 4-ply, Statex Productions & Vertriebs GmbH, Bremen, Germany.
Their electrical specification is given in Table 2, and their properties in Table 3. Both threads are
commercial, and they have also been used by other researchers [16,17,21–24].
Table 2. Specification of conductive threads.
Conductive Thread Thread Size (Tex) Linear Resistance (Ω)
Silver plated nylon 117/17 2-ply 33 500 Ω/meter
Silver plated nylon 235/34 4-ply 92 50 ’Ω/meter












Silver plated nylon 117/17 2-ply 10.78 10.77 65.25 26.1 0.4
Silver plated nylon 234/34 4-ply 46.27 45.88 113.17 45.27 0.365
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These conductive sewing threads are lightweight, flexible, soft, durable, strong, and do not
suffer from permanent distortion after being bent. Therefore they are ideal for machine sewing for
typical garment operations. The electrical resistance of the two threads used are given in Figure 3.
After imposing the threads to five-cycle tensile testing shown in Figure 4, the resistance response
of both threads increases as they are stretched (loading) and decreases upon relaxation (unloading).
This good overall electrical behavior renders them suitable for wearable end-uses. The results also
show that the threads have a small delay in becoming fully relaxed.
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3. Resistance against extension and resistance against time in different type of silver plated
nylon conductive thread: (a) 117/17 2-ply and (b) 234/34 4-ply.
(a) (b) 
Figure 4. Sewing thread tensile performance during 5 cycles. (a) 117/17 2-ply; (b) 234/34 4-ply.
For testing consistency, three of the four stitch types have the same characteristics (5 stitches
per cm and 7 mm wide). However, stitch type 304 by virtue of its design needs to have different
dimensions: 11 stitches per cm and 3 mm wide, as shown in Table 4 where the conductive thread is
represented by the black line in the stitch structure.
Table 4. The experimental stitch structure sensors.
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Table 4. Cont.








2.1.1. Measured Properties and Characteristics
In order to investigate the suitability of the different stitch types, various properties and characteristics
of each stitch were measured, which will briefly be defined here with reference to Figure 5.
Figure 5. A typical graph example of resistance change (%) vs. strain (%), for defining sensor characteristics.
Working Range
The working range of a sensor determines its end-use suitability. A sensor with a wider working
range will be more adaptable to a wider variety of uses. The working range is measured as a percentage
of strain, that being the change in length divided by (the unstretched original) length. A sensor which
has a working range starting from its unstretched condition (rest position, i.e., zero) will be more
useful than a sensor with a working range between two stretched states. It is clear that the sensor in
Figure 5 has a working range from 0 to 15%, but above that it becomes unsuitable due to nonlinearity
and nonmonotonicity.
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Monotonicity
A sensor will be more useful if it is monotonic. This means that the resistance changes in a constant
incremental value upward or downward as the strain increases or decreases, respectively. The resistance
value of the sensor in Figure 5 does not alter in its constant increment; instead it is reaching to a peak
at 20% strain and then falling immediately after. This means that, when in use, it would be difficult to
determine if the sensor is giving a measurement of resistance changes of say 0.25% because its strain can
be in the 8 to 12% or in 35 to 45% region. So we say that this sensor has no monotonicity.
Gauge Factor















where R and l are the unstretched resistance and length, respectively; ΔR and Δl are the changes in
resistance and length due to stretching, respectively; and ε is the strain. The gauge factor is unitless
and is calculated by taking the gradient of lines of best fit on a graph of resistance change vs. strain.
For example, the line of best fit in Figure 5 follows equation y = 0.0025x + 0.2065, so its gauge factor is
0.0025. The ideal sensor would have a high gauge factor (high sensitivity), so that changes in resistance
are large in relation to strain changes. This would make it easy to detect a small change in strain
because these would show as a large change in resistance. If the sensor shows very small changes in
resistance in relation to changes in strain (i.e., a resistance vs. strain graph showing a horizontal strain
line), it makes it very difficult to accurately measure small changes in strain, hence leading to poor
sensor performance.
Linearity
Linearity is the proportion of change in resistance in relation to the proportion of change in strain.
A perfect sensor would have a high and uniform resistance change over the whole of the strain range,
so making it easy to calculate the strain from any given resistance measurement. There are various
metrics for linearity. The metrics used here are visual inspection of the graphs along with assessment
of the R2 value (coefficient of determination), which indicates how well a line of best fit represents the
data it is fitted to. A straight line cannot fit well to a highly curved relationship between resistance and
strain, so giving low R2 values, as shown in Figure 5. It should be noted that low R2 values could also
be caused by random data scatter or large hysteresis.
Hysteresis
The hysteresis of a sensor is the difference between the resistance at any given strain on the loading
cycle and the resistance at that same strain on the unloading cycle. Ideally, the sensor would have the
same resistance at that strain point regardless of whether it is loading or unloading, so that one strain
value can always be measured with one resistance value, without the need to know which cycle the
sensor is in, which is impractical. Figure 5 shows a high hysteresis. If a resistance change of say 0.2%
was measured, it could correspond to a strain of 5% or 10%, depending on the direction of loading.
Repeatability
Drift is another characteristic, which is determined by repeating cycles, measured by any changing
characteristic divided by the number of cycles. In this work, the change of the unstretched resistance,
and the change in the gauge factor, between the second and 99th cycles (for reasons explained later)
was taken as an indicator of repeatability.
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Other Properties/Characteristics Not Investigated
There are many other factors that determine the suitability of a wearable sensor and its end-use,
including response/time delay, creep, sensitivity to other types of deformations (e.g., twisting), sensitivity
to environmental conditions, stiffness, ease of manufacture, comfort, and aesthetics. Although these
other properties may be important they are not essential for the purpose of this investigation.
2.2. Experimental Apparatus and Procedure
Figure 6 shows the experimental apparatus and set up. The sensor samples are clamped between
the jaws of an Instron 3345 Tensile Tester and the two ends of the sensor are connected to a digital
millimeter (DMM Agilent U1273A/U1273AX, Agilent Technologies Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA).
Installing the Agilent GUI Data Logger software on a PC is used to record the electrical resistance
response to extension and recovery cycles, at a sampling rate of approximately 1 Hz. The jaws were
electrically isolated from the fabric sensor with a layer of synthetic polymer rubber, so that only the
resistance of the sensor itself would be measured by the millimeter. The jaws were set 150 mm apart
and 250 mm long in the sensor direction (50 mm is needed at either side of the sample for clamping).
Figure 6. Experimental setup.
Data from the tensile tester and millimeter were subsequently aligned and overlapped using
digital timestamps. Each cyclic test is performed at the rate of 200 mm/min and at 50% extension
in 10 cycles. In order to observe the repeatability of the samples further tests of 100 cycles were
also performed.
Standard atmospheric conditions were used for the experiment i.e.; temperature at 20 ± 2 ◦C and
65% ± 2% R.H, and all samples were allowed 24 h in the lab for conditioning, prior to testing.
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2.3. Data Analysis Procedure
This section will describe and analyze the way in which the various sensor characteristics were
derived from the stress/strain required data. Extension and resistance were converted into strain (%)
and percentage resistance change (%), as below.
ε = Δll
Resistance Change (%) = ΔRR
where Δl is the extension value from the tensometer and l is the unstretched gauge length, Figure 6
(150 mm). Calculating the percentage resistance change was more complicated because in this study
we are interested in the percentage resistance change of the stretching portion of the sensor only
and not including the portion within the jaws. The portion in the jaws gives a constant additional
resistance, herein called “resistance bias”. In the unstretched state, the sensor was assumed to have an
approximately uniform resistance per mm length. Therefore the resistance of the clamped portion (the
resistance bias), is given by
Rbias = (proportion o f length in clamps) × (total unstretched resistance)
The proportion of length in the clamps is taken from Figure 6 as 0.4 (100/250 mm), while the total
unstretched resistance is different for each stitch and was taken as the resistance at time = 0 (the first
data sample). The resistance bias is subtracted from all resistance data samples to give the resistance of
the unclamped portion at any one time. To calculate the percentage resistance change, an original or
baseline resistance is needed. Figure 7 shows a typical plot of resistance vs. time.
Figure 7. Example of resistance vs. time plot.
Note that the unstretched resistance in the first cycle (circled in red) is significantly lower than
that of subsequent cycles, where it becomes stable. Therefore, the first cycle of each sample is not
included in the data. Hence, for end use measurements it is advisable that sensors are pre-stretched in
order to normalize the data, this was also observed by others [17,19]. In our experiments from now on,
only data from the second cycle onwards is being used (circled in green).
Our aim is to find the values of working range and gauge factor for each stitch type. However,
there is likely to be some amount of variation between cycles, therefore data for a number of cycles
were laid on top of each other and averaged to find an assembly average. Ten cycles were used starting
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from the second cycle, as discussed. For example, the resistance at the start of the cycle was taken to
be the average of the resistances at the start of cycles 2 through to 11. The second value of resistance
was the average of the second sample of resistance for cycles 2 through to 11, and so on, until a
complete averaged cycle for each stitch type was established. The strain data was processed similarly.
An example of the percentage resistance change vs. strain for a sample average is given in Figure 8.
Figure 8. Example of assembly average over 10 cycles.
The grey curve is the assembly average over 10 cycles for this particular stitch, and it is reaching
approximately 25% of strain beyond where the response becomes highly nonlinear and nonmonotonic.
Therefore the working range of this sensor is considered to be 0 to 25% strain. This is marked on the
graph by the blue and red lines, denoting loading and unloading directions respectively. A green line
of best fit was then fitted to the data within the working range, revealing the gauge factor of this sensor
(in this case 3.71), and a coefficient of determination (R2, in this case 0.95). As stated, R2 is a measure of
how well the data fits the line of best fit, indicating nonlinearity, scatter, and spread due to hysteresis.
Finally, to assess repeatability, the resistance change vs. strain graphs of the 2nd and 99th cycles
were compared, as shown in Figure 9. The second cycle was used for reasons explained earlier, and
the 99th cycle was used because the 100th cycle showed some discontinuity due to machine stopping.
This graph revealed changes in characteristics such as gauge factor, hysteresis and unstretched
resistance. During experiments stitch structure 304 could only be realized with 2-ply 33 tex sewing
thread as the 4-ply 92 tex thread was distorting the fabric (bouncing), due to the tensions and geometry
of this particular stitch type.
Figure 9. Example repeatability graph.
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3. Experimental Results, Analysis and Discussion
To help explain early sensor characteristics, close-up photos were also taken for visual inspection
of the stitch deformation. Table 5 shows close-up photographs of one typical sample of each stitch
type, relaxed, and stretched, which will be referred to as the data is analyzed further.
Table 5. Close-up photographs of one sample of each stitch type, relaxed, and stretched.

















Figure 10 shows the percentage resistance change vs. strain for the various stitch types, averaged
over all samples of each stitch type, and over the 2nd to 11th cycles. Data derived from these graphs
are tabulated in Table 6.
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(g) (h) 
605: 2-ply 605:4-ply 
Figure 10. Graphs of percentage resistance change vs. strain, assembly averages over the 2nd to 11th
cycles. (a) Legend for all graphs; (b) 304: 2-ply; (c) 406: 2-ply; (d) 406: 4-ply; (e) 506: 2-ply; (f) 506:
4-ply; (g) 605: 2-ply; and (h) 605: 4-ply. Note the different vertical axis scales. 2-ply is thread 117/17,
33 tex and 4-ply is thread 235/34, 92 tex.
Table 6. Tabulated data from percentage resistance change vs. strain of the assembly from graph






















304 2-ply 0-50 1.61 125 0.984 0.984 6.25
406 2-ply 0-25 3.71 71.5 0.350 0.956 15.1
406 4-ply 0-8 2.71 55.6 0.255 0.795 11.4
506 2-ply 0-16 0.0991 649 0.0419 0.830 0.975
506 4-ply 0-12 5.16 46.7 0.601 0.788 33.6
605 2-ply 0-18 0.206 240 0.499 0.973 2.02
605 4-ply 0-18 1.65 39.3 0.0254 0.955 11.1
The most striking aspect of the percentage resistance change vs. strain of the graphs is the
performance of the 304 2-ply stitch. This is highly linear, monotonic, and has a working range that
appears to potentially pass 50% extension. It also features low hysteresis and a reasonable high gauge
factor, corroborating good linearity. Stitch 506, 4-ply also shows some good attributes, whilst all other
stitches followed a trend of increasing resistance followed by decreasing resistance, as the fabric is
stretched. This limited their working range to a maximum of 8 to 25% (406 4-ply and 2-ply respectively),
which suggests that there may be competing effects in their resistance from extension.
From theory previously described, it is thought that one effect of extending the fabric is to open
up contacts between adjacent lengths of conductive thread, thus increasing the conductive path by
moving the resistive lengths into series rather than parallel and thus increasing resistance. This might
account for the rise in resistance. In all stitches, the initial sensitivity of resistance to strain is low,
before increasing rapidly. The likely cause of this is that few contacts are opened up before a certain
level of strain is reached.
Something, which might account for the decrease in resistance is the change in dimensions of the
conductive thread itself, is altering the resistance per unit length locally. It was previously stated that a
conductor increases resistance as it is stretched, due to the longer conduction path and reduction in
cross-sectional area. Although one might expect the total length of the conductive thread to increase
as the fabric is stretched, it may be the case that it decreases, in certain stitch configurations, hence
reducing the sensor resistance. Figure 11 shows an example of fabric stretching with a stitch geometry
that might lead to a reduction in the overall conductive thread length.
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Figure 11. Deformation of the conductive thread.
Note that the main fabric is elongating as well as narrowing when it is stretched. This means
that any portions of conductive thread that are in the direction of the overall stretch are also being
elongated; however, those that are 90◦ to its length (i.e., lying across the fabric) will be shortening in
length (compressing). In this stitch, there is more conductive thread length lying across the width
than in the direction of stretch; therefore, overall the thread will be compressed, not stretched, hence
reducing the sensor resistance.
Another explanation can be given if one examines the sewing thread tension performance when
stretched on the tensile tester, shown in Figure 3, which leads to an increase in surface contact between
conductive surfaces as the cross-section of the thread is expected to decrease under tension along its axis
and improves in orientation along the direction of loading. Having said this, in this sensor, the sewing
thread is not being stretched along its axis and hence any observation to that effect is difficult.
Another trend is that 4-ply stitches compared to their 2-ply counterparts have lower resistances.
This would be expected due to the increased cross-sectional area of conducting available for the current
to flow through. Stitches 506 2-ply and 605 2-ply had particularly high baseline resistances of 649 and
240 Ω, respectively. A higher baseline resistance means that, for a given gauge factor, changes in strain
would produce larger changes in resistance. However, the high resistance sensors also tend to have a
much lower gauge factor (percent change of resistance to strain), so offsetting this advantage.
Large differences in hysteresis were seen across the full sensor range, but when taken as a
proportion of the output of the sensors, it is easier to see visually on the graphs. Within their working
range, stitch type 605 showed low hysteresis, again taken as a proportion of its output, while stitch
type 506 showed the highest hysteresis. Type 605 sensors also had good R2 values within its working
range, reflecting low hysteresis and high linearity.
Figure 12 shows graphs of percentage resistance change vs. strain of stitches between the 2nd and
99th cycles. Data derived from these graphs are tabulated in Tables 7 and 8.
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Figure 12. Graphs of percentage resistance change vs. strain, for the 2nd and 99th cycles. (a) Legend
for all graphs; (b) 304: 2-ply; (c) 406: 2-ply; (d) 406: 4-ply; (e) 506: 2-ply; (f) 506: 4-ply; (g) 605: 2-ply;
and (h) 605: 4-ply. Note the different vertical axis scales. 2-ply is thread 117/17, 33 tex and 4- ply is
thread 235/34, 92 tex.
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Table 7. Change in gauge factor from 2nd to 99th cycles. Calculated across the entire extension. 2-ply










304 2-ply 1.60 1.56 −0.0497 −2.54
406 2-ply 0.728 1.44 0.714 98.1
406 4-ply −0.504 −0.255 0.249 −49.3
506 2-ply 0.0005 −0.0059 −0.0064 −1280
506 4-ply 1.20 1.48 0.273 22.8
605 2-ply −0.161 −0.125 0.0356 −22.1
605 4-ply −0.291 0.130 0.421 −145
Table 8. Change in relaxed percentage resistance change and R2 values from 2nd to 99th cycles
















304 2-ply 0 −3.25 −3.25 0.981 0.974 −0.0073
406 2-ply 0 −15.2 −15.2 0.198 0.406 0.208
406 4-ply 0 −5.70 −5.70 0.451 0.0915 −0.360
506 2-ply 0 2.33 2.33 0.0001 0.0105 0.0104
506 4-ply 0 −5.68 −5.68 0.591 0.600 0.0094
605 2-ply 0 3.23 3.23 0.531 0.329 −0.202
605 4-ply 0 9.88 9.88 0.117 0.025 −0.0916
Five out of seven stitches have shown an overall increase in resistance between cycles 2 to 99.
It was noted that, after stretching, the fabric does not return completely to its original length. This is
because any contact between the loops of the stitch structure are reduced, hence lengthening the
conductive path and increasing resistance. This means that the resistance in the relaxed state increases
after each stretch cycle. Each stitch type is affected by this phenomenon to a different degree. This is
because the conductive path is increased by differing amounts according to how much contact was
made between loop before and after stretching.
It should be pointed out that other textile sensors may have similar gauge factor but their working
range and other performance properties are very different [20].
The most uniform stitch result in the relaxed state was stitch 304 which is due to its loop contact
being broken gradually. The least uniform result was stitch 605, which is due to its loop contact being
broken suddenly. This phenomenon may be reduced in all sensor types by using a greater stitch
density, so improving contact and making the subsequent contact breakage more gradual.
4. Conclusion
In this research, different types of textile stitch-based strain sensors have been investigated.
The effects on their sensing properties related to their resistance change have been examined for a
number of different stitch geometries. All sensors have shown significant levels of change in resistance
depending on their stitch structure. It has been shown that stitch type variations have a significant
effect on cyclic conductivity and resistance, revealing that each stitch design is more suitable for
different sensor applications. Hence their suitability depends on the specific end-use requirements, i.e.,
limb articulation, heart monitoring, or respiration.
It should be pointed out that other textile sensors may have similar gauge factor but their working
range and base line resistance are very different. Therefore, overall, this sensor is superior to other
similar sensors that may have the same gauge factor but lack in range, linearity, and repeatability.
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The sensor made with stitch type 304 and 2-ply 33 tex sewing threads was found to be the best
performing in strain sensing for wearable garment end-uses, having investigated its performance in
four different nylon/spandex single jersey fabrics It features an exceptionally wide working range
(potentially well past 50%), good linearity (R2 is 0.984), low hysteresis (6.25% ΔR), good gauge factor
(1.61), and baseline resistance (125 Ω), as well as good repeatability (drift in R2 is −0.0073). Therefore,
overall, this sensor is superior to other similar sensors that may have the same gauge factor but lack in
range, linearity, and repeatability.
Textile-based sensors have the ability to replace solid-state sensors and the next generation of
garments will be capable of providing physiological measurement to users.
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Abstract: In some specific fields of application (e.g., cosmetics, pharmacy), textile substrates need to
incorporate sensible molecules (active principles) that can be affected if they are sprayed freely on the
surface of fabrics. The effect is not controlled and sometimes this application is consequently neglected.
Microencapsulation and functionalization using biocompatible vehicles and polymers has recently
been demonstrated as an interesting way to avoid these problems. The use of defined structures
(polymers) that protect the active principle allows controlled drug delivery and regulation of the
dosing in every specific case. Many authors have studied the use of three different methodologies
to incorporate active principles into textile substrates, and assessed their quantitative behavior.
Citronella oil, as a natural insect repellent, has been vehicularized with two different protective
substances; cyclodextrine (CD), which forms complexes with it, and microcapsules of gelatin-arabic
gum. The retention capability of the complexes and microcapsules has been assessed using an
in vitro experiment. Structural characteristics have been evaluated using thermogravimetric methods
and microscopy. The results show very interesting long-term capability of dosing and promising
applications for home use and on clothes in environmental conditions with the need to fight against
insects. Ethyl hexyl methoxycinnamate (EHMC) and gallic acid (GA) have both been vehicularized
using two liposomic-based structures: Internal wool lipids (IWL) and phosphatidylcholine (PC).
They were applied on polyamide and cotton substrates and the delivery assessed. The amount of
active principle in the different layers of skin was determined in vitro using a Franz-cell diffusion
chamber. The results show many new possibilities for application in skin therapeutics. Biofunctional
devices with controlled functionality can be built using textile substrates and vehicles. As has been
demonstrated, their behavior can be assessed using in vitro methods that make extrapolation to their
final applications possible.
Keywords: microencapsulation; biofunctional; drug-delivery
1. Introduction
In November 2017, the title of the International Symposium on Materials from Renewables
(ISMR) was “Advanced, Smart, and Sustainable Polymers, Fibers and Textiles”. Three specific sessions
occurred under the denomination of “Smart Fibers and Textiles”. That simple fact gives an idea of
the importance of this work. However, what really are smart textiles? In the foreword of the book
edited by Tao, X. [1], Lewis states clearly that these type of textiles are not only special finished fabrics.
The main defining idea of smart textiles is related to the “active character” of them. Smart textiles
Materials 2018, 11, 2152; doi:10.3390/ma11112152 www.mdpi.com/journal/materials93
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“react to environmental stimuli, from mechanical, thermal, chemical, magnetic or others”, including
biotechnology, information technology, microelectronics, wearable computers, nanotechnology, and
micromechanical machines.
Biofunctional textiles are fibrous substrates that have been modified to attain new properties and
added value. The main idea is to modify their parameters, especially related to comfort, adapting
the tissues’ reaction to external or internal stimuli. Such textiles constitute appropriate substrates to
be used for the delivery of active principles in cosmetic or pharmaceutical applications. Due to their
specific response, biofunctional textiles are especially useful when the textile comes into close contact
with the skin. As most of the human body is covered with some sort of textile, the potential of this
type of textile is considerable. Textiles with functional properties used for delivery to skin have been
studied and patented [2,3].
Three cases will be explored in this work as examples of biofunctional systems obtained using
vehicles to transport different active principles to a textile substrate: Microcapsules, cyclodextrins,
and liposomes.
1.1. Microcapsules
Microcapsules may be obtained by a series of techniques that involve liquids, gases, or solids
in natural or synthetic polymeric membranes [4–7]. This process is known as microencapsulation,
and requires a layer of an encapsulating agent, generally a polymeric material, that acts as a protective
film insulating the active substance [8–10].
According to Souza and collaborators [11], this creates a physical barrier between the core (active
principle) and the encapsulating material (shell).
This membrane is removed by a specific stimulus, releasing the active substance in the ideal place
or moment.
The encapsulation technique can be used to fulfill diverse objectives, and has the following
advantages, as listed by different authors [12–14]: Protection of the encapsulated materials against
oxidation or deactivation due to reaction with the environment (light, oxygen, humidity); masking
odors, tastes, and other active principles; insulation of the active principles of undesirable materials;
retardation of alterations that might occur in loss of aroma, color, and flavor; separation of reactive or
incompatible components; and reduction of the migration rate of the core to the external environment.
For this reason, the core and shell should have compatible physical-chemical properties [15].
The materials commonly used as encapsulating agents (shells) are polymers [16,17] and
biologic-based materials [18–20].
Bosnea and collaborators [21] highlighted that shell materials based on natural polymers are
promising for the formation of microcapsules due to their biodegradability, compatibility with other
products, and low toxicity, as well as their wide availability from natural resources.
Furthermore, Al Shannaq and collaborators [22] accentuate in their work that the choice of
encapsulation material is important to obtain better degradation of the microcapsule. Table 1 shows
the main polymers of natural sources used in microencapsulation.
Table 1. Polymers used in microencapsulation [21–27].
Source Polymer
Natural Polysaccharides Starch, cellulose, chitosan, gum arabic, and alginate
Modified Polysaccharides Dextrins, carboxymethylcellulose, ethylcellulose, methylcellulose,acetylcellulose, and nitrocellulose
Proteins Gluten, casein, gelatin, and albumin
Waxes and lipids Paraffin, tristearine, stearic acid, monoacyl, and diacyl
Besides the inherent parameters of the shell material choice, Santos, Ferreira, and Grosso [28]
pointed out that the retention of the active principle is a fundamental factor for the realization of the
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process. Wang et al. [29] and Yang et al. [30] demonstrated in their works that the efficiency of the
encapsulation should be a parameter that is taken into account in the choice of the core.
Sharipova et al. [31] showed that the value of the effectiveness of the encapsulation depends on
the encapsulating method, the shell material, and the relationship with the core. Thus, the casing
material should relate to the chemical nature (molar mass, polarity, functionality, volatility, and so
forth) of the active principle so that a high yield of the process is possible.
There are several techniques for obtaining microcapsules, which can be divided into physical
methods (spray drying [32], solvent evaporation [33], pan coating [34]); chemical methods
(interfacial polymerization [35], suspension polymerization [36], in situ polymerization [37]); and
physical-chemical methods (coacervation [38], ionic gelation [39], sol-gel [40]), among others.
The microencapsulation technique selection depends on the properties of the active principle,
the morphology of the desired particle, the nature and capacity of releasing the components,
reproducibility, ease of execution of the technique, and the cost/effectiveness ratio [41]. The chosen
technique is a determining factor of the characteristics of the formed microcapsule, and will influence
the release of the encapsulated agent via one of the following actions: Mechanical, temperature, pH,
dissolution, or biodegradation [42].
Microcapsules in the textile field have been applied in various ways, giving very interesting
results and showing very promising applications in several fields, including the use of flame retardant
agents [43], protection of atmospheric agents [44–46], and functional finishing [47–50], along with the
development of functional fabrics that might have a useful effect on the user and solve problems that
conventional processes are not able to [51,52].
Nowadays, microcapsules are applied in textiles to transmit different embedded values, such as
the liberation of oils with medicinal effects, protection against disease carriers, and antimicrobials,
among others [53–65].
Microencapsulation of citronella oil, to be used as insect repellent and obtained by the coacervation
method with the gelatin-arabic gum system, will be detailed as an example [38].
To assess the results obtained by the methodology applied, instrumental techniques will be
used. Thermogravimetric analysis will be undertaken (TGA/DTGA), as well as application to textile
fabrics by padding and analysis of the delivery kinetics. The results will show their potential for use
as vehicles.
1.2. Cyclodextrines (CDs)
Cyclodextrines (CDs) are used in diverse industrial fields, such as food, drugs, cosmetics,
domestic products, agrochemicals, the textile industry, the paper industry, chemical technology,
and others [66–68]. This wide range of applications can be attributed to the fact that cyclodextrins have
the capacity to form inclusion complexes with a broad range of substances, allowing the alteration of
important properties in the complexed substances [69].
According to Matioli and collaborators [70], CDs are regularly produced from starch by the
cyclation of linear chains of glucopyranoses using the enzyme cyclomaltodextrin-glucanotransferase
(CGTase).
The three widest known natural cyclodextrins are alpha CD (α-CD), beta CD (β-CD), and gamma
CD (γ-CD), composed of six, seven, and eight units of D-(+)-glucopyranose, respectively, and united
by α-1,4 bonds.
Since the first publication regarding cyclodextrins in 1891, and the first patent in 1953, these
molecules have been a source of great interest to researchers [71]. Nowadays, the widest use
of cyclodextrins is their complexation with many classes of drugs [72–76], flavors [77–79], and
aromas [80–82].
In order to compare them with the microencapsulation system, complexes of CDs will also be
used to vehicularize citronella oil. The results will help us to understand how both systems may
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show possibilities for use on textile substrates to deliver this active compound, to be used as an insect
repellent vector.
1.3. Liposomes
Liposomes are vesicles prepared with lipids that can encapsulate different ingredients; one of
their applications could be onto textiles. Due to the liposome bilayer structure, liposomes have been
applied as models for biological membranes in medical research. Another important use of this type of
vesicle is as microcapsules for drug delivery in the cosmetic field [83–86]. The textile industry has used
liposomes in the wool dyeing process as an auxiliary [87,88]. Liposomes could have different properties
depending on the lipidic base used during their formulation. In this study, phosphatidylcholine (PC)
and internal wool lipids (IWL) were used.
Internal wool lipids are a mix of cholesterol, free fatty acids, cholesterol sulphate, and ceramides,
similar to those found in membranes of other keratinized tissues such as human hair or stratum
corneum (SC) from skin. Wool is a fiber which is mainly keratinic but with a small amount of internal
lipids [89,90]. Due to the IWL liposome bilayer structure’s similarity to stratum corneum lipids,
their application onto human skin has been assessed in previous studies. The results obtained have
demonstrated the beneficial effect of this type of liposome when used with ceramides, topically
applied onto intact skin in aging populations or in individuals with dry skin [91–93]. Therefore,
we could consider IWL liposomes an optimal encapsulation route for cosmetic or dermopharmacy
applications [94].
Using a solar filter as a tracer, ethyl hexyl methoxycinnamate (EHMC), PC-based, and IWL-based
liposomes were prepared. The influence of the type of lipid in the vesicle on skin penetration has
been demonstrated in previous studies. In particular, the crystalline liquid state of PC liposomes
seems to play an important role in this characteristic. On the other hand, when using IWL liposomes,
penetration into the skin is delayed—a fact that suggests some reinforcement of the barrier function of
the skin’s stratum corneum [95]. These two types of liposomes, with IWL and PC, were chosen to be
applied to cotton and polyamide fabrics to design biofunctional textiles.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the textile in contact with the skin, a series of methodologies and
an in vitro process were optimized to determine the penetration of the encapsulated active principle.
For the evaluation of the biofunctional textiles’ beneficial capacity on skin, the transepidermal
water loss change (TEWL) was used as an indicator of the barrier function state. TEWL measures
water-holding capacity as changes in skin capacitance [95]. An in vitro methodology based on
percutaneous absorption [96] was used to determine the amount of encapsulated principle that
passed into the different skin layers (stratum corneum, epidermis, or dermis) from the textile.
An in vivo stripping was used as a minimally invasive methodology, where a series of strippings
allowed quantification of the amount of active principal in the outermost layers of the SC [97].
These methodologies have shown that liposomes, especially IWL liposomes, are suitable for
applying active principles onto biofunctional textiles.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Microcapsules
2.1.1. Materials
The materials used to produce the microcapsules were type A gelatin (GE, Sigma Chemical,
Darmstadt, Germany) and arabic gum (GA, Sigma Chemical, Darmstadt, Germany), which were used
as the microcapsule walls. Citronella essential oil (WNFt, Sao Jose dos Campos, Brazil) was used as
the core material. Glutaraldehyde (50%), sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS), citric acid, sodium hydroxide,
and all other chemicals used were of analytical grade. The textile substrate consisted of standard
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cotton fabric (COT, bleached and desized, style 400, 100 g cm−2) and spun polyester type 54 fabric
(PES, Style 777, 126 g m−2). Both were obtained from Test Fabrics Inc. (West Pittston, PA, USA).
Optical microscopy was used to verify shape and homogeneity. A BX43 (Olympus, Tokyo,
Japan) equipment and a JEOL-JSM 5610 (JEOL, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) scanning electron microscope were
used to analyze the distribution of microcapsules on the textile. The thermal characteristics of the
microcapsules were studied by TGA (TGA, SDTA851, Mettler Toledo, Columbus, OH, USA) with the
STARe software (version SW 9.01, Mettler-Toledo, Columbus, OH, USA). The samples were weighed
and examined in the temperature range of 30–800 ◦C, using a heating rate of 10 ◦C min−1.
2.1.2. Methodology
The procedure began with the formation of three emulsions. The first contained 3 g gelatin in
50 mL water, the second emulsion contained 5 mL citronella essential oil and 0.3 g sodium lauryl sulfate
(SLS), and the last emulsion was prepared with 100 mL of water and 3 g of gum arabic. The three
emulsions were prepared separately in aqueous solution at 50 ◦C and under stirring at 300 rpm,
and the ratio GA:GE was 1:1, as has been used in several other works [38].
In the next stage, the first and second emulsions were blended. Then, the third emulsion was
added to the previous mixture followed by adjustment of pH to 4 using citric acid. The mixture was left
at rest for 90 min until complete stabilization. The resulting suspension was cooled to a temperature of
<8 ◦C and remained unperturbed for 1 h. Then, the pH of this preparation was adjusted to 8–9 using
NaOH (1 M), and 1 g glutaraldehyde (50%) was added dropwise. The system was left for 12 h under
stirring at room temperature, resulting in microcapsules for application into fabric substrates.
2.2. Cyclodextrin Complexes
2.2.1. Materials
β-cyclodextrin (CD) was supplied by Wacker-Chemie GmbH, Germany, and citronella essential oil
by WNFt, Brazil. Butane 1,2,3,4 tetracarboxylic acid (BTCA) and sodium hypophosphite monohydrate
(SHP) were both supplied by Sigma-Aldrich, São Paulo, Brazil, and were of analytical grade.
Standard woven fabrics, namely cotton fabric (COT, bleached and desized cotton print cloth, style
400, 100 g m−2, ISO 105-F02) and spun polyester type 54 fabric (PES, style 777, 126 g m−2, ISO 105-F04)
were used, both supplied by Test Fabrics Inc. (West Pittston, PA, USA).
2.2.2. Methodology
A solution of 50 mL of ethanol and water (1:3) and 3 g of CD was prepared and emulsified at
18,000 rpm for 5 min at 60 ◦C. High temperature and strong agitation allows cyclodextrin to become
entirely soluble. Subsequently, 5 g of citronella oil was added. After 2 h agitation, the complexes are
formed. This is a standard process proposed by several authors, including Wang and Cheng [61],
Oliveira et al. [98], and Partanen et al. [81].
Application of the complexes to the fabrics was achieved by the pad-dry process. Dehabadi,
Buschman and Gutmann [99] proposed following the application with a curing step at 170 ◦C for
3 min, to complete the process of fixation of the complexes by cross-linking.
The pad-dry machine had a width of 30 cm (ERNST BENZ AG KLD-HT and KTF/m250), and a
pick-up of 90 ± 10%. The textile substrates were left to dry in environmental conditions.
COT and PES textile articles were impregnated for 1 min in 6 g L−1 cyclodextrin solution.
The crosslinking agent used was butane 1,2,3,4 tetracarboxylic acid (BTCA) 6 g L−1 and the catalyst
used was sodium hypophosphite at 6 g L−1.
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2.3. Liposomes
2.3.1. Materials
The standard fabrics used were plain cotton fabric, (bleached and desized cotton print cloth,
style 400 ISO 105-F02), spun nylon 6 Du Pont type 200 woven fabric (PA) (style 361, 124 g/m2,)
spun polyester type 54 fabric (PES) (style 777, 126 g/m2) (2,3,8), spun polyacrylic fabric (PAC)
(style 864, 135 g/m2), and knitted 100% wool fabric (WO) (style 537). The textile bandages used
for skin penetration evaluation were knitted fabrics (plain stitch) of polyamide 78/68/1 (DeFiber, S.A.,
Tarragona, Spain).
Ethylhexhyl methoxycinnamate (EHMC) (Escalol 557, ISP Global Headquarters, Wayne, NJ, USA)
was used as the active principle, as a sun filter and as a tracer in the liposome preparation.
An antioxidant active principle, gallic acid (GA) (Sigma-Aldrich, São Paulo, Brazil), was employed,
and isopropanol (Carlo Erba, Cornaredo, Italy) was used in its detection.
2.3.2. Methodology
The liposomes were prepared using two kinds of lipids: Internal wool lipids (IWL) and
phosphatidylcholine (PC). The internal wool lipids are a mixture of cholesterol-esters (4%), free
fatty acids (27%), cholesterol (19%), glycosylceramides (12%), cholesteryl sulfate (10%), and ceramides
(29%). For this study, they were obtained in an extraction pilot plant [93,100].
The method used to prepare liposomes was film hydration, in which the first step was lipid
solubilization in an organic phase. Secondly, the lipid solution was dried under a vacuum to form a
lipid film on the flask wall, and third, a dispersed water solution of the active principle was added and
with movement (energy) the vesicles were formed.
Liposomes of 4% Emulmetik 900 (PC) and 2% of the active principle (gallic acid (GA) or sun filter
(EHMC)), were prepared using the well-known method of film hydration. PC (4 g) solubilized in
30 mL of chloroform was dried under a vacuum. The lipidic film was dispersed in 100 mL of 2% GA
aqueous solution and then multilamellar vesicles (MLV) were obtained.
Liposomes prepared with phosphatydilcholine or internal wool lipids were also prepared to
apply onto textiles.
In order to quantify the exact amount of GA encapsulated, 1 mL of liposome formulation was
precipitated and separated from the supernatant by centrifugation using a 5415-Eppendorf centrifuge at
14,000 rpm for 15 min. After separation, the supernatant was retained. The initial and the supernatant
were diluted in methanol and read spectrophotometrically at 269 nm. The entrapment efficacy of
GA in the microspheres was determined by the amount of the active ingredient present in the whole
solution, as well as in the supernatant.
Liposomes with active principle were applied by the foulard process using a pad-dry machine
with a measured width of 30 cm (ERNST BENZ AG KLD-HT and KTF/m250), with the corresponding
rolling pressure to obtain a pick-up of 90 ± 10% ((mass of bath solution taken by the textile/mass of
dry textile) × 100). This was followed by drying in a curing and heat-setting chamber.
2.3.3. Assessment of the Absorption of Skin
Due to the specific skin-delivery applications of the vehicles formed using liposomes,
the assessment of the final product’s properties was different from the techniques used in former cases.
The technique used in this case was percutaneous absorption, using a Franz Diffusion cell, which can
be considered as an in vitro assessment in the field of skin care cosmetics.
Pig skin was used from the unboiled backs of large white/Landrace pigs weighing 30–40 kg.
The pig skin was provided by the Clínic Hospital of Barcelona, Spain. After excision, the skin was
dermatomed to a thickness of approximately 500 ± 50 μm with a Dermatome GA630 (Aesculap,
Tuttlingen, Germany). Skin discs with a 2.5 cm inner diameter were prepared and fitted into static
Franz-type diffusion cells.
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Skin absorption studies were initiated by applying 10 μL of GA in liposomes, or by applying the
textile substrates treated with the same formulations onto the skin surface. Both types of samples were
allocated in the Franz-cell system. Between the textile and the skin, 20 μL of distilled water was added
to ensure close contact. According to the OECD methodology [20], the skin penetration studies were
performed for 24 h of close contact between the textile and the skin. To increase the contact pressure
between the textile fabric and skin, permeation experiments were also carried out by placing a steel
cylinder on the textile-skin substrate at a constant pressure, in accordance with standard conditions
(125 g/cm2) (see Figure 1).
Figure 1. Diagram of in vitro percutaneous absorption experiments.
After the exposure time, the receptor fluid was collected and brought to a volume of 5 mL in a
volumetric flask. In the case of the formulations, the skin surface was washed with a specific solution
(500 μL SLES (sodium lauryl ether sulphate) (0.5%), and twice with 500 μL distilled water) and dried
with cotton swabs. In the case of the textiles, the fabrics were removed from the skin surface and
collected together with the top of the cell. In both cases, after eliminating the excess of actives from the
skin surface, the stratum corneum of the skin was removed using adhesive tape (D-Squame, Cuderm
Corporation, Dallas, TX, USA) applied under controlled pressure (80 g/cm2 for 5 s). The epidermis
was separated from the dermis after heating the skin to 80 ◦C for 5 s.
The actives were extracted from the different samples (surface excess, CO/PA, or skin layers)
using a methanol:water (50:50) solution agitated in an ultrasonic bath for 30 min at room temperature.
The receptor fluids were directly analyzed. After filtration on a Millex filter (0.22 μm, Millipore,
Bedford, MA, USA), the solutions were assessed by HPLC-UV.
In Vivo Methodologies
In vivo methodologies were applied not only to evaluate the penetration of actives into the skin
using the stripping technique, but also to determine the effectiveness of the actives, mainly using
biophysical techniques.
The cosmeto-textiles (cotton or polyamide with EHMC in IWL/PC liposomes polyamide
containing ME-GA, and control textiles (cotton or polyamide)) were applied on the subjects’ arms,
maintaining close contact with the skin over a period of four days as a bandage application. The volar
forearm was previously evaluated by non-invasive biophysical techniques: Tewameter TM300
(Courage + Khazaka, Köln, Germany) and Corneometer CM825 (Courage + Kazaka, Köln, Germany).
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Both parameters (TEWL and skin hydration) were recorded in accordance with established guidelines.
After 24 h the textiles were removed and these skin properties were again determined.
The tape stripping of the SC of each forearm and arm was carried out on the fourth day in a
conditioned room at 25 ± 1 ◦C and 50 ± 2% relative humidity using D-Squame tape (ϕ = 22 mm,
CuDerm, Dallas, TX, USA) previously pressed onto the skin with a roller and stripped in one quick
move. The weight of the SC removed was determined. The SC lipids from a group of three strips
were extracted with methanol (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) and sonicated in a Labsonic 1510 device
(B. Braun, Melsungen, Germany) for 15 min, and the solutions were assessed by HPLC-UV.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Microcapsules
3.1.1. Microscopy: Optical and SEM
The first approach used to detect the existence of microcapsules was microscopy. As can be seen
in Figure 2, the profile of microcapsules is easy to distinguish in the picture that was obtained.
 
Figure 2. Optical microscopy image of microcapsules formed by complex coacervation (magnification
1000×).
From the image in Figure 2, it is possible to detect the uniform distribution of the microcapsules.
There is a clear interface between them and the environment.
3.1.2. TGA and DTGA
The thermogravimetric curves shown in Figure 3 reveal that each component of the system has
a different loss of weight when submitted to temperature changes in the oven of the instrument.
Citronella oil shows a single stage loss of weight, while gelatin and arabic gum show two stages.
Formation of the microcapsule gives the new organized system that presents three different stages
of thermal rupture. This behavior is equivalent to that observed by Otálora et al. [101]. From these
thermograms it can be seen that the microcapsule was formed, as was already reported in other papers
by some of the same authors [38].
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Figure 3. TGA/DTGA thermogram for different components of the system.
3.1.3. Application to PES and COT Fabrics Using Pad-Dry
Figure 4 shows the scanning electron microscopy of the microcapsules and applied cotton (a)
and polyester (b). In these micrographs it is possible to verify the distribution of the dispersed
microcapsules and their reduced size. These results were also observed in the work of Vahabzadeh,
Zivdar, and Najafi [102].
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4. Scanning electron of microcapsules: (a) cotton, and (b) polyester.
Another factor that can be pointed out is the small size of the microcapsules, which facilitates the
absorption and penetration of the fabric surface due to the occupation of the interstices of the textile
article. Li et al. [23] related the advantages of controlled dosing and increased durability of the textile
finish to this small size.
It is also evident that the microcapsules ensure effective protection of the encapsulated material,
as already shown by the results of TGA. In short, it can be noted that the encapsulated material is not
exposed to the elements, which has been the most serious problem of the application of oils in textiles,
as pointed out by Chinta and Pooja [51] and Nelson [42].
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3.1.4. Drug Delivery Kinetics
To assess the complexation process yield, spectroscopy at the UV region of the citronella oil
in acetone solution was undertaken in order to detect the wavelength of maximum absorption
(wavelength from 250 to 550 nm).
These many possibilities of fabric modification allow the textile to be combined with the controlled
release system, thereby enabling the absorption of therapeutic or cosmetic compounds and the release
of them to the skin [48,103–106].
The behavior observed in Figure 5, in the rate of release in water, allows us to affirm that until
200 min the retention of citronella oil is good enough to state that the delivery is controlled by the
structure of the microcapsule. That means, as stated previously, that the structure established clear
interactions between the microencapsulated oil (core) and the polymers used to build the microcapsule
wall (shell). The nature of these interactions is related to chemical affinity. The majority of the
components of the oil have a very organic character that makes them compatible with the organic part
of polymers. Although these interactions are weak (see the high slope in Figure 5, compared with that
obtained in the case of CD’s), the compacted structure of the shell allows the different components of
the oil to be retained.
Figure 5. In vitro controlled release profiles in water at 37 ◦C for microencapsulated citronella oil
applied on textiles.
In this case, the mechanism is diffusion-controlled, as shown in Figure 6. The rate of absorption
of water is the determining step of the delivery to start transporting citronella oil to the bath, as was
established previously in several other works [107].
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Figure 6. Schematic representation of the diffusion of an active system with the polymeric membrane,
adapted from Bezerra [108].
The adsorption of water molecules in the external (and less ordered) part of the shell promotes a
swelling effect on the polymeric network. Due to this fact the molecules of oil in these less ordered
zones are displaced to the external part and, afterwards, delivered to the fabric, where the chemical
affinity between the fibers and active principle will govern the release mechanism. Meanwhile, water
is diffusing into the inner part of the capsule due to the internal concentration gradient created (that
depends, basically, on the hydrophilicity of the fiber), which extends the swelling effect to more ordered
zones and, consequently, enables the delivery of the active principle.
In the diffusion process the matter is transported to the core of the system, resulting in molecular
random movements that occur across small distances. Adolf Fick, in 1855 [109], quantified the
diffusion process by adopting the mathematic equation proposed by Fourier (Heat Exchange Transfer








dt = diffusion speed of the asset transported in a given time;
D = diffusion coefficient;
dC
dx = concentration of the substance diffusing in the spatial coordinate.
3.2. Cyclodextrin Complexes
3.2.1. Microscopy: Optical and SEM
The optical microscopy of the complexes (CD:Oil), shows their shape and distribution (Figure 7).
Spherical and small cylinders are seen. The former are free citronella oil, and the latter are cyclodextrins
like elongated cones. CDs can form inclusion complexes with volatile essential oils, protecting them
against oxidation, enhancing their chemical stability, and reducing or eliminating eventual losses by
evaporation. These results match those obtained in several other works [59,80].
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Figure 7. Optical microscopy image of complex. Magnification 500×.
In Figure 8, the application of the complexes on the cotton (a) and polyester (b) surface can be seen.
The CDs in textiles can create interactions according to two different mechanisms: Physical bonding
without strong chemical interactions, or covalent bonding [71,82]. CDs are permanently fixed in the
substrate via covalent bonds [81]. In the case of the cotton fabric, an esterification reaction promoted
by the carboxyl group of the BTCA with the hydroxyl groups of the cellulose and the cyclodextrin
occurs. In the polyester application, the cyclodextrin covers the fiber, forming a net over the article.
In this way, cyclodextrin can adsorb bioactive molecules, making the fabric a biofunctional article.
(a) (b) 
Figure 8. Scanning electron microscope image of complex: (a) cotton, and (b) polyester.
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3.2.2. Drug Delivery Kinetics
The use of textile articles as supports for controlled release requires properties to emphasize a
high contact area with the skin, drug-carrier capacity, ease of application, low cost, release via stimulus,
biocompatibility, non-allergenicity, and non-toxicity, among others [110–114]. Figure 9 shows the
controlled release profile of the cotton and polyester fabrics with the complexes (CD:Oil).
Figure 9. In vitro controlled release profiles in water at 37 ◦C for complexes (citronella: βCD) applied
on textiles.
The analysis shows that the release is influenced by the textile matrix and the type of polymer
that constitutes it. The rate of retention of citronella oil is higher in cotton than in polyester. Although
the diffusion-controlled mechanism is the same as in the case of microcapsules, here the influence of
the affinity of the core substance with respect to the support substrate is high enough to modify the
delivery from the complexes. The influence of the textile substrate when used in combination with
vehiculizers has been studied in previous cases with microencapsulated ibuprofen [38,48,107]. It is
possible to modify the diffusion of the active agent and, furthermore, to indicate that textile supports
show potential for use in systems of release [115,116].
3.3. Liposomes
Liposomes, alone or as mixed micelles, form a very stable microstructure that allows the
vehiculization of active principles for application into different textiles. The chemical and physico-chemical
interactions between them and the textile substrate are translated to an adequate substantivity for
most of the studied cases. However, most synthetic substrates, such as acrylic and polyester fibers,
showed high desorption. This fact confirmed the preferential application of cotton and polyamide
as cosmetic biofunctional textiles due to their best affinity. This study shows that polyamide always
presents with high affinity for the two phospholipid structures, and also for the antioxidant [117].
The in vitro percutaneous absorption tests of the different cosmeto-textile structures that were
performed (CO and PA with GA vehicularized with liposomes and mixed micelles) have been
developed to show, quantitatively, the GA penetration within the layers of the skin [118].
When GA was embedded into the biofunctional textile, it always promoted a reservoir effect
(concentration gradient) that was much more marked for PA. This concentration gradient is, really,
responsible for managing the mass transport process of the active principle molecules to the skin.
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Similar penetration behavior was observed in the textiles treated with GA in MM or Lip in the different
layers of skin: The stratum corneum, epidermis, and even the dermis. The GA was only detected in
receptor fluid when CO was treated with the mixed micelles system (see Figure 10).
 
 
Figure 10. In vitro percutaneous absorption of gallic acid (GA) in liposomes (Lip) and mixed micelle
(MM) formulations, and the polyamide (PA) and cotton (CO) cosmeto-textiles (SC: stratum corneum,
R. Fluid: receptor fluid) (significant level accepted * p < 0.01).
The results show that this methodology may be useful in verifying the real amount of the
encapsulated substances incorporated into textile materials that can reach the inner layers of human
skin. Indeed, such materials can be considered as strategic delivery systems that can release a given
active compound, controlling the final quantity delivered into the skin. If the reservoir effect is
controlled, the textile substrate can act as a dosing device.
Similarly, a sun filter (EHMC) was encapsulated in different kinds of liposomic systems and
applied to fabrics to create biofunctional textiles. The structured device remains stable due to the
mutual affinity and the physico-chemical interactions, which can break as the fabric rubs the skin,
releasing the active agents [117]. Moreover, ethyl hexyl methoxycinnamate (EHMC), was vehicularized
using two liposome-based structures: Internal wool lipids (IWL) and phosphatidylcholine (PC) [118].
As in the case of GA, they were applied onto cotton and polyamide fabrics by exhaustion treatments.
After topical applications on human volunteers, skin properties were evaluated by non-invasive
biophysical techniques. The two methodologies, described previously, and based on percutaneous
absorption, were applied to quantify the effectiveness of the penetration of the sun filter into the skin.
In both lipidic systems, the absorption over the fabrics was between 10 and 15%. Nevertheless,
PC-based liposomes showed a higher affinity than IWL liposomes and cotton substrates showed
slightly less absorption than polyamide. The TEWL and skin capacity results are shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Variation of transepidermal water loss (TEWL) and skin capacitance (hydration) between
initial and 24 h of skin application of cotton and polyamide fabrics. NT: non-treated fabric. Internal
wool lipids (IWL): fabric treated with IWL liposomes. PC: fabric treated with PC liposomes (* p < 0.05
corresponds to significant difference between the marked columns).
TEWL showed a marked decrease for IWL liposome-treated fabrics. This effect is even more
marked for liposome-treated polyamide. Non-treated and PC-treated polyamide fabrics showed
significant differences which will influence the mechanism of drug permeation [118].
PA-treated substrates showed good permeation into the outermost skin layers in the in vivo
experiments. This is consistent with the larger effect found in the decrease in TEWL for IWL
liposomes, and in the increase of hydration for PC liposomes when absorbed into polyamide fabrics.
Therefore, PA substrates showed the most promising properties for a delivering device, when EHMC
is vehicularized using liposomic structures. Fiber behavior in the adsorption process is very good,
and enhances the permeation of EHMC through the skin. There is a greater effect of skin barrier
reinforcement with IWL, and better hydration when PC liposomes are used [118].
In summary, antioxidants vehicularized through liposomes can be better applied to cotton and
polyamide due to their lower desorption compared to the other fibers assayed, such as acrylic
or polyester. The two in vitro and in vivo methodologies used to determine the content of active
principle penetration into the skin when in contact with the smart textiles indicates the influence of
the physicochemical properties of the drugs. When GA is vehicularized in liposomes into the textile,
there is a clear reservoir effect that is much more marked with PA [117]. However, when a clear
lipophilic compound such as EHMC is also vehicularized in liposomes in the textile, a significantly
greater release of the active to the skin was found. Polyamide fibers show the higher desorption
capability [118]. This was corroborated by the in vivo results of percutaneous penetration, and the
greater skin barrier reinforcement and hydration of the polyamide smart textiles. Therefore, it can
be concluded that there are notably different release behaviors of hydrophilic drugs, which may be
retained in the hydrophilic core of the liposome in front of lipophilic drugs which are embedded in the
surface lipidic bilayer of the liposomes, favoring their release [119].
4. Conclusions
As can be seen from the experimental results obtained, many possibilities exist to make “active”
textiles substrates in different environments, using well-designed vehicularizing systems to incorporate
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these into the fabrics. These complex structures can be, among others, microcapsules, cyclodextrins,
or liposomes.
The textile substrate played a very important role in every system tested. The chemical affinity
shown in every case clearly controlled the whole release behavior. The in vitro tests are useful to define
every step of the delivery mechanisms.
The same citronella oil, vehicularized with different chemical structures, and applied to the same
textile substrates, presented different release behaviors. This opens many possibilities for the design of
biofunctional textiles.
The use of thermogravimetric methods allows us to define and establish the level of interactions
between the active principle and the shell material.
In general, the use of vehicles and textile substrates improves the absorption of complex molecules
and formulations by the skin.
The response of the smart fabric depends on the existing interactions between the active principle
and the molecular covered structure, and on the interactions between these components and the textile
substrate. The combination of these effects results in the development of biofunctional textiles capable
of combining specific characteristics of bioactive molecules that cannot be inserted directly into the
fabric, as is the case in essential oils that lose their effect due to their volatility.
Therefore, the use of biofunctional textiles allows the treatment of many skin diseases via
skin–textile contact, displaying advantages in relation to the administration of the active substance.
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Abstract: In this paper, the surface area of coated polymer-based textiles, i.e., copper and nickel
plated woven polyester fabric, copper and acrylic coated woven polyester fabric, and copper and
acrylic coated non-woven polyamide fabric, is investigated. In order to evaluate the surface area of
the woven fabrics, Peirce’s geometrical model of the interlacing point and measurement using an
electron microscope are used. Non-woven fabrics are evaluated using an optical method, handmade
method, and MATLAB functions. An electrochemical method, based on the measurement of the
resistance between two electrodes, is used for relative comparison of the effective surface area of
the coated woven and non-woven fabrics. The experimental results show that the measured and
calculated warp lengths do not differ within the standard deviation. The model for the surface area
evaluation of the Pierce’s geometrical model for monofilament (non-fibrous) yarns is extended to
multifilament yarns and to a uniform sample size. The experimental results show the increasing
trend of surface area evaluation using both modeling and electrochemical methods, i.e., the surface
area of the copper and acrylic coated woven Polyester fabric (PES) is the smallest surface area of
investigated samples, followed by the surface area of the copper and acrylic coated non-woven fabric,
and by copper and nickel plated woven PES fabric. These methods can be used for surface area
evaluation of coated polymer-based textiles in the development of supercapacitors, electrochemical
cells, or electrochemical catalysts.
Keywords: electrically conductive textiles; polymers; smart textiles; surface area evaluation
1. Introduction
Electrically conductive textile materials have attracted considerable attention from the scientific
community and have found their use in many applications. These materials are used in shielding
against electromagnetic radiation, e.g., protective clothing, cable shielding, shielding of high frequency
sources, etc. [1–5], in development of textile antennas [6–8] and sensors, e.g., textile sensor for
Electrocardiography monitoring (ECG), and pressure and humidity sensors [9–11], as well as in
the development of other electrical components and devices, e.g., supercapacitors, electrochemical
cells, electrochemical catalysts, etc. [12–14].
There are many ways to improve the parameters of the last mentioned components [15].
The reduction of the internal resistance decreases the thermal loss, increases the capacity of
electrochemical cells, and causes a better current distribution. One of the possible ways to reduce
the internal resistance is to increase the relative effective surface area in 3-D of the sub-parts of these
components (electrodes), i.e., the enlargement of the reaction area upon which the chemical reactions
Materials 2018, 11, 1931; doi:10.3390/ma11101931 www.mdpi.com/journal/materials115
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occur. It will result in greater electrochemical interconnection between the electrode and the electrolyte.
In electrochemical catalysts, the increase of surface area, i.e., reaction area, causes a larger reaction
area to be available during the chemical reaction, e.g., in fuel cells. In supercapacitors, the increase of
surface area increases the capacity [15].
The surface area, i.e., reaction area, can be increased by using electrically conductive
polymer-based textiles. The electrically conductive polymer-based textiles are an interesting class
of materials that combine some mechanical properties of polymers with electrical properties typical
of metals [16]. This is especially true for conductivity and permanence in applications where the
chemical process takes place [15,16]. Additionally, these polymers have become popular because
they are lightweight and economical, and have relatively high adjustable electrical conductivity,
flexibility, chemical stability, and biocompatibility. The biggest advantage of conductive polymers is
their processability [16]. For the future construction and engineering of the mentioned components,
it is necessary to know the value of the surface area of their sub-parts. This is typically in the form
of a grid, expanded metal, or plate-shaped. However, the shape of the surface area of the electrically
conductive polymer-based textile, e.g., coated polymer textile, is not a typical one. The method most
commonly used to determine the specific area of a solid porous substance is the Brunaer, Emmett,
and Teller method (BET) [17,18]. This method relies on the BET equation for specific isothermal gas
adsorption [17]. Although the BET method remains a popular choice for assessing the specific surface
areas of nanostructured materials [18], it is speculated that BET does not provide a true representation of
the geometric area. It is known that the applicability of the BET method to the porosity characterization
is problematic because it is unable to capture complex adsorption mechanisms due to microporous
effects [18]. BET regions are highly susceptible to the size of pores, heterogeneity of structures,
and adsorbent–adsorbent interactions. There is no simple correlation between BET and geometric
surface areas of nanoporous materials [18].
In this paper, three different coated polymer-based textiles, i.e., copper and nickel plated woven
polyester (PES) fabric, copper and acrylic coated woven PES fabric, and copper and acrylic coated
non-woven polyamide fabric, are tested for the surface area evaluation. The arrangement of the
fiber in the woven fabric is investigated using the Peirce’s geometrical model of the interlacing
point. This model can be applicable for calculation of the surface area of monofilament (non-fibrous)
yarns. The model for surface area evaluation of the multifilament yarns of woven fabric is calculated
from the theoretical lengths of yarns, which are obtained by means of an electron microscope.
Three methods are used for evaluation of the surface area of non-woven fabrics, i.e., handmade
selection method, automatic image conversion to binary method, and threshold selection method.
Results are compared with an electrochemical method, which is based on measurement of resistance
between two immersed electrodes inside an electrolyte. These methods evaluate the 3-D surface area of
the coated polymer-based textiles and can be used in the development of electrical and electrochemical
components and devices such as supercapacitors, electrochemical cells, or electrochemical catalysts.
The knowledge of surface area evaluation of a conductive 3-D layer of coated textiles can help in
adjusting the weight, energy density, and capacity of these future components and equipment.
2. Materials and Methods
Three different types of polymer fabrics were tested, i.e., two types of woven fabrics and one
type of nonwoven fabric, Table 1. CerexCuIv4 is a copper- and acrylic-coated non-woven fabric
with a raw material Polyamide Cerex fabric 36 g/m2 and surface resistivity 0.02 ohm/square [19].
RSKCu+Ni is a copper- and nickel-plated woven PES fabric with a plain weave (parachute silk) and
a surface resistivity 0.02 ohm/square [20]. RSKCuIv4 is a copper- and acrylic-coated woven PES
fabric with a plain weave (parachute silk) and a surface resistivity 0.05 ohm/square [20]. Samples
were examined using a scanning electron microscope (Phenom pro X ThermoFisher SCIENTIFIC,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands).
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Table 1. Specifications of the used commercial polymer coated fabrics [20].
Material as Named by
the Producer/Producer
Description Surface Resistivity Note
CerexCuIv4/LORIX Ltd.,
Budapest, Hungary





Cerex fabric 36 g/m2





Budapest, Hungary (parachute silk)
RSKCuIv4/LORIX Ltd.,
Budapest, Hungary






2.1. Theory of Peirce’s Geometrical Model of the Interlacing Point
The arrangement of the fiber in the fabric can be mathematically described in several ways.
The simplest, but fully satisfactory, is the so-called the Peirce’s geometrical model of the interlacing
point [21,22] (Figure 1). This model describes the fiber as a system of a regular repeating part of a torus
(a body formed by rotating a circle around a straight line) and a cylinder of height d. The disadvantage
of the Peirce’s geometrical model of the interlacing point is that it neglects the deformation of the
fiber caused by forces that act on the fibers, such that shape of the fiber is always circular [21,22].
The main reason for using this model is a satisfactory balance between the efficiency of using it and its
accuracy [22].
Figure 1. Peirce’s geometrical model of the interlacing point [22]. Legend: a is the length of the line
connecting the arcs, d1 is the diameter of the warp, d2 is the diameter of the weft, ds is the sum of
radii of the warp and weft yarns, H1 is the height of warp interlacing wave, H2 is the height of weft
interlacing wave, B is the spacing of weft yarns, Φ is the warp interlacing angle, and L is the length of
warp yarn.
The relationship between the warp interlacing angle Φ and other geometric parameters (spacing
of weft yarns B, height of the warp interlacing wave H1, and the sum of radii of the warp and weft yarns
dS) can be expressed using Equations (1) and (2) resulting from the section in the y-axis Equation (1)
and in the z-axis Equation (2) [22]:
2·dS·sin(Φ) + a·cos(Φ) = B (1)
2·dS·[1 − cos(Φ)] + a·sin(Φ) = 2·H1 (2)
The sum of the radii of the warp and weft yarns ds is calculated using Equation (3), Figure 1:
dS = (d1 + d2)/2 (3)
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Combining Equations (1) and (2), a quadratic equation for the warp interlacing angle Φ is obtained,
as shown in Equation (4):[
B2 + 4·(H1 − dS)2
]











where M is the spacing of yarns, r is the radius of yarns, and d is the height of cylinder of yarns.
The height of the cylinder of yarns d is then calculated using Equation (6):
d =
√
M2 − 12r2 (6)
The theoretical length of the warp LWARP and weft LWEFT is calculated using Equations (7) and (8):
LWARP = 2·dS·Φ + aWARP (7)
LWEFT = 2·dS·Φ + aWEFT (8)
where aWARP is the length of the line connecting the arcs in warp, aWEFT is the length of the line
connecting the arcs in weft.
2.2. Surface Area Evaluation Based on Peirce’s Geometrical Model of the Interlacing Point
To calculate the effective surface area of the conductive fabrics, i.e., the surface area that is
involved in chemical reactions, the warp and weft lengths of Pierce’s geometrical model of the
interlacing point are first determined. The theoretical length of weft and warp are calculated from
Equations (7) and (8). The length of the line connecting the arcs, diameter of warp, and diameter of
weft are measured by means of an electron microscope, Phenom pro X (ThermoFisher SCIENTIFIC).
From Equations (5) and (6), we obtain the warp interlacing angle and weft angle. These angles
are substituted into Equations (7) and (8), which gives the theoretical length of the warp and weft.
The surface area of the warp and weft is then calculated using Equations (9) and (10):
SWARP = 2πr1LWARP (9)
SWEFT = 2πr2LWEFT (10)
The surface area of the interlacing points is calculated using Equation (11):
SInter_Point = 2πr1r2 (11)
The surface area of the investigated Pierce’s geometrical model of the interlacing point of the
textile is a sum of the warp and weft surface area, from which the surface area of interlacing points is
subtracted (Equation (12)). The obtained value is then divided by two due to the 50% of the depth
efficiency of the electrochemical process, which is related to the object used in the fabric structure.
This ratio will be different for the electrochemical reaction and electrolyzer construction in practice.
For comparison of examined methods, the ratio 50% is chosen, i.e., “visible part of the surface area”
during the observation of the structure in the direction of the z-axis is considered.
SEffect = (SWARP + SWEFT)/2 − SInter_Point (12)
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Equation (12) can be applicable for the calculation of the surface area of monofilament (non-fibrous)
yarns. The surface area of multifilament yarns in warp S1 is obtained by multiplying the theoretical
length of the warp LWARP and the width in weft b and coefficient K, which takes into account the
amorphousness of the fibers, as seen in Equation (13):
S1 = LWARP·b·K (13)
where S1 is the surface area of the multifilament yarns in warp, b is the width in weft, and K is the
coefficient amorphousness of the fibers.
The same procedure as for S1 is used to calculate the surface area of the multifilament yarns in
weft S2, as seen in Equation (14):
S2 = LWEFT·c·K (14)
where c is the width in warp.
The K is calculated as the ratio of the width of the multifilament yarns Kstraight and the length
of coating of multifilament yarns in cross-section Kcurve, which is shown in Figure 2 and given in
Equation (15). The difference in the shape of the yarns, i.e., difference between elliptical shape of yarns
as assumed by the Pierce’s geometrical model of the interlacing point and the real shape of yarns as
shown in Figure 2, is assumed to be negligible. This assumption is verified in Section 3.2 (Table 7) and





where Kstraight is the width of the multifilament yarns and Kcurve is the length of the coating of
multifilament yarns in cross-section.
Figure 2. Evaluation of the width of the multifilament yarns Kstraight and the length of coating of
multifilament yarns in cross-section Kcurve.
2.3. Optical Method for the Non-Woven Fabric Evaluation
2.3.1. Handmade Selection Method
One of the methods used for surface area evaluation is a time-consuming handmade selection
method. It is based on choosing all fibers individually by hand in the obtained picture from the electron
microscope image (Figure 3). It illustrates individual fibers and the background, represented by the
light and dark areas, respectively.
The white bar that is given at the bottom of the picture is used as a reference value in μm to match
the measured length of each fiber. For this reason, the length of this scale bar has to be saved as a
variable. The measurement of the scale bar is accomplished by selecting the length of the bar each time
the method is executed. It is carried out with the function of MATLAB “imline” [24].
Once the bar length is selected, the diameter of one fiber is selected by hand [24]. We assume the
diameter is the same in all fibers. Therefore, fiber selection for measuring the diameter does not have
the relevance. To increase accuracy, it is recommended to follow these two recommendations:
• Select the diameter in the upper fibers, which are sharper than the rest.
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• Choose fibers that are directly in contact with the background since the boundaries of these fibers
can be differentiated more easily.
After this, a line that covers the whole length of each fiber is traced to obtain the fiber length. It is
important to take into account that the lines are determined by hand, using the function “imfreehand”
of MATLAB [25]. Lines are drawn in the center of every fiber with the highest precision the user
can perform.
Next, the length of the fiber and the diameter are compared with the scale bar length and the
area is calculated using the known mathematical equation for the volume of a cylinder, i.e., half of 3-D
surface area is calculated [26]. Finally, the total area is the sum of the area of all fibers.
As it can be appreciated in the described method, accuracy of the length measurements depend
on the user. At least lengths referring to the bar and diameter are straight lines and are taken only
once, but every fiber length is completely determined by hand, which increases the error. This error
can be mitigated by creating a function that calculates the exact points of the center of the yarn. It must
also be taken into account that the mistake that may appear in the selection of fibers that are missing in
each step, i.e., the user can forget some fibers or parts of them that seem part of background.
Figure 3. Selection of the fiber lengths by hand.
2.3.2. Automatic Image Conversion to Binary
Another method for the surface area evaluation of non-woven fabrics is the conversion of the
obtained microscope picture of the sample to a binary image. It consists of changing all fibers to white
and the background to black to differentiate clearly which parts of the image are conductive.
The same sample is used for the surface area evaluation as described in the previous section.
As per the previous method, the length of scale bar is measured by hand. However, the used standard
MATLAB function “imtool” provides the possibility to check the value of the pixels, 0 (black) or 255
(white) [27]. When the user selects the length manually, they check the pixel value at the same time.
If it is white, the user starts to measure the length and stops the measurement when they see the
change from 255 to 0.
The procedure of the diameter measurement is the same as the bar measurement. The user can
appreciate how the intensity of gray varies, since white values of pixels are higher than black values,
therefore the user knows when to start and stop the measurement. As explained in the previous
section, the diameter is selected according to the two described recommendations.
After that, the original image is converted to a binary image (Figure 4). The input image
is converted to a grayscale format (if it is not already an intensity image), and then to binary.
This procedure is directly performed using the function “im2bw (I, 0.5)”.
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Next, the user selects the part of image that contains fibers, and pixels in white are counted [28].
In case two consecutive pixels are white, the distance between them is calculated and saved into a
variable. This variable, and also the diameter, are compared with the scale bar, and then the area is
calculated using the same equation as in the previous method.
As shown in Figure 4, when the image is converted to binary, not all the fibers are completely
white, which is the main cause of the error in this method. In this case the improved function consists
of delimiting the boundaries of all fibers and fills the pixels inside these limits. Therefore, pixels inside
fibers that are not in white using function “im2bw” will be converted using this improved function.
The other cause comes from the user when the user takes measurements of the scale bar and diameter.
Another source of error appears when the image is cropped. The user can make a mistake if they select
a smaller size of the required image [28].
Figure 4. Binary image.
2.3.3. Threshold Selection Method
The third method used for evaluating the surface area of non-woven fabrics is the transformation
of the color of the background using thresholding. This method is based on finding the appropriate
threshold in the gray scale to change the background pixels to black. Therefore, the fibers can be
seen more clearly in the image. The same image sample is used as in the previous cases (Figure 3).
Measurement of the scale bar and diameter is performed according to the same procedure as in the
previous method, i.e., the function “imtool” is used.
When the measured values of the length of the scale bar and diameter are saved, the image is
cropped to work only with the part that contains the fibers. The difference between this method and
previous one is that the original image is not converted to binary. In this case, a threshold is used
whose value can be changed to achieve the best results. The background color is changed to black to
check the amount of pixels that are considered background (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Filled image using a threshold to change the background color.
As can be seen from Figure 5, some parts inside the fibers are painted in black because they are
darker, such that the threshold condition is met due to deformation of the fiber. On the contrary, not
all parts of the background are painted in black because all backgrounds do not have the same color or
the same intensity of black color. This is a major error for this method and should also be considered
a user-side error as described in the previous method. In conclusion, the preferred method is the
threshold selection method, due to its higher accuracy and lower assistance requirement from the user.
2.4. Experimental Electrochemical Method for Surface Area Evaluation
The surface area of the coated woven and non-woven fabrics can be also evaluated using
an electrochemical method, based on the measurement of the resistance between two electrodes.
This method is effective, i.e., easy to use, for the relative comparison of surface area values, and is
not suitable for a total surface area evaluation for several reasons. The contact resistance error, i.e.,
systematic error, is eliminated by comparative measurement. The electrode polarization errors are
eliminated by using an alternating current and a small current (i < 100 μA). Chemical changes of the
electrolyte are eliminated by the low conductivity of the electrolyte, the small current used, and by
the high volume of electrolyte. The conductivity of the metal coating of textiles is much higher
than the conductivity of the electrolyte (H2O), therefore the voltage drop in the electrolyte is much
higher than the voltage drop on the coated fabric, and thus different coatings of the textiles can be
neglected. The electrodes are placed in a plastic holder that is immersed into the electrolyte (H2O,
with temperature 25 ◦C). The first (base) electrode is fixed in a stable position in a plastic holder.
The material of this electrode is a Cu plate, i.e., fully copper-plated printed circuit board with a surface
area of copper 3.06 × 10−3 m2. It is chosen because of a good surface flatness and negligible thickness
of the conductive copper layer. The following four types of the second electrode are used:




In case of fabric samples, the samples were stuck on non-conductive plate using double-sided
adhesive tape. The size of the surface area of all electrodes was the same, i.e., 3.06 × 10−3
m2. An immersed plastic holder with electrodes inside the electrolyte is shown in Figure 6.
The distance between the electrodes is changed during the measurement of resistance between
electrodes. The resistance is measured by Battery Analyzer, 60 V Battery Analyzer BA6010 (BK
Precision, Yorba Linda, CA, USA) at 1 × 103 Hz for three different distances between electrodes, i.e.,
0.03, 0.04, and 0.05 m.
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Comparison of the surface area of samples was based on the electrolyte resistivity constant and
the distance between the electrodes:
R·S = ρ·l = const. (16)
where R is the measured resistance, S is the surface area, ρ is the resistivity of electrolyte, and l is the
distance between electrodes.
Equation (16) shows the comparison of the surface area of samples was relative, i.e., it identifies
the larger or smaller surface area in comparison with other samples. This comparative measurement
method eliminates systematic errors.
Figure 6. Immersed plastic holder with electrodes inside the electrolyte to give a measurement of the
resistance between two electrodes.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Surface Area Evaluation of CerexCuIv4
The surface area of CerexCuIv4, i.e., coated non-woven fabric, was evaluated by the
optical method described in Section 2.3. Figure 7 shows a detail of a sample, which was
used for the calculation of the effective surface area. The results are shown for a handmade
selection method in Table 2, for the automatic image conversion to binary method in Table 3,
and for the threshold selection method in Table 4. The surface area evaluated by the
handmade selection method was 2.67 × 10−7 ± 1.89 × 10−8 m2, by automatic image conversion to
binary method was 2.30 × 10−7 ± 1.49 × 10−8 m2, and using the threshold selection method was
2.70 × 10−7 ± 1.60 × 10−8 m2.
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Figure 7. A sample of CerexCuIv4 (coated non-woven fabric) (a), and detail of the sample structure (b).
Table 2. Results for the handmade selection method.
Parameter Average 1
Scale bar (pxs) 2.66 × 102
Diameter (pxs) 5.82 × 101
Surface area (m2) 2.67 × 10−7
Surface area standard deviation σ (m2) 1.89 × 10−8
1 Number of measurements: 10.
Table 3. Results for automatic image conversion to binary method.
Parameters Average 1
Scale bar (pxs) 2.66 × 102
Diameter (pxs) 5.61 × 101
Surface area (m2) 2.30 × 10−7
Surface area standard deviation σ (m2) 1.49 × 10−8
1 Number of measurements: 10.
Table 4. Results for threshold selection method.
Parameters Average 1
Scale bar (pxs) 2.66 × 102
Diameter (pxs) 5.65 × 101
Surface area (m2) 2.70 × 10−7
Surface area standard deviation σ (m2) 1.60 × 10−8
1 Number of measurements: 10.
3.2. Surface Area Evaluation of RSKCuIv4
The surface area of RSKCuIv4 was evaluated using the method based on Peirce’s geometrical
model of the interlacing point described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. A sample of RSKCuIv4 (a), and detail of the sample structure (b).
Figure 9 shows the measurement of input parameters for the theoretical length of the warp and
weft calculation using Equations (7) and (8). The length of the line connecting the arcs in warp and
weft are marked a and b, respectively. The sum of the radii of the warp and weft yarns ds was obtained
from measurement of diameters of the warp and weft yarns, marked d-warp and d-weft, respectively.
The warp interlacing angle Φ was obtained from measurement of the spacing of yarns, marked M;
from calculation of the height of cylinder of yarns, Equation (6), i.e., parameters M, d-warp, and d-weft
were considered; and from calculation of the radius of yarns, i.e., parameters d-warp and d-weft were
considered. The theoretical length of the warp LWARP_CALC and LWEFT_CALC was then calculated
(Table 5). The length of the warp LWARP_MEAS was also measured (Figure 10 and Table 6).
Figure 9. Measurement of input parameters for the theoretical length of the warp and weft calculation
for the sample RSKCuIv4.
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Table 5. The measurement results of input parameters a, b, c, M, d-warp, d-weft, LWARP_CALC, and
LWEFT_CALC-RSKCuIv4.
Meas. a b c M d-warp d-weft LWARP_CALC LWEFT_CALC
No. (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m)
1 2.01 × 10−4 2.12 × 10−4 1.45 × 10−4 1.55 × 10−4 1.08 × 10−5 1.02 × 10−5 2.03 × 10−4 2.13 × 10−4
2 2.03 × 10−4 2.12 × 10−4 1.44 × 10−4 1.58 × 10−4 1.04 × 10−5 1.00 × 10−5 2.04 × 10−4 2.13 × 10−4
3 2.04 × 10−4 2.12 × 10−4 1.45 × 10−4 1.58 × 10−4 1.08 × 10−5 1.08 × 10−5 2.06 × 10−4 2.13 × 10−4
4 2.02 × 10−4 2.17 × 10−4 1.47 × 10−4 1.60 × 10−4 1.08 × 10−5 1.05 × 10−5 2.03 × 10−4 2.18 × 10−4
5 2.00 × 10−4 2.22 × 10−4 1.46 × 10−4 1.59 × 10−4 1.02 × 10−5 1.09 × 10−5 2.01 × 10−4 2.23 × 10−4
6 2.00 × 10−4 2.23 × 10−4 1.47 × 10−4 1.61 × 10−4 1.03 × 10−5 1.02 × 10−5 2.01 × 10−4 2.24 × 10−4
7 1.97 × 10−4 2.25 × 10−4 1.46 × 10−4 1.59 × 10−4 1.09 × 10−5 1.00 × 10−5 1.98 × 10−4 2.26 × 10−4
8 1.96 × 10−4 2.23 × 10−4 1.44 × 10−4 1.59 × 10−4 1.08 × 10−5 1.01 × 10−5 1.97 × 10−4 2.24 × 10−4
9 1.95 × 10−4 2.20 × 10−4 1.49 × 10−4 1.60 × 10−4 1.03 × 10−5 1.02 × 10−5 1.96 × 10−4 2.21 × 10−4
10 1.97 × 10−4 2.17 × 10−4 1.45 × 10−4 1.62 × 10−4 1.08 × 10−5 1.03 × 10−5 1.98 × 10−4 2.18 × 10−4
Average 2.00 × 10−4 2.18 × 10−4 1.46 × 10−4 1.59 × 10−4 1.06 × 10−5 1.03 × 10−5 2.01 × 10−4 2.19 × 10−4
Stand.
deviation σ 2.90 × 10
−6 4.80 × 10−6 1.47 × 10−6 1.80 × 10−6 3.00 × 10−7 3.00 × 10−7 3.00 × 10−6 4.70 × 10−6
Figure 10. Measurement of the length of the warp for the sample RSKCuIv4.
Table 6. The measurement results of the length of the warp LWARP_MEAS and the length of the line
connecting the arcs in warp a-RSKCuIv4.
Meas. No.
Measured Parts of the arc Lwarp_MEAS a
(m) (m) (m)
1
7.70 × 10−6 1.20 × 10−5 8.90 × 10−6 1.33 × 10−5 1.37 × 10−5 1.35 × 10−5
2.04 × 10−4 1.92 × 10−41.30 × 10−5 1.33 × 10−5 1.02 × 10−5 1.44 × 10−5 1.32 × 10−5 1.12 × 10−5
1.10 × 10−5 1.16 × 10−5 1.16 × 10−5 1.11 × 10−5 1.41 × 10−5 -
2
1.00 × 10−5 1.30 × 10−5 7.00 × 10−6 1.20 × 10−5 1.10 × 10−5 1.40 × 10−5
2.06 × 10−4 1.93 × 10−41.30 × 10−5 1.12 × 10−5 1.05 × 10−5 1.70 × 10−5 1.40 × 10−5 1.30 × 10−5
1.05 × 10−5 1.15 × 10−5 1.30 × 10−5 1.30 × 10−5 1.25 × 10−5 -
3
1.20 × 10−5 1.10 × 10−5 1.05 × 10−5 1.30 × 10−5 1.40 × 10−5 1.38 × 10−5
2.05 × 10−4 1.96 × 10−41.25 × 10−5 1.05 × 10−5 9.50 × 10−6 1.45 × 10−5 1.40 × 10−5 1.09 × 10−5
1.02 × 10−5 1.10 × 10−5 1.12 × 10−5 1.35 × 10−5 1.30 × 10−5 -
4
1.40 × 10−5 1.10 × 10−5 1.35 × 10−5 1.10 × 10−5 1.25 × 10−5 1.27 × 10−5
2.06 × 10−4 1.97 × 10−41.27 × 10−5 1.01 × 10−5 1.37 × 10−5 1.27 × 10−5 1.13 × 10−5 1.15 × 10−5
1.05 × 10−5 9.00 × 10−6 1.22 × 10−5 1.35 × 10−5 1.22 × 10−5 -
5
1.30 × 10−5 1.25 × 10−5 1.17 × 10−5 1.20 × 10−5 1.27 × 10−5 1.30 × 10−5
2.13 × 10−4 1.98 × 10−41.40 × 10−5 1.36 × 10−5 1.90 × 10−5 1.28 × 10−5 1.30 × 10−5 9.00 × 10−6
1.12 × 10−5 1.10 × 10−5 1.28 × 10−5 1.17 × 10−5 9.70 × 10−6 -
Average - - - - - - 2.07 × 10−4 1.95 × 10−4
Stand.
deviation σ - - - - - - 3.09 × 10
−6 2.30 × 10−6
The theoretical warp length LWARP_CALC was 2.01 × 10−4 ± 3.00 × 10−6 m and the measured
warp length LWARP_MEAS was 2.07 × 10−4 ± 3.09 × 10−6 m. The ratio of LWARP_CALC and LWARP_MEAS
is presented in Table 7. It shows the difference in the units of percentage, i.e., the deformation of the
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yarns could be neglected, thus the circular shape of cross-section of warp and weft yarns of the Peirce’s
geometrical model of the interlacing point could be used. The theoretical warp lengths LWARP_CALC
and LWEFT_CALC were inserted in the Equations (9) and (10) to find SWARP and SWEFT, respectively.
The surface area of the investigated Pierce’s geometrical model of the sample was then obtained
using Equation (12). The surface area of the investigated multifilament model of the sample was then
obtained using Equations (13) and (14) (Table 8).
Table 7. The comparison of measurement and calculated results of the length of the warp-RSKCuIv4.
Meas. Lwarp_MEAS Lwarp_CALC Lwarp_MEAS/Lwarp_CALC
No. (m) (m) (%)
1 2.04 × 10−4 2.02 × 10−4 100.99
2 2.06 × 10−4 2.04 × 10−4 100.98
3 2.05 × 10−4 2.05 × 10−4 100.00
4 2.06 × 10−4 2.03 × 10−4 101.48
5 2.13 × 10−4 2.01 × 10−4 105.97
Average 2.07 × 10−4 2.03 × 10−4 101.88
Stand. deviation σ 3.09 × 10−6 1.43 × 10−6 2.10
Table 8. The modeling results for RSKCuIv4.
Parameter Average Standard Deviation
LWARP_CALC (m) 2.01 × 10−4 3.00 × 10−6
LWEFT_CALC (m) 2.19 × 10−4 4.70 × 10−6
SWARP (m2) 6.70 × 10−15 1.90 × 10−16
SWEFT (m2) 7.11 × 10−15 2.40 × 10−16
SInter_point (m2) 1.7 × 10−16 1.00 × 10−17
SEffect (m2) 6.73 × 10−15 1.30 × 10−16
S1WARP_Multi (m2) 6.50 × 10−14 1.03 × 10−15
S2WEFT_Multi (m2) 4.74 × 10−14 1.03 × 10−15
3.3. Surface Area Evaluation of RSKCu+Ni
Surface area of RSKCu+Ni was evaluated using the method based on Peirce’s geometrical model
of the interlacing point described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 (Figure 11).
Figure 11. A sample of RSKCu+Ni (a), and detail of the sample structure (b).
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Figure 12 shows the measurement of the input parameters for the theoretical length of the warp
and weft calculation using Equations (7) and (8). The length of the line connecting the arcs in warp and
weft are marked a and b, respectively. The sum of the radii of the warp and weft yarns ds was obtained
from the measurement of diameters of the warp and weft yarns, marked d-warp and d-weft, respectively.
The warp interlacing angle Φ was obtained from measurement of the spacing of yarns, marked M;
from calculation of the height of cylinder of yarns, Equation (6), i.e., parameters M, d-warp and d-weft
were considered; and from calculation of the radius of yarns, i.e., parameters d-warp and d-weft were
considered (Table 9). The theoretical length of the warp LWARP_CALC and the weft LWEFT_CALC was then
calculated (Table 10). The length of the warp LWARP_MEAS was also measured (Figure 13 and Table 11).
Figure 12. Measurement of input parameters for the theoretical length of the warp and weft calculation
for the sample RSKCu+Ni.
Table 9. The measurement results of input parameters a, b, c, e, M, d-warp, and d-weft-RSKCu+Ni.
Meas. a b c e M d-warp d-weft
No. (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m)
1 1.99 × 10−4 2.38 × 10−4 1.46 × 10−4 1.76 × 10−4 1.74 × 10−4 1.05 × 10−5 1.02 × 10−5
2 2.07 × 10−4 2.34 × 10−4 1.41 × 10−4 1.83 × 10−4 1.72 × 10−4 1.03 × 10−5 1.00 × 10−5
3 2.07 × 10−4 2.39 × 10−4 1.53 × 10−4 1.80 × 10−4 1.70 × 10−4 1.01 × 10−5 1.05 × 10−5
4 2.06 × 10−4 2.39 × 10−4 1.44 × 10−4 1.99 × 10−4 1.69 × 10−4 1.03 × 10−5 1.01 × 10−5
5 2.06 × 10−4 2.39 × 10−4 1.41 × 10−4 1.93 × 10−4 1.69 × 10−4 1.03 × 10−5 1.01 × 10−5
6 2.08 × 10−4 2.39 × 10−4 1.48 × 10−4 1.93 × 10−4 1.67 × 10−4 1.03 × 10−5 1.02 × 10−5
7 2.10 × 10−4 2.38 × 10−4 1.51 × 10−4 1.91 × 10−4 1.66 × 10−4 1.05 × 10−5 1.09 × 10−5
8 2.12 × 10−4 2.38 × 10−4 1.47 × 10−4 1.94 × 10−4 1.64 × 10−4 1.03 × 10−5 1.01 × 10−5
9 2.15 × 10−4 2.37 × 10−4 1.53 × 10−4 1.91 × 10−4 1.61 × 10−4 1.04 × 10−5 1.07 × 10−5
10 2.15 × 10−4 2.37 × 10−4 1.42 × 10−4 1.91 × 10−4 1.61 × 10−4 1.05 × 10−5 1.03 × 10−5
Average 2.09 × 10−4 2.38 × 10−4 1.47 × 10−4 1.89 × 10−4 1.67 × 10−4 1.04 × 10−5 1.03 × 10−5
Stand. deviation σ 4.50 × 10−6 1.50 × 10−6 4.41 × 10−6 6.74 × 10−6 4.10 × 10−6 1.00 × 10−7 3.00 × 10−7
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Table 10. The modeling results for LWARP_CALC and LWEFT_CALC − RSKCu+Ni.
Meas. LWARP_CALC LWEFT_CALC
No. (m) (m)
1 2.00 × 10−4 2.13 × 10−4
2 2.08 × 10−4 2.13 × 10−4
3 2.08 × 10−4 2.13 × 10−4
4 2.07 × 10−4 2.18 × 10−4
5 2.07 × 10−4 2.23 × 10−4
6 2.09 × 10−4 2.24 × 10−4
7 2.11 × 10−4 2.26 × 10−4
8 2.13 × 10−4 2.24 × 10−4
9 2.16 × 10−4 2.21 × 10−4
10 2.16 × 10−4 2.18 × 10−4
Average 2.10 × 10−4 2.19 × 10−4
Stand. deviation σ 4.60 × 10−6 4.70×10−6
Figure 13. Measurement of the length of the warp for the sample RSKCu+Ni.
Table 11. The measurement results of the length of the warp LWARP_MEAS and the length of the line
connecting the arcs in warp a-RSKCu+Ni.
Meas. No.
Measured Parts of the arc Lwarp_MEAS a
(m) (m) (m)
1 4.56 × 10−5 4.06 × 10−5 3.78 × 10−5 4.13 × 10−5 4.81 × 10−5 2.13 × 10−4 2.13 × 10−4
2 4.47 × 10−5 3.99 × 10−5 3.72 × 10−5 4.29 × 10−5 4.90 × 10−5 2.14 × 10−4 2.13 × 10−4
3 4.39 × 10−5 4.12 × 10−5 3.76 × 10−5 4.10 × 10−5 5.00 × 10−5 2.14 × 10−4 2.14 × 10−4
4 4.49 × 10−5 4.15 × 10−5 3.73 × 10−5 4.11 × 10−5 4.87 × 10−5 2.14 × 10−4 2.13 × 10−4
5 4.60 × 10−5 4.04 × 10−5 3.80 × 10−5 4.14 × 10−5 4.86 × 10−5 2.14 × 10−4 2.13 × 10−4
Average 4.50 × 10−5 4.07 × 10−5 3.76 × 10−5 4.15 × 10−5 4.89 × 10−5 2.14 × 10−4 2.13 × 10−4
Stand. deviation σ 7.00 × 10−7 6.00 × 10−7 3.00 × 10−7 7.00 × 10−7 6.00 × 10−7 3.00 × 10−7 4.00 × 10−7
The theoretical warp length LWARP_CALC was 2.10 × 10−4 ± 4.58 × 10−6 m and the measured
warp length LWARP_MEAS was 2.14 × 10−4 ± 3.00 × 10−7 m. The ratio of LWARP_CALC and LWARP_MEAS
is presented in Table 12. It also shows the difference in the units of percentage, i.e., the deformation
of the yarns could be neglected, thus the circular shape of cross-section of warp and weft yarns of
the Peirce’s geometrical model of the interlacing point could be used. The theoretical warp lengths
LWARP_CALC and LWEFT_CALC were inserted into Equations (9) and (10) to find SWARP and SWEFT,
respectively. The surface area of the investigated Pierce’s geometrical model of the sample SEffect was
then obtained using Equation (12). The surface area of the investigated multifilament model of the
sample RSKCu+Ni was then obtained using Equations (13) and (14) (Table 13).
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Table 12. The comparison of measurement and calculated results of the length of the warp-RSKCu+Ni.
Meas. No. Lwarp_MEAS Lwarp_CALC Lwarp_MEAS/Lwarp_CALC
(m) (m) (%)
1 2.13 × 10−4 2.00 × 10−4 106.50
2 2.14 × 10−4 2.08 × 10−4 102.88
3 2.14 × 10−4 2.08 × 10−4 102.88
4 2.14 × 10−4 2.07 × 10−4 103.38
5 2.14 × 10−4 2.07 × 10−4 103.38
Average 2.14 × 10−4 2.06 × 10−4 103.81
Stand. deviation σ 3.00 × 10−7 3.02 × 10−6 1.36
Table 13. The modeling results for RSKCu+Ni.
Parameter Average Standard Deviation
LWARP_CALC (m) 2.10 × 10−4 4.58 × 10−6
LWEFT_CALC (m) 2.39 × 10−4 1.50 × 10−6
SWARP (m2) 6.82 × 10−15 1.80 × 10−16
SWEFT (m2) 7.73 × 10−15 2.20 × 10−16
SInter_point (m2) 1.70 × 10−16 1.00 × 10−17
SEffect (m2) 7.11 × 10−15 1.60 × 10−16
S1WARP_Multi (m2) 4.88 × 10−14 1.07 × 10−15
S2WEFT_Multi (m2) 4.30 × 10−14 2.60 × 10−16
3.4. Relative Comparison of Surface Areas of Samples Using the Electrochemical Method
The surface area of the Cu plate, RSKCuIv4, CerexCuIv4, and RSKCu+Ni was evaluated using the
comparative measurement method described in Section 2.4. Table 14 and Figure 14 show measurement
results of the resistance between the first (base) electrode, i.e., Cu plate, and the second electrode,
i.e., Cu plate, RSKCuIv4, CerexCuIv4, and RSKCu+Ni. The resistance results were inserted into
Equation (16) and surface areas were obtained (Table 14).
Table 14. The measurement results of the resistance between two electrodes: Cu plate + (Cu plate,




Cu plate RSKCuIv4 CerexCuIv4 RSKCu+Ni
1.00 × 10−2 6.5 × 10−1 6.9 × 10−1 6.4 × 10−1 6.3 × 10−1
2.00 × 10−2 1.2 × 10−2 1.2 × 10−2 1.2 × 10−2 1.1 × 10−2
3.00 × 10−2 1.7 × 10−2 1.6 × 10−2 1.6 × 10−2 1.5 × 10−2
4.00 × 10−2 2.0 × 10−2 1.9 × 10−2 1.9 × 10−2 1.8 × 10−2
5.00 × 10−2 2.2 × 10−2 2.1 × 10−2 2.1 × 10−2 2.1 × 10−2
10.00 × 10−2 3.1 × 10−2 3.1 × 10−2 3.2 × 10−2 3.0 × 10−2
Surface area (m2)
Average 3.06 × 10−3 3.18 × 10−3 3.22 × 10−3 3.28 × 10−3
Stand. deviation σ 0.00 × 100 4.50 × 10−5 8.22 × 10−5 7.48 × 10−5
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Figure 14. Measurement results of the resistance values in relation to the distance between electrodes.
Resistance values increased with the increased distance between electrodes. This corresponded
with the theory as shown in Equation (16), i.e., the surface area was obtained for each sample.
The largest surface area was obtained for RSKCu+Ni, followed by CerexCuIv4. The lowest surface
area was obtained for RSKCuIv4.
3.5. Summary of the Surface Area Evaluation
The theoretical warp length LWARP_CALC was 2.01 × 10−4 ± 3.00 × 10−6 m and the measured
warp length LWARP_MEAS was 2.07 × 10−4 ± 3.09 × 10−6 m for the RSKCuIv4. The theoretical
warp length LWARP_CALC was 2.10 × 10−4 ± 4.58 × 10−6 m and the measured warp length
LWARP_MEAS was 2.14 × 10−4 ± 3.00 × 10−7 m for the RSKCu+Ni. The measured and
the calculated values did not differ from each other within the standard deviation, and the
theoretical warp lengths LWARP_CALC and LWEFT_CALC were inserted into Equations (9) and (10)
to find the surface area of the warp SWARP and weft SWEFT. The surface area of the
investigated Pierce’s geometrical model Seffect for monofilament (non-fibrous) yarns was then
calculated for RSKCuIv4 to be 6.73 × 10−15 ± 1.30 × 10−16 m2 and 7.11 × 10−15 ± 1.60 × 10−16 m2
for RSKCu+Ni. The surface area of multifilament yarns in warp S1 and weft S2 was determined for
RSKCuIv4 to be S1 = 6.50 × 10−14 ± 1.03 × 10−15 m2 and S2 = 4.74 × 10−14 ± 1.03 × 10−15 m2, and
S1 = 4.88 × 10−14 ± 1.07 × 10−15 m2 and S2 = 4.30 × 10−14 ± 2.60 × 10−16 m2 for RSKCu+Ni.
The surface area of Cu plate, RSKCuIv4, CerexCuIv4, and RSKCu+Ni was evaluated using
the comparative calculation. The results from the individual surface area of the presented models of
samples S1 and S2 were recalculated to a uniform surface area Sdefault 3.06 × 10−3 m2 using Equation (17)
(Table 15).




where Sdefaultis the surface area about size 3.06 × 10−3 m2 and Sbackground is the surface area under of
Peirce’s geometrical model of the interlacing point of individual samples.
Modeling results of the surface area of samples shown in Table 15 were compared with the
measurement results shown in Table 14 (Figure 15).
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Table 15. The modeling results for surface area of samples.
Modeling RSKCuIv4 CerexCuIv4 RSKCu+Ni
No. (m2) (m2) (m2)
1 4.65 × 10−3 5.37 × 10−3 5.78 × 10−3
2 4.67 × 10−3 5.36 × 10−3 5.73 × 10−3
3 4.69 × 10−3 5.31 × 10−3 5.66 × 10−3
4 4.67 × 10−3 5.43 × 10−3 5.68 × 10−3
5 4.64 × 10−3 5.33 × 10−3 5.68 × 10−3
6 4.64 × 10−3 5.36 × 10−3 5.66 × 10−3
7 4.60 × 10−3 5.32 × 10−3 5.65 × 10−3
8 4.59 × 10−3 5.36 × 10−3 5.62 × 10−3
9 4.58 × 10−3 5.41 × 10−3 5.60 × 10−3
10 4.61 × 10−3 5.36 × 10−3 5.60 × 10−3
Average 4.63 × 10−3 5.36 × 10−3 5.67 × 10−3
Stand. deviation σ 3.62 × 10−5 3.54 × 10−5 5.23 × 10−5
Figure 15. Comparison of modeling and measurement results of the surface area of samples.
The surface area of RSKCuIv4 was evaluated to be Smodel_RSKCuIv4 = 4.63 × 10−3 ± 3.62 × 10−5 m2
and Smeasurement_RSKCuIv4 = 3.18 × 10−3 ± 4.50 × 10−5 m2. The surface area of
CerexCuIv4 was evaluated to be Smodel_CerexCuIv4 = 5.36 × 10−3 ± 3.54 × 10−5 m2
and emphSmeasurement_CerexCuIv4 = 3.22 × 10−3 ± 8.22 × 10−5 m2. The surface area of
RSKCu+Ni was evaluated to be Smodel_RSKCu+Ni = 5.67 × 10−3 ± 5.23 × 10−5 m2 and
Smeasurement_RSKCu+Ni = 3.28 × 10−3 ± 7.48 × 10−5 m2. The modeling results for the surface
area evaluations of the samples showed an increasing trend, i.e., the surface area of the RSKCuIv4 was
the smallest surface area of investigated samples, followed by the surface area of the CerexCuIv4,
and by RSKCu+Ni. This increasing trend, i.e., the surface area of the RSKCuIv4 was the smallest one,
followed by CerexCuIv4 and by RSKCu+Ni, was also shown using the experimental electrochemical
method. Both the modeled and the measured surface areas were larger than the uniform surface area,
i.e., the sample Cu plate, which corresponded to the theory that the coated polymer-based textiles
have a larger surface area than the standard metal plate. The measurement results were of the same
order as the modeling results, but showed higher values. This was caused by the used method, which
is suitable only for the relative comparison of surface area values as described in Section 2.4.
4. Conclusions
Calculation of the surface area of coated woven and non-woven textiles finds its application in
development of electrical and electrochemical components and devices such as supercapacitors,
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electrochemical cells, and electrochemical catalysts. In this paper, several methods for the real
effective surface area evaluation of coated woven and non-woven polymer-based textiles were
presented. The proposed model for woven textiles was based on Pierce’s geometrical model and on the
evaluation of samples by optical methods. The evaluation of non-woven textiles was performed using
optical methods and image processing methods. All these proposed models were compared with an
experimental electrochemical method for surface area evaluation measurement. The experimental
results confirmed the results obtained from modeling. The results show that the largest effective
surface area was obtained for copper- and nickel-plated woven polyester fabric and the lowest was
obtained for copper- and acrylic-coated woven polyester fabric.
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Abstract: Wearable sensors have great potential uses in personal health monitoring systems, in which
textile-based electrodes are particularly useful because they are comfortable to wear and are skin
and environmentally friendly. In this paper, a hybrid textile electrode for electrocardiogram (ECG)
measurement and motion tracking was introduced. The hybrid textile electrode consists of two parts:
A textile electrode for ECG monitoring, and a motion sensor for patient activity tracking. In designing
the textile electrodes, their performance in ECG measurement was investigated. Two main influencing
factors on the skin-electrode impedance of the electrodes were found: Textile material properties,
and electrode sizes. The optimum textile electrode was silver plated, made of a high stitch
density weft knitted conductive fabric and its size was 20 mm × 40 mm. A flexible motion sensor
circuit was designed and integrated within the textile electrode. Systematic measurements were
performed, and results have shown that the hybrid textile electrode is capable of recording ECG
and motion signals synchronously, and is suitable for ambulatory ECG measurement and motion
tracking applications.
Keywords: textile electrode; ECG; motion sensor; skin-electrode impedance
1. Introduction
With the miniaturization of electronics, improvements in performance of low-power microprocessors,
and the development of artificial intelligence, personal health monitoring systems are becoming
possible. Wearable electronics, wireless communications, textile sensors, mobile computing,
and cloud computing are becoming increasingly important in personal health monitoring systems.
Wearable sensors and textile electrodes are particularly suitable for some long-term health monitoring
applications, such as electrocardiogram (ECG) measurement and motion tracking.
Textile electrodes are usually made of conductive yarns by weaving, knitting or embroidering
processes; or by coating or printing conductive polymers on non-conductive fabrics. In the studies of
textile electrodes, most textile electrodes are knitted structure [1–3]. Priniotakis et al. [4] compared
the knitted and woven textile electrodes by using an electrochemical cell; the results show that the
knitted structure has the lowest contact resistance. Woven and embroidered textile electrodes have also
been researched with some success [5]. However, there is no consistent conclusion as to which type of
textile structure (knit, woven, embroidered) performs best in ECG recording, because it involves many
factors, such as the structure of the fibers and yarns, the fabric density, and the manufacturing process.
The conductive material type for making the textile electrode is another important factor that affects
the performance of the electrode. Many studies have used silver plated textile materials to make textile
electrodes [2,5,6]. Other conductive materials have also been studied [7–10]. Rattfalt [11] made textile
electrodes with 100% stainless steel and 20% stainless steel, which showed the acceptable stability of
electrode potentials. However, stainless steel is highly direct current voltage (DC) polarizable and
very alloy dependent [12]. Jang et al. [13] explored the possibilities of copper (Cu) sputtered fabric as
Materials 2018, 11, 1887; doi:/10.3390/ma11101887 www.mdpi.com/journal/materials135
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ECG electrode. Conductive polymers have also been used for making textile electrodes. Pani et al. [14]
made textile electrodes with poly(3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene):poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS)
coated woven fabric to monitor ECG signals.
Compared with conventional silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) rigid metal electrodes, textile
electrodes have the advantage of being soft, flexible and breathable, allowing the wearer to feel more
comfortable than conventional metal plate electrodes in long-term monitoring. In addition, as textile
electrodes can be easily integrated into a garment by weaving, knitting or sewing, there is no need
for any adhesive to attach on the body, so they are skin friendly (no skin irritation or discomfort) and
environmentally friendly (electrodes are reusable). Based on these advantages, many researchers have
used textile electrodes in the development of wearable ECG systems [7,15–18].
In this paper, a hybrid textile electrode is proposed. It consists of two parts: A textile electrode
for ECG measurement, and a motion sensor for patient activity tracking. Although there are some
studies that combine motion sensors and textile electrodes into a wearable system [17–20], this is the
first time that the motion sensor is directly integrated into the textile electrode. There are good reasons
for designing this hybrid textile electrode. First of all, motion signals that recorded in synchrony with
ECG signals are beneficial in the diagnosis of heart disease. Some studies [21–24] have found that
heavy physical exertion can be the trigger of the onset of arrhythmia and acute myocardial infarction.
Furthermore, changes in posture (sitting up or standing up) may also be the cause of arrhythmia,
known as postural tachycardia syndrome (PoTS) [25]. Therefore, the motion signals recorded in
synchronization with the ECG signals can help the cardiologist find the cause of the heart disease
by providing information about the patient’s physical activity when the ECG shows an abnormality.
Moreover, tracking daily physical activity and ECG can also help prevent the sudden death in patients
with coronary heart disease, because some studies have shown that sudden death is related to physical
exertion [26–28]. Secondly, since the hybrid textile electrode is placed on the patient’s chest to measure
the ECG, the motion sensor on the hybrid electrode can also obtain information about the patient’s
respiration by tracking the movement of the chest while the patient remains stationary (sitting or
standing). The measured respiration along with the ECG can also be used to diagnosis a common
heart disease—respiratory sinus arrhythmia.
Due to the absence of conductive gel/paste, textile electrodes usually have much higher and more
unstable skin-electrode impedance than conventional Ag/AgCl wet electrodes. And the complexity
and instability of fabric structure itself also make the characteristics of textile electrodes different from
conventional metal plate electrodes. Therefore, in this paper, the electrical properties of the dry textile
electrode at the skin-electrode interface were first studied. Based on that, the electrode material and
size were investigated, and an optimum textile electrode was made. In order to integrate a motion
sensor with a textile electrode, a small flexible printed circuit board (FPCB) was designed. A hybrid
textile electrode was finally fabricated by integrating an optimum textile electrode with the small
flexible motion sensor circuit board.
2. The Skin-Electrode Interface of Textile Electrode
Textile electrodes, like conventional metallic plate electrodes, are in contact with human skin
as electrical conductors. The difference from metallic plate electrodes is that the conductive metal
is electroplated onto the textile substance or blended into the yarn. Therefore, the electrochemical
reactions occurring at the interface between the conventional metal electrode and the skin also occur
at the interface between the textile electrode and the skin. The interface is called the skin-electrode
interface. Neuman [29] proposed an equivalent circuit for modelling the electrical characteristics of the
skin-electrode interface for conventional metal electrodes, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The electrical equivalent circuit of the skin-electrode interface [29].
In the case of dry textile electrodes, although they do not have a conductive gel/paste on the
electrode surface, the skin moisture and perspiration can also be considered as a thin electrolyte
layer between the textile electrode and the skin. “Dry” electrodes are really only dry when first
applied, skin moisture and perspiration will quickly accumulate under the electrode [30]. Therefore,
the equivalent circuit for conventional metal electrodes is also applicable to textile electrodes.
According to the equivalent circuit, the skin-electrode impedance of the textile electrode ZTextile
can be calculated as follows:







where Rd represents the charge transfer resistance and Cd represents the capacitance across the
electrode-electrolyte interface, Re represents the resistance of epidermis layer, Ce represents the
capacitance induced by the nonconductive stratum corneum layer, Rs represents the resistance of the
sweat, Rsub represents the overall resistance of the tissue underneath the epidermis layer.
The skin-electrode impedance of the dry textile electrode is usually much higher than the
conventional wet electrode. In most cases, the value of ZTextile is up to several hundred kΩ. Due to the
fact that the human skin has a highly nonhomogeneous multi-layered structure, the electrical properties
of the skin vary along different body parts, which also mean that the skin-electrode impedances of
the two electrodes at different skin locations are generally different. Webster [29] has found that the
impedance imbalance introduces noise into ECG signals. Olsen [31] has found that the impedance
imbalance was typically 50 percent of the individual skin-electrode impedance. Therefore, the most
effective way to reduce the impedance imbalance of dry textile electrodes is to reduce the skin-electrode
impedance. Thus, the optimum textile electrode should be made of a material having low skin-electrode
impedance characteristics.
3. Electrode Material
Various materials have been used to produce conductive textiles that are either embedded into
fabrics as conductive yarns, or plated with electrically conductive components, such as carbon, copper,
nickel, or silver. However, when choosing materials that will come into contact with the human skin,
as in the case of ECG electrodes, their biocompatibility becomes very important as the electrode is
directly applied onto the human body. Different from most other materials, silver is not only innocuous
to human skin, but also antibacterial [32–35]. Therefore, conductive fabrics made from silver plated
nylon yarns are favored for making textile electrodes by weaving or knitting. When compared with
woven fabrics, knitted fabrics usually are more flexible, stretchable, and can take up easily the curvature
of the body when attached. So, in this paper, four different knitted conductive fabrics made from
silver plated nylon yarn were considered as electrode materials, shown in Table 1, and their electrical
properties were investigated on a skin dummy. Electrode material TE1 is a silver plated knitted fabric
purchased from Shieldex (MedTex P-130, Shieldex, Bremen, Germany), material TE2 is made of 4 ply
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silver plated nylon yarn (235/34 dtex 4-ply, Shieldex, Bremen, Germany), material TE3 is made of 2 ply
silver plated nylon yarn (117/17 dtex 2-ply, Shieldex, Bremen, Germany) and material TE4 is a silver
plated spacer fabric purchased from Shieldex (Spacer Fabric B, Shieldex, Bremen, Germany). Figure 2
shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrograph of a silver plate nylon yarn. The average
diameter of a silver plated nylon monofilament is about 0.028 mm.
Table 1. The properties of the four selected conductive knitted fabrics.
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knitted 1.25 ± 10% 0.60 ± 20% 5/cm 6/cm
TE3 100% silver platednylon 66
Weft
knitted 0.70 ± 10% 0.30 ± 20% 8/cm 12/cm
TE4
94% silver plated









Figure 2. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrograph of a silver plated nylon yarn.
3.1. Experimental Method
The electrical properties of human skin have great variations and dependent upon time and
location of the skin [36]. Thus, a skin dummy (Figure 3a) is used to measure the skin-electrode
impedance to avoid the unwanted impedance variation induced by the human skin. The design of
the skin dummy is based on Westbroek’s electrochemical cell [4,37,38], which consists of a Polyvinyl
chloride (PVC) tube filled with 0.9% of NaCl solution to simulate the body fluid. Two polyvinylidene
fluoride (PVDF) membranes are installed on the two open ends of the PVC tube to simulate the skin
barrier between the body fluid and the textile electrodes. The PVDF membranes were obtained from
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Merck® (Darmstadt, Germany), and are the same membranes that were used in P.J. Xu’s [39] dynamic
evaluation system. The pore size of the PVDF membranes in our evaluation system is 100 nm, as this
size is large enough to allow the electrolyte to flow freely through the perforated membrane [40].
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 3. Skin-electrode impedance measurement on a skin dummy: (a) Skin dummy; (b) test setup.
Four textile electrodes made from materials TE1, TE2, TE3 and TE4 were tested on the skin
dummy, as shown in Table 1. The structure of the textile electrodes used in the measurement, shown in
Figure 4, it consists of two parts: A square area of size 15 mm × 15 mm, which is the electrode surface
that is in contact with the skin dummy; a rectangular area of size 7 mm × 50 mm is the electrode wire
that is connected to an impedance meter. In the measurement, the textile electrode is placed on the
top surface of the skin dummy and is fixed with a weight of 100 g, which applied a force of 0.98 N
to the electrode. A self-adhesive Ag/AgCl electrode is placed on the bottom surface to serve as a
reference electrode. A high-precision LCR-Bridge meter (HM8118, HAMEG instruments, Mainhausen,
Germany) is used in this system to measure the impedance. Two measurements were done in here.
First, impedances were measured at the frequency of 100 Hz, and measurements were last for one
hour. Second, impedances were measured within a frequency range of 20 Hz to 20 kHz when the
skin-electrode impedance is stabilized. Measurements were performed in a conditioned laboratory
where the room temperature was controlled at 20 ± 2 ◦C and the relative humidity at 65 ± 2%.
 
Figure 4. Structure of a textile electrode for the skin-electrode measurement.
3.2. Results and Discussion
As shown in Figure 5, the skin-electrode impedances of all four textile electrodes show a similar
trend: Impedances are rapidly decreasing within the first few minutes and then gradually become
stable. However, their differences are also noticeable. In the first few minutes of measurement,
the electrode TE1 has the fastest impedance drop among the four electrodes, and its impedance
tends to be stable in the shortest time. Moreover, after the stabilization period, the skin-electrode
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impedances of the four electrodes are different, from the highest to the lowest impedance TE2, TE3,
TE4, TE1 respectively.
Figure 5. Skin-electrode impedance in 1 h.
Figure 6 shows the skin-electrode impedance over the frequency range. The impedance of the
four electrodes is frequency-dependent: As the frequency increases, the impedance decreases, which is
consistent with the capacitive behavior of the skin-electrode interface. However, the differences in
these four electrode materials are also clearly shown in the impedance curves. Electrode TE1 has the
smallest impedance, as well as the smoothest impedance-frequency curve.
Figure 6. Skin-electrode impedance versus frequency.
The difference in skin-electrode impedance can be explained by the stitch density of these fabrics.
As demonstrated in Table 1, the four electrode materials are all made of silver plated yarn, and they
are all made by knitting. Textile Electrodes TE1, TE2, TE3 are all weft knitted structures, electrode
TE4 is a knitted 3D spacer structure, but its surface layer is also weft knitted, as shown in Figure 7.
The most significant difference between these four fabrics is their stitch density and the yarn diameter.
Electrode TE1 has the highest stitch density and the smallest yarn diameter, whilst electrode TE2 has
the lowest stitch density and the largest yarn diameter. The measured skin-electrode impedance is
positively related to the yarn diameter and negatively related to stitch density.
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(a) Plain knit (b) 3D spacer weft knit 
Figure 7. Knitted fabric structure.
According to the geometrical model of a plain knitted fabric, suggested by Munden [41], the basic
structure of a knitted fabric is a loop that consists of parts of circles joined by straight lines, as shown
in Figure 8. This model is based on Peirce’s assumptions [42]: The bending resistance of the yarns was
negligible and that the yarn was circular in cross-section.
Figure 8. Loop model according to Munden [41].
The length of a single loop can be calculated by Equation (2):
l = 2·lAB + 2·lBC (2)
where lAB is the straight length between point A and point B on the loop, lBC is the semicircle length
between point B and point C, c is the course spacing, d is the yarn diameter. Equation (3) is the
calculation of lAB that based on the Peirce’s model of plain weave [43]. Equation (4) is the calculation















Noting that the loop is a 3D structure, and the section of the loop between B and C is actually
covered by a higher loop and only the section between A and B and its mirror can directly get contact
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where W is the number of wales per cm, C is the number of courses per cm, c is the course spacing
equals to 10/C, D is the effective contact width of the yarn and skin. D is related to the yarn diameter,
fiber diameter, and the deformation rate of the yarn and the skin.
According to Equation (6), the stitch density C·W is positively related to the effective skin contact
area. When the stitch density increases, it actually increases the effective skin-electrode contact
area. As we know from the electrical equivalent circuit of the skin-electrode interface in Figure 1,
the skin-electrode interface has both resistive behavior and capacitive behavior. The resistive behavior









where ρ is the electrical resistivity of the material, l is the fabric thickness, A is the skin-electrode contact
area, ε is the permittivity of the dielectric layer, d is the distance between the electrode and the skin.
According to Equations (7) and (8), the increase in the effective skin-electrode contact area will results
in a decrease in resistance and an increase in capacitance and according to Equation (1), reduction
in resistance and increase in capacitance will eventually lead to a reduction in the skin-electrode
impedance. Therefore, increasing the stitch density can effectively reduce the skin-electrode impedance.
In addition, the increased stitch density also helps to accumulate sweat under the electrode, so that the
skin-electrode impedance drops in a shorter time, meaning a shorter impedance stabilization period.
In ECG monitoring, small skin-electrode impedance means small noise interference; a smooth
impedance-frequency curve means that low-frequency signals have less amplitude distortion.
So according to our results, electrode material TE1 shows the best performance among all four
electrode materials, not only because it has the smallest skin-electrode impedance, but also because
it has the smoothest impedance-frequency curve and the shortest impedance stabilization period.
Therefore, conductive fabric TE1 is an optimum material for making the hybrid textile electrode.
4. Electrode Size
The size of the electrode has also been reported as having a significant influence on skin-electrode
impedance and on the ECG signal’s quality [44]. Puurtinen et al. [45] studied different sizes of textile
electrodes and found that the skin-electrode impedance increases with decreasing of the electrode
size. Marozas et al. [9] also found that textile electrodes with a contact area smaller than 4 cm2 might
cause distortions to the signal’s low-frequency spectrum. Therefore, in order to choose the optimum
electrode size of the proposed hybrid electrode, the electrode size and its influence on the ECG signal
have to be investigated.
4.1. Experimental Method
Three different electrode sizes were investigated, the electrodes were all made from conductive
fabric TE1. Conventional wet ECG electrodes (2228, 3M, Minnesota, USA) were also used to
measure the ECG for comparison purposes. Table 2 listed the areas and dimensions of the four
different electrodes.
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Electrode Area (cm2) 8 4.5 2.25 2.27
Electrode Dimension 2 × 4 (w × L, cm) 1.5 × 3.0 (w × L, cm) 1.5 × 1.5 (w × L, cm) 1.7 (ϕ, cm)
ECG signals were measured with these four different electrodes on the chest of a female subject.
All ECG signals were recorded using ADS1292ECG-FE (Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX, USA), with only
the 50 Hz notch filter operating and all other filters switched off. The sample rate of the signal was
500 Hz, a reference electrode was used to reduce the common-mode noise. All electrodes were secured
on the skin with a 30 mmHg pressure applied by an elastic chest band.
4.2. Results and Discussion
Figure 9 shows the original ECG signals recorded with three pairs of dry textile electrodes and
one pair of wet electrodes, Figure 10 shows the power spectral density of all ECG signals. As can
be seen from Figure 9, baseline drift exists in all ECG signals, this is mainly due to body respiration
and its effect on body volume change causing skin-electrode impedance imbalance. As the size of the
electrode increases, the baseline drift effect caused by respiration is significantly reduced. Small size
textile electrodes have the largest baseline drift compared to other electrodes. Figure 10 shows that
the energy of the drifted baseline is in the frequency range of 0–0.5 Hz, and that the smallest textile
electrode has the largest baseline drift noise. Besides the baseline drift, high-frequency noise can
also be observed in all graphs, because of the presence of electromagnetic fields in the vicinity of
the patient. The smallest dry textile electrode introduces more high-frequency noise than all others.
However, the high-frequency interference is also decreased with increased electrode size. Although the
ECG signal has been filtered by a 50 Hz notch filter, the 50 Hz alternating current (AC) power line
interference and its third harmonic (150 Hz) are clearly observed in the spectrum of the smallest size
electrode. However, in the spectrum of the largest size electrode, only the 150 Hz harmonic frequency
can be observed, and its energy level is similar with that of the conventional wet electrode.
In comparison with wet electrodes, dry textile electrodes usually introduce more noise (including
the baseline drift noise and the AC power line interference) into the ECG signals. However, the result
for the largest size textile electrode is comparable to that of the wet electrode, meaning that the dry
textile electrode having a large electrode size can perform equally well for ECG monitoring. Therefore,
the electrode size of 2 cm × 4 cm is an optimum size for making our hybrid textile sensor.
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Figure 9. Resting electrocardiogram (ECG) signals recorded by different electrodes.
Figure 10. Power spectral density.
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5. Motion Sensor FPCB
To track human activity, microelectromechanical (MEMS) motion sensor MPU-9250 (InvenSense,
Calgary, AB, Canada) was used in the design of the hybrid textile electrode, because of its miniature
size and powerful features. The MPU-9250 is a multi-chip module consisting of a 3-Axis gyroscope,
3-axis accelerometer, 3-axis magnetometer and a digital motion processor all in a small 3 × 3 × 1 mm
package. In order to integrate the motion sensor with the textile electrode, a flexible printed circuit
board (FPCB) is specially designed. The FPCB offers power supplies to the MPU-9250 and transmits
the detected motion data from the sensor to the microcontroller (MCU). The printed transmission lines
in the FPCB also serve as an electrode lead between the textile electrode and the input of the amplifier.
As shown in Figure 11, the FPCB consists of two parts: The first part is a mini-circuit board with
electronic components on it; the second part is printed transmission lines for transmitting bio-potential
signals and motion data to the MCU. The size of the first part is 10 mm × 7 mm. Figure 12: (a) shows
the top view of the FPCB; (b) shows the rear view of the FPCB; and (c) shows the flexibility of the FPCB.





Figure 12. The motion sensor mini flexible printed circuit board (FPCB): (a) Top view; (b) rear view;
(c) the flexibility of the FPCB.
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6. Fabrication of the Hybrid Textile Electrode
In order to integrate the mini FPCB into the textile electrode, we used silver conductive adhesive
(CW2400, Chemtronics, Kennesaw, GA, USA) to bond the rear side of the mini circuit board with
the rear side of the conductive fabric together, to establish a coherent ECG signal transmission line,
as demonstrated in Figure 13. The biopotential signal is transmitted from the textile electrode through
the silver conductive adhesive layer to the ECG electrode connection point of the FPCB, and it then
reaches the input of the biopotential amplifier through the printed transmission line. Electrical
insulation is also important for making the hybrid textile electrode. A thick, transparent, flexible silicon
coating (FSC, Electrolube, Leicestershire, UK) is brushed on the top surface of the mini circuit board to
provide insulation of the electronic components with the outside world. The flexible silicon coating is
a solvent based conformal coating designed to protect printed circuit boards. As seen in Figure 14,
the FPCB is integrated with the conductive fabric.
Figure 13. The layout of the hybrid textile electrode.
 
Figure 14. The integration of the circuit board and the conductive fabric.
Non-conductive fabric and non-conductive sponge filler fabric are also used for making the
hybrid textile electrode. Non-conductive fabric serves as an insulating layer. Non-conductive sponge
fabric provides support for the flexible circuit board and the conductive fabric. Figure 15 illustrates the
top and the cross-sectional views of the hybrid textile electrode. The middle rectangular area is the
conductive fabric surrounded by the non-conductive fabric. The skin contact area of the conductive
fabric is 20 mm × 40 mm. Figure 16 shows the top view and the rear view of the hybrid textile electrode.
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(a) (b) 
Figure 15. The illustration of the structure of textile electrode: (a) Top view; (b) side view.
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 16. Hybrid textile electrode: (a) Top view; (b) rear view.
7. Hardware Setup
The measurement system configuration is shown in Figure 17. It is based on an MSP
430 microcontroller (Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX, USA) with build in high-performance 12-bit
Analog-to-digital converter (ADC) for data acquisition and system control. A low power, 24-bit
Analog front-end ADS1292R (Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX, USA) is used for the ECG measurements;
and a motion tracking device MPU-9250 (InvenSense, Calgary, AB, Canada) is embedded in the
textile electrode to track movement. The measured ECG and motion signals are transferred into a
Bluetooth module RN41 (Microchip, Chandler, Arizona, USA) and send to a remote computer or
mobile device wirelessly.
Figure 17. The system setup.
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8. The Implementation of the Hybrid Textile Electrode for ECG Monitoring and Motion Tracking
In order to test the performance of the hybrid textile electrodes, we have undertaken measurement
using a female subject. Two hybrid textile electrodes and one textile electrode with the same structure
were sewn onto an elastic chest band, as seen in Figure 18. The Electrodes were placed on the subject’s
chest and were secured onto the skin with a 30 mmHg pressure, applied by an elastic chest band.
Signals were recorded under two everyday activities: Sitting and walking.
Figure 18. The chest band.
Figure 19 shows the original, unfiltered signal that is recorded with the hybrid textile electrodes.
Figure 19a shows the resting ECG and its corresponding motion data; Figure 19b shows the exercise
ECG and its corresponding motion data. All ECG signals present baseline drift and high-frequency
noise. The baseline drift is mainly caused by the respiration, as the hybrid textile electrodes were
integrated into a chest band, the chest movement during respiration induces motion artefacts into the
ECG signals. As shown in Figure 19a, chest movement during respiration was captured by the motion
sensor in synchronization with the ECG. The accelerometer’s data on the Z axis has the same trend as
the baseline drift of the resting ECG. The gyroscope’s data on the X axis also shows a similar trend.
The high-frequency noise in ECG signals is mainly induced from power line interference, because textile
electrodes have high and unbalanced skin-electrode impedance, thus introducing differential mode
noise into the ECG signals. The waveform of exercise ECG shows more interference than the resting
ECG, due to motion artefacts caused by walking motion. As shown in Figure 19b, walking motion
was captured by the motion sensor in synchronization with the ECG. The accelerometer data and the
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(a) (b) 
Figure 19. Signals recorded by the hybrid textile electrode: (a) Sit; (b) walk.
According to the results presented in Figure 19, the hybrid textile electrode is capable of recording
ECG and tracking motion at the same time. Although the recorded ECG signals were contaminated by
baseline drift and high-frequency noises, the magnitude of the noise did not corrupt the morphology
of the recorded ECG. Therefore, the presence of these noises is tolerable and the performance of the
hybrid textile electrode in ECG monitoring is reasonable, and the integrated motion sensor was very
accurate in capturing movement by the hybrid textile electrode.
9. Conclusions
This paper presents a new hybrid textile electrode that integrates motion sensor MPU9250 with a
textile-based electrode. This proposed hybrid textile electrode is not only suitable for long-term ECG
monitoring, but also capable of tracking the patient activity simultaneously.
In the design of the hybrid textile, the performances of textile electrodes have been studied.
Four electrode materials were investigated, and the conductive fabric TE1 was chosen to be the
optimum electrode material. According to the skin-electrode impedance measurement, the conductive
fabric TE1 not only has the smallest skin-electrode impedance, but also has the smoothest
impedance-frequency curve and the shortest impedance stabilization period. The study on the
electrode size has proven that dry textile electrodes with the size of 2 cm × 4 cm can perform equally
well as commercial wet electrodes in ECG monitoring. Therefore, the size of the hybrid textile electrode
was found optimum at 2 cm × 4 cm. In order to integrate the motion sensor MPU9250 with the textile
base, a flexible printed circuit board (FPCB) has been specially designed for this purpose. The size of
the FPCB is only 1 cm × 0.7 cm, which makes it easy to integrate into the textile electrode.
The combination of motion signals and ECG signals offers great potential for cardiology clinical
trials cardiac rehabilitation patient care, and in general wellbeing and sports. The motion signals
recorded in synchronization with the ECG signals can help the cardiologist find the cause of the
heart disease by providing information about the patient’s physical activity when the ECG shows
an abnormality. By tracking daily physical activity and alerting the patient when the patient is
over-exercised can also help prevent the sudden death in patients with coronary heart disease.
Furthermore, sports and exercise can also be monitored with these new technologies that can provide
better data than the commonplace heart beat monitors.
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Abstract: Carbon nanomaterials have gradually demonstrated their superiority for in-line process
monitoring of high-performance composites. To explore the advantages of structures, properties, as well
as sensing mechanisms, three types of carbon nanomaterials-based fiber sensors, namely, carbon
nanotube-coated fibers, reduced graphene oxide-coated fibers, and carbon fibers, were produced
and used as key sensing elements embedded in fabrics for monitoring the manufacturing process of
fiber-reinforced polymeric composites. Detailed microstructural characterizations were performed
through SEM and Raman analyses. The resistance change of the smart fabric was monitored in
the real-time process of composite manufacturing. By systematically analyzing the piezoresistive
performance, a three-stage sensing behavior has been achieved for registering resin infiltration,
gelation, cross-linking, and post-curing. In the first stage, the incorporation of resin expands
the packing structure of various sensing media and introduces different levels of increases in the
resistance. In the second stage, the concomitant resin shrinkage dominates the resistance attenuation
after reaching the maximum level. In the last stage, the diminished shrinkage effect competes with the
disruption of the conducting network, resulting in continuous rising or depressing of the resistance.
Keywords: carbon nanomaterials; smart fabrics; in-line monitoring; polymeric composites; carbon
nanotubes; reduced graphene oxide
1. Introduction
By virtue of remarkable features, including high specific modulus and strength, adiabaticity,
corrosion resistance, and shock absorption [1], fiber-reinforced polymeric composites (FRPs) have
been applied in widespread fields, such as aerospace technology, automotive industry, shipbuilding,
and civil engineering. The booming applications of FRPs have inevitably caused people to worry about
their quality and life assurance [2]. Under such circumstances, structural health monitoring (SHM)
has emerged as a scientific and necessary tool, playing an important role in identifying, quantifying,
and deciding the health states of the high-performance composites. In addition to traditional methods,
such as strain gages [3], optical fibers [4], metal oxide films [5], guided waves [6–8], and piezoelectric
sensors [9], carbon nanomaterials are considered to be novel materials for establishing embeddable,
built-in, lightweight, versatile, and flexible self-sensing technology for composites [10]. Because of their
extraordinary mechanical robustness, structural non-invasiveness, and piezoresistive sensitivity [11],
it is important to investigate the great potentiality of novel carbon nanomaterials-based sensors to
improve the structural health monitoring performance of composites. In addition, the key carbon
nanomaterials, such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene, are being adopted for multiple SHM
Materials 2018, 11, 1677; doi:10.3390/ma11091677 www.mdpi.com/journal/materials153
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purposes for FRPs. For examples, CNTs and graphene powders have been respectively mixed in
resin matrix to monitor the failures and damages of the FRPs under mechanical deformations [12,13];
CNT/graphene-based films [14–16] and papers [17] have been placed on top of or embedded between
lamination layers as strain sensors for deformation detection. Graphene-coated fibers have also been
utilized for monitoring tensions and/or compressions [18].
Although most of the current research on carbon nanomaterials-based sensing technology
mainly focuses on SHM during the service stages of the composites, it is equally important to
monitor the manufacturing stage to detect and guide resin infiltration and curing, which are
significant for assuring the quality and performance of the final products [19]. Considering the off-line
limitations of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), rheological, spectroscopic [20], and simulation
methods [21], carbon nanomaterials could also serve as novel in-line monitoring strategies to
meet the standards and requirements of composite manufacturing. In this respect, Lu et al. [2,19]
utilized CNT buckypapers to monitor the real-time cure behavior of FRPs; for reducing part-to-part
variations, Gnidakouong et al. [13,22] monitored and assessed the resin flow and curing levels of
CNT/fiber-enabled polyester composites in a vacuum-assisted resin transfer molding (VARTM)
process. Ali et al. [23] exploited graphene-coated piezo-resistive fabrics for monitoring the process
of liquid composite molding. Our group recently enabled CNT and graphene thin films coated on
reinforcement fibers to monitor and quantitatively analyze the composite manufacturing under both
dry [24,25] and liquid [26] molding processes.
Summarizing the sensing performance of all the carbon nanomaterials-based sensors, it is
surprising that the maximum resistance change has varied substantially from ~30% for graphene-based
sensors [23] to ~1600% for CNT-based sensors [26]. To investigate the possible structure–property
relationship, this paper focuses on the systematic analysis and comparison of three types of carbon
nanomaterials-based sensors for monitoring the VARTM process of FRPs, namely, CNT-enabled fabrics
(CNTF), reduced graphene oxide (RGO)-enabled fabrics (RGOF), and carbon fiber (CF)-enabled fabrics
(CFF). Specifically, a high-efficient fiber winding and coating system was established for coating
CNTs or graphene on fiber substrates. Through scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Raman
analysis, the microstructures of various carbon nanomaterials-based fibers were characterized in
detail. For instance, a CNT-coated fiber has a loose and disordered packing structure with visible
pores. In comparison, RGO coating is ultrathin and conformal with large lateral dimensions. CF itself
is composed of continuous and densely packed graphites. The as-produced fiber sensors were
respectively braided into a fiber fabric as the smart fabric layer of the composites. Through complete
monitoring of the resin infiltration and curing, the piezoresistive behavior of the smart fabrics was
divided into three stages (i.e., the gelation stage, hardening stage, and post-curing stage). Significant
dissimilarities in sensing performance can be found at each stage after comprehensive analysis of
various fabrics, which leads us to be more convinced of the existence of selectable structure-dependent
characteristics driving the generation of various sensing responses. Briefly, in the gelation stage,
the packing structure of the embedded fiber sensors dominates the increasing level of resistance
through the resin infiltration; in the hardening stage, the resistance attenuation is closely linked to the
resin shrinkage, causing the densified conducting network; and in the post-curing stage, the diminished
shrinkage effect competes with the defects of the packing structure, resulting in the continuous rising
or depressing of the resistance.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
In this work, multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs, General Nano LLC., Cincinnati, OH,
USA) were used as coating materials for the fabrication of CNTF. Graphene oxide (GO) was synthesized
via the Hummers’s method and used for assembling RGOF [27]. TritonTM X-100 (CAS # 9002-93-1,
Sigma-Aldrich, Beijing, China) was selected as surfactant for dispersing CNTs in the aqueous solution.
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A hydroiodic acid solution (CAS # 10034-85-2, Sigma-Aldrich, Beijing, China) was utilized for the
GO reduction. Fiber bundles with lengths of 15 cm, drawn from plain-woven glass fabrics (Part #
GF-PL-290-100, Easy Composites Ltd., Beijing, China), were used as substrates for fiber coatings.
CF rovings (Part # CF-PL-210-100) with lengths of 15 cm were also acquired from the Easy Composites
Ltd.(Beijing, China). The above-mentioned glass fabrics were also used for reinforcing composites.
2.2. Preparation of Smart Fabrics
Following established strategies of materials’ exfoliation [28,29], MWCNTs (300 mg) were
sonicated in deionized water (100 mL) with 5 mL of Triton X-100 surfactant for 120 min, using a
Ultrasonics FS-600N probe sonicator operated in a pulse mode (on 10 s, off 10 s), with the power fixed
at 480 W. Following the same conditions as in the sonication process, the GO dispersion was prepared
with 300 mg of GO powders in 100 mL of deionized water. Based on our previous works [10,26],
a modified fiber winding and coating system was established, as shown in Figure 1a, in which the
fiber powertrain was made up of a stepping motor and multiple standing pulleys for CNT/GO
bathing, aqueous cleaning, and thermal drying. After the coating process, the GO-coated fibers
required an additional reduction procedure to form the RGO-coated fibers by dipping the fibers into
a hydroiodic acid solution at 85 ◦C for 30 min. With a clear contrast of colors, Figure 1b visually
compares the appearance of the RGO-coated fibers at three fabrication stages, including pre-coating
(white), post-coating (dark yellow), and post-reduction (black). Then, to obtain the smart fabrics,
the as-produced fiber sensor was embedded in a plain-woven fabric (15 cm × 15 cm) by manual









Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the fiber winding and coating system. (b) Photographs of the
pristine, graphene oxide (GO) and reduced graphene oxide (RGO)-coated fibers. (c) A representative
smart fabric with an embedded carbon nanomaterials-based fiber sensor. (d) The schematic diagram of
the setup for the monitoring of the vacuum-assisted resin transfer molding (VARTM) process.
2.3. In-Line Process Monitoring of Composites
A VARTM process was performed with the embedded smart fabrics for the in-line monitoring.
Figure 1d schematically shows the experimental setup. Together with 2 layers of pristine fabrics,
the smart fabric layer was first stacked on a polymethyl methacrylate substrate. To facilitate the
electrical measurements, copper tapes were used as electrodes connecting both ends of the fiber
sensor with a silver paste. Then, a peel ply (ELS60100, Airtech Ltd., Tianjin, China) and a flow mesh
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(ELS60100, Airtech Ltd., Tianjin, China) were laid sequentially on the fabric layers for guiding the resin
fluid flowing through the two nylon tubes fixed as the inlet and outlet. Assisted by a double-sided
sealant tape (AT200Y1/250, Airtech Ltd., Tianjin, China), a vacuum bagging film (WL5400, Airtech
Ltd., Tianjin, China) was used for sealing all the preforms.
After setting up the preforms, a vacuum pump was continuously running to introduce the
polyester resin (IP2, Easy Composites Ltd., Beijing, China) mixed with 1.5 wt.% hardener (methyl
ethyl ketone peroxide, MEKP, Easy Composites Ltd., Beijing, China) to infuse, infiltrate, and finally,
fill the above-created vacuum space. Based on the guidance of the resin product, the manufacturing
process lasted 24 h. During this period, the resistance of the embedded fiber sensor was recorded
in real time by a source meter (2450, Keithley Ltd., Shanghai, China) interfaced with a homemade
LabVIEW program. For each type of fiber sensor, at least 5 samples assembled by the same recipe and
condition were tested to study reproducibility of the performance.
2.4. Structural Characterization and Performance Evaluation
To characterize the microstructure of the fiber sensor, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
Raman spectroscopy were employed. The SEM was operated by a JEOL-JSM-7001F at 20 kV. The light
source of the Raman microscope (Horiba-HR800, Horiba Ltd., Kyoto, Japan) is a 532-nm excitation
laser controlled at 5 mW. In this work, the relative resistance change (dR/R0) was utilized to describe
the sensitivity of the various smart fabrics [19], where R0 is the initial resistance. The initial resistance
of all the CNT- and RGO-coated fibers and the CFs with lengths of 15 cm in the experiments were
respectively stabilized at ~200 kΩ, ~400 kΩ, and ~20 Ω.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Microstructure of Carbon Nanomaterials-Coated Fibers
A detailed structural characterization of the embedded carbon nanomaterial-coated fibers is
essential for exploring the structure-dependent characteristics of the smart fabrics. SEM was therefore
requisitioned to examine the morphology and microstructure of the various sensors. Figure 2a–f show
the SEM micrographs of the CNT- and RGO-coated fibers from multiple perspectives, as well as CF.
The images at low magnification displayed the overall packing structures and were used for viewing
the coating effectiveness. To specify, with respect to the CNT-coated fibers, large numbers of disordered
CNT particles were intertwined and agglomerated together, forming a uniformly distributed coating
layer on the filament substrate (Figure 2a). For the RGO-coated fibers, flexible graphene flakes were
stacked in a staggered manner to splice a soft sheet tightly wrapping around the fiber (Figure 2b). As for
CF, its highly consistent and continuous graphite structure was clearly visualized in Figure 2c [30].
More detailed structural information can be found in Figure 2d–f under high magnifications. With
one-dimensional tubular structures, the fluffy CNTs were randomly entangled, introducing abundant
porous structures throughout the network (Figure 2d). In contrast, the RGO possessed two-dimensional
plate-like structures, making it easy to spread out on fiber surfaces [31]. Caused by layer-by-layer
assembly, the wrinkles and small gaps between the neighboring flakes can be observed in Figure 2e.
In Figure 2f, the graphite crystallites were seamlessly packed along the axial direction of the fiber and
exhibited clear ridges.
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Figure 2. (a–c) SEM images of the CNT- and RGO-coated fibers, as well as CF, at a low magnification.
(d–f) SEM images of CNT- and RGO-coated fibers, as well as CF, at a high magnification. (g) Raman
spectrum of GO, RGO, and CNT coatings.
To further study the structural properties, Raman spectroscopy was explored to characterize the
crystal structures of the carbon nanomaterials [32,33]. Figure 2g shows the Raman spectra of the CNT,
RGO, and GO coatings. It was observed that all the samples presented similar Raman features with
three characteristic peaks, confirming the existence of CNT and graphitic structures. Namely, the G
peak appeared in the range of 1585–1595 cm−1 and was caused by the stretching of the C–C bonds
in the graphitic structures corresponding to the first-order scattering of the E2g mode [34,35]. The D
peak, located around 1350 cm−1, was a defect-induced Raman feature [36], which was closely related
to the defects and crystal distortion [37]. The G’ peak, located around 2700 cm−1, originated from a
double resonance Raman process [38], providing related information on the energy band structure of
the carbon-based materials. As clearly exhibited in Figure 2g, the widths of the D and G peaks in the
spectrum of the GO were broader than that of the RGO and CNTs, possibly due to the introduction
of the disordered sp3 carbon by breaking the symmetrical and ordered sp2 structures in the graphite
during the extensive oxidation. From the GO to the RGO, a clear enhancement in the intensity of the D
peak can be observed. As stated above, this suggests the increased number of defects on the graphene
flakes by the massive removal of the oxygen-containing groups through reduction. Accordingly,
we have observed the increase in the intensity ratio between the D and G peaks (ID/IG). In accordance
with other studies [35,39,40], this may be caused by the decrease in the average crystallite size of the
sp2 carbon domains in the RGO, because large numbers of sp3 carbons are deoxygenated to form new
sp2 domains. Additionally, the intensity of the G’ peak in the spectrum of the RGO is much weaker
than that of the CNTs, indicating the formation of considerable defects in the double resonance process
and disclosing the multi-layered structure of the RGO [37,41,42].
3.2. Piezoresistivity of Fiber Sensors for In-Line Monitoring
The conducting network created by the carbon nanoparticles attached to the fiber surface endows
the fabrics with sensorial capabilities [18]. To explore the process monitoring characteristics and
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understand the structure-dependent mechanisms, each of the fabric sensors was applied to an in situ
monitor to track the complete VARTM by recording the electrical resistance in real time. To demonstrate
this idea, the real-time resistance change (dR/R0) of a representative CNT-enabled fabric (CNTF) is
shown in Figure 3. To better understand the sensing behavior, we have divided the signal curve into
three parts according to the key stages of the resin curing process.
 
Figure 3. Representative sensing performance of a CNT-enabled fabric (CNTF) for the in-line
monitoring of fiber-reinforced polymeric composites (FRP) manufacturing.
As shown in Figure 3, dR/R0 keeps changing throughout the whole process of composite molding.
In the first 0.4 h, a significant increase of dR/R0 can be clearly observed, correlating closely with the
resin infiltration by rapidly entering the dry reinforcement to gradually fill the entire space under the
vacuumed condition. Interestingly, this time interval matches exactly the gel time provided by the
resin supplier (~25 min) and thus is named the gelation stage (stage 1). In addition, the piezoresistivity
of this stage can be further subdivided into two small stages, namely, stage 1-1 (0–0.1 h) with rapid
resistance growth and stage 1-2 (0.1–0.4 h) with a milder increase of dR/R0. As the molding process
proceeds, the manufacturing transitions into the hardening stage (stage 2) due to the occurrence of a
drastic crosslinking reaction. In this stage, dR/R0 begins to decrease substantially until the time reaches
about 5 h, indicating the gradually weakened reaction of crosslinking. Subsequently, the final stage
starts, which lasts until the end of the process (5–24 h). It is called the post-curing stage (stage 3),
because the degree of curing does not change drastically and dR/R0 also gradually approaches a
stabilized value.
The abovementioned piezoresistive effect may be strongly associated with the phase change of
polyester resin during the curing process. As investigated in the research of Chiacchiarelli et al. [43],
the piezoresistivity of the carbon nanomaterials is dominated mainly by the numbers of conductive
pathways and the variation of contact resistance between adjacent particles. In the gelation stage,
with the elapse of time, the resin viscosity gradually changes from low to high and eventually loses
its fluidity. In this context, the flow rate of the resin determines the increasing rate of dR/R0. At the
beginning of the infusion, the lowest viscosity along with almost unobstructed space makes the
resin flow swiftly to fill the vacuumed space. This brings about a rapid rise in dR/R0 (0–~1200%)
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by expanding the distance between adjacent CNTs to deteriorate and even completely damage the
interconnection of the conductive particles (stage 1-1). After filling the majority of the voids, the resin
could infiltrate to the internal space of the fiber bundles to further improve the fiber wetting. At this
point, the increased viscosity, as well as the reduced space, simultaneously slows down the resin
flow [13]. Thus, the effect of the electrical disturbance is significantly reduced, leading to a gentle
rise in dR/R0 (~1200%–~1600%, stage 1-2). By meeting the gelation time, the resin flow almost stops,
making the value of dR/R0 stay temporarily in a stabilized state. In the hardening stage, the resin
evolves from the gel state to the deep crosslinking state, causing certain levels of volume shrinkage [44].
Suffering from the matrix shrinkage, as well as internal stress, the impregnated nanoparticles become
closer, re-connected, or even tightened. As a result, the attenuation of dR/R0 (from ~1600% to ~517%,
stage 2) has been observed. Once the resin matrix can maintain its shape and hardness, it will enter the
post-curing stage, in which the resin slowly evolves to a finalized product with optimized structural
properties. Resultingly, the structure of the electrical network is merely disrupted, and its dR/R0 decays
slowly and stabilizes eventually (between ~517% and ~401%, stage 3).
3.3. Comparison of Sensing Performance of Various Smart Fabrics
Taking CNTF as an example, we have discussed the typical piezoresistive behavior of the in-line
monitoring in the previous section. To further investigate whether other carbon nanomaterials-enabled
fabrics also have similar sensing performance and reveal the mechanisms contained, a comparative
analysis of the piezoresistivity of CNTF, reduced graphene oxide-enabled fabrics (RGOF), and carbon
fiber-enabled fabrics (CFF) was carried out. As shown in Figure 4, the three types of fabrics all
exhibited obvious three-stage piezoresistive behavior, and the outline of each signal curve was also
roughly similar. Nevertheless, there were still visible dissimilarities at each stage. To specify, in stage
1, the maximum resistance change of the CNTF (~1600%) was much higher than that of the RGOF
(~77%) and the CFF (~24%); in stage 2, the degree of resistance attenuation varied substantially and its
order from strong to weak is the CNTF (67.7%, dR/R0: from ~1600% to ~517%), the CFF (50%, dR/R0:
from ~24% to ~12%), and the RGOF (28.6%, dR/R0: from ~77% to ~55%) by using the decrement rate of
dR/R0 as a measure; and in stage 3, the dR/R0 value of the RGOF showed a tendency to slowly rise
(from ~55% to ~69%), while the CNTF and the CFF almost stayed in a stabilized state.
Figure 4. Comparison of the sensing performance of the CNTF, reduced graphene oxide-enabled fabrics
(RGOF), and carbon fiber-enabled fabrics (CFF) for the in-line monitoring of FRP manufacturing.
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3.4. Structure-Dependent Mechanism of In-line Monitoring
As mentioned above, although the three smart fabrics possessed a substantially uniform
piezoresistive behavior, there were still discrepancies in certain details that cannot be ignored, because
they may play an important role in taking advantage of the various carbon nanomaterials for the
purposes of structural health monitoring..To better interpret the discrepancies with valuable insights,
a structure-dependent mechanism has been suggested based on the structural properties of the carbon
nanomaterials. It is because the conducting network of the fiber sensors has been formed by carbon
nanoparticles and its diversified structure may strongly affect the level of the resin infiltration, as well
as the deformation during the resin shrinkage.
To vividly describe our advocated mechanism, a schematic diagram is shown in Figure 5 to
demonstrate the complete process from the resin infusion to the full solidification. In stage 1, due to
the differences in the microstructures of the various carbon nanomaterial coatings, the level of the
resin infiltration to the three types of fiber sensors varies obviously. Because of its fluffy and porous
structure, the resin molecules can easily infiltrate and merge into the CNT coating [10]. The adequate
flowing space allows them to be in full contact with the CNTs, causing a huge increase in dR/R0 and
improving the upper limit of its growth. Comparatively, the RGO coating is stacked with flake-like
graphene particles with large lateral dimensions. The poreless structure leads to a small amount of
resin infiltration, and only the surface or upper layers of the conducting network are disturbed by
resin. Thus, the improvement of dR/R0 for the RGOF is weakened. While for the CFF, almost no resin
molecules penetrate the highly consistent and densely packed graphite structures with negligible
pores. The resin flow just causes a slight volumetric change in the conductive structure and limited
interruption of the contact points between the adjacent filaments by squeezing, impacting, and rubbing
the carbon fibers. As a result, the sensitivity is reasonably the lowest.
 
Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the comparison of the CNTF, RGOF, and CFF in the process of
composite manufacturing.
The impact of the varied resin infiltration in stage 1 also extends to the second stage. For the
CNTF whose conductive particles are completely impregnated, the volume shrinkage derived from
the drastic resin crosslinking will generate strong multidirectional stress to promote tight junctions
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between the adjacent CNTs. In contrast, there are few resin molecules inside the RGO coating or
CFF, such that most conductive particles are not in direct contact with resin matrix. As a result,
the shrinkage effect mainly comes from the surface of the structure whose strength, as well as the
triggered deformation, is less than that of the CNTF. Thus, the degree of resistance change attenuation
of the CNTF is inevitably stronger than that of the other two fabrics. As for why the dR/R0 value of
the CFF has more attenuation than that of the RGOF, we suppose that it may be closely related to
the numerous tiny defects on the graphene flakes based on recent representative studies [10,43,45].
Specifically, during the process of the resin shrinkage, a competing behavior in the resistance change
of the RGOF is proceeded, due to the combined effect of the compaction resulting from the drastic
crosslinking and concentrated internal stress around the defects, which can cause an increase in the
tunnel resistance by strengthening the stress intensity and even introducing new defects and voids [23].
Although the piezoresistive behavior indicates that the shrinking effect dominates this competition,
defects from the graphene itself have somewhat curbed the momentum of the resistance attenuation.
For the CFF, the CF’s consistent and densely packed graphite structure with invisible defects cannot
achieve the competing behavior. Its resistance change attenuation is, therefore, more than that of
the RGOF.
In stage 3, the shrinkage effect from last stage has almost faded away. For the CNTF and the CFF,
because the continuous improvement in the hardness and strength of the upcoming composite cannot
further interrupt the configuration of the conducting network, the dR/R0 value levels off in the whole
process. However, for the RGOF, even though the stress concentration effect is overshadowed in the
hardening stage, it finally works here. Its unique tiny defects appear to be particularly sensitive to the
internal structural stress. By enlarging the stress intensity to disturb the sensing structure, they can
help to achieve a continuous rising electrical signal.
Based on all the results and analysis above, we finally conclude that there is a structure-dependent
sensing mechanism of the CNTF, RGOF, and CFF in each stage of the composite manufacturing.
In the gelation stage, the packing structure of the various fiber sensors dominates the level of the
resin infiltration, leading to an increased resistance change with different upper limits. Benefitted by
the great advantage of a fluffy and porous conducting network, which can be easily impregnated,
the CNTF possesses the highest sensitivity. Because of its impenetrable continuous graphite structure,
the CFF exhibits the lowest sensing response. In the hardening stage, the different levels of the
resin infiltration result in different intensities of the shrinkage effect. The CNTF, whose sensing
element is completely imprisoned by the resin, has more resistance attenuation than the RGOF and
CFF. Compared with the CFF, a competitive relationship between the vacuum compaction and stress
concentration originated from many tiny defects, making the RGOF’s resistance decay less. In the
post-curing stage, the diminished shrinkage effect competes with the disruption of the conducting
network, resulting in the continuous rising (RGOF) or depressing (CNTF, CF) of the resistance.
4. Conclusions
In summary, the CNTF, RGOF, and CFF were fabricated by respectively weaving CNT- and
RGO-coated fibers and carbon fibers into glass fiber fabrics for the in-line monitoring of FRPs.
The structural properties of the various fiber sensors were systematically studied through SEM
and Raman analysis. With the piezoresistive behavior divided into the gelation stage, hardening
stage, and post-curing stage, a detailed comparison of the sensing performance of the CNTF, RGOF,
and CFF was performed. Combining the significant piezoresistive dissimilarities found at each stage
with the clear differences in the packing structure, we have been more convinced that there is a
structure-dependent mechanism dominating the sensing performance of the varied smart fabrics.
In the gelation stage, the different levels of the resin infiltration cause the different upside potentials
of the resistance changes. In the hardening stage, the resin shrinkage effect results in the resistance
attenuation. In the post-curing stage, massive defects on the conducting network can make smart
fabrics more sensitive to internal stress, leading to continuous rise of the electrical signal.
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Abstract: In this paper, electromagnetic shielding effectiveness of woven fabrics with high electrical
conductivity is investigated. Electromagnetic interference-shielding woven-textile composite materials
were developed from a highly electrically conductive blend of polyester and the coated yarns of Au on
a polyamide base. A complete analytical model of the electromagnetic shielding effectiveness of the
materials with apertures is derived in detail, including foil, material with one aperture, and material with
multiple apertures (fabrics). The derived analytical model is compared for fabrics with measurement
of real samples. The key finding of the research is that the presented analytical model expands the
shielding theory and is valid for woven fabrics manufactured from mixed and coated yarns with a value
of electrical conductivity equal to and/or higher than σ = 244 S/m and an excellent electromagnetic
shielding effectiveness value of 25–50 dB at 0.03–1.5 GHz, which makes it a promising candidate for
application in electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding.
Keywords: analytical model; electromagnetic shielding effectiveness; electric properties; fabric;
woven textiles
1. Introduction
Electromagnetic compatibility is the branch of electrical engineering focused on generation,
propagation, and reception of electromagnetic energy that can affect the proper function of electronic
systems. One of the methods for ensuring proper function of these systems is a shielding, expressed
by a quantity called shielding effectiveness (SE), electromagnetic shielding, or electromagnetic
shielding effectiveness. Primarily, the shielding of electronic systems is performed by metals.
Nowadays, the metals can be replaced by electrically conductive textiles in order to obtain a relevant
value of the SE, which has been a highly discussed topic in recent years. The structure of these
textile materials can be in the form of coated/metallized fabric, which can be categorized as a
multi-layered “stack-up” system of composite shielding materials, or particulate-blended shielding
textile composites, which are made up by metallic inclusions like aluminum, copper, silver, or nickel
particles heterogeneously mixed in a host medium such as polymer/plastic. The main benefits
include lower consumption of metals, flexibility of the textile materials, mechanical properties, and/or
lower weight of the shielding. Woven fabrics with high electrical conductivity are being increasingly
utilized in the shielding of electromagnetic interference (EMI) and in electrostatic protection in various
applications such as the shields for equipment cases, the protective clothing for personnel working
under high-voltage magnetic fields and/or in radiofrequency/microwave environments, shielding
and grounding curtains, electrostatic discharge wipers, flexible shielded shrouds, smocks, stockings,
boots, etc.
Many research papers describe SE evaluation from different perspectives, i.e., measurement
techniques [1–7], composition of materials [8–17], influence of washing/drying cycles on values of
Materials 2018, 11, 1657; doi:10.3390/ma11091657 www.mdpi.com/journal/materials165
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SE of fabrics [18–20], or calculation of SE [4,21–31]. SE measurement is commonly performed by a
coaxial transmission line method specified in ASTM 4935-10 [1–4,6,8–10,12,14,17,18] by measuring
the insertion loss with a dual transverse electromagnetic (TEM) cell [3,5], or by measurement in a
free space, shielding box, or shielding room with receiving and transmitting antennas [7,15,19,20].
The papers which focus on measurement techniques of various electrically conductive fabrics usually
present basic equations for SE calculation [4,21–28] (SI units are used in all formulas unless otherwise
stated) as shown in Equation (1).
SE = 20 · log10
∣∣∣∣EiEt
∣∣∣∣ = 20 · log10∣∣∣∣ HiHt
∣∣∣∣ = 10 · log10∣∣∣∣ PiPt
∣∣∣∣ = R + A + B (1)
where Ei, Hi, and Pi are the electric field intensity, magnetic field intensity, and power without
the presence of tested material (incident electromagnetic field on the tested material), respectively,
Et, Ht, and Pt are the same physical quantities with the presence of tested material (transmitted
electromagnetic field measured behind the tested material), R is the reflection loss, A is the absorption
loss, and B is multiple reflections.
Reflection loss R (also called return attenuation) is a consequence of the electromagnetic wave
reflection on the interface. The absorption loss A (also called absorption attenuation) is produced if the
electromagnetic wave is transferred through the shielding barrier. A portion of energy is absorbed
in the shielding barrier due to heat loss. Attenuation caused by multiple reflections, B, is physically
caused by electromagnetic wave propagation in the conducted shielding barrier. The electromagnetic
wave is repetitively reflected on the “inner” interfaces of the material.
The handbook of electromagnetic materials [28] describes an expression for SE calculation of
metallized fabrics based on transmission line theory, i.e., an analysis of the leakage through apertures
in the fabric, as shown in Equation (2):
SE = Aa + Ra + Ba + K1 + K2 + K3 (2)
where Aa is the attenuation introduced by a particular discontinuity, Ra is a fabric aperture with single
reflection loss, Ba is the multiple reflection correction coefficient, K1 is the correction coefficient to
account for the number of like discontinuities, K2 is the low-frequency correction coefficient to account
for skin depth, and K3 is the correction coefficient to account for a coupling between adjacent holes.
The authors in [4] adopted this formula without description of its derivation for hybrid fabrics, i.e.,
fabrics composed of hybrid yarns containing polypropylene and different content. This formula is also
compared with the wave-transmission-matrix (WTM) method in [8]. The authors evaluated the SE of
the laminated and anisotropic composites for single-layer and multi-layer fabrics. The same formula is
also presented in [23] for evaluation of copper core-woven fabrics in order to identify dependencies of
the SE on the material structure. None of the papers [4,8,23] nor the handbook [28] present a derivation
of this formula. The influence of seaming stitches on the SE fabric is described in [29]. That paper
presents a computation model of the SE based on the equivalent seaming gap. Analytical formulation
for the SE of enclosures with apertures is described in [30]. The paper presents an extended theory
to account for electromagnetic losses, circular apertures, and multiple apertures. Formulas for the
apertures (especially multiple apertures) are key to the analytical modeling of fabrics. A calculation
method of SE for woven fabric containing metal fiber yarns is deduced through the transfer matrix of
the electromagnetic field numerical calculation in [31].
A semi-empirical model describing the plane wave SE for fabrics is presented in [25]. The authors
focus only on coated fabrics and derivation of the SE formula based on electrical properties (especially
electrical conductivity). The same formula is also described in the handbook [28] without a formula
derivation, Equation (3).
SEf abric = e
−0,129··
√
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where SEfoil and SEaperture are the SE values for metallic foil (of the same thickness as the fabric) and for
the same foil with aperture (s), l is the aperture size of the fabric, and f is the frequency.
Calculation of the SEfoil is well-known from shielding theory [24,26–28,32,33] as:
SEf oil = 20 · log
∣∣∣∣∣ (Z0 + ZM)24Z0ZM
∣∣∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
R f oil
+ 20 · log
∣∣∣et/δe−jβ0tejβt∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
A f oil








where Z0 is the impedance of free space, ZM is the impedance of shielding barrier, t is the thickness, δ
is the penetration depth, β0 is the vacuum phase constant, and β is the phase constant.
A complete derivation of Equation (4) is published in our previous research papers [26,27].
Calculation of SEaperture is usually expressed similarly to Equation (1), and it is expressed only for
metallized fabric shields as [25,28], Equation (5).











where L is the maximum aperture size, f is the frequency of operation, s is the minimum aperture size,
and D is the depth of the aperture.
Calculation and derivation of SEaperture is not present in the scientific literature for
particulate-blended shielding electrically conductive textile composites. Therefore, the main
contribution of this this paper is that the research performed a complete derivation of an analytical
model of SE for woven textile materials manufactured from electrically conductive mixed and
coated yarns, i.e., for particulate-blended shielding electrically conductive textile composites.
Basic simplifications, which are valid for metals, were also evaluated for these textile materials.
A complete derivation of SE evaluation was also performed for SEfabric (Equation (3)) and SEaperture of
metallized fabric shields (Equation (5)). A general equation for SE evaluation for particulate-blended
shielding electrically conductive textile composites with electrical conductivity bigger than 244 S/m
was derived and compared with measurement of real samples according to ASTM 4935-10.
The maximal difference between modeling and measurement results was in the range of 2–6 dB,
which is within the random error of the used measurement method, i.e., ±5 dB.
2. Experimental Materials
The samples are particulate-blended shielding electrically conductive textile composites
manufactured from two types of yarns that are mixed and coated with a plain weave fabric structure,
Table 1. The coated yarns SilveR.STAT® (samples #1–#2) contain a very pure silver layer on the polymer
base (Polyamide). The mixed yarns (samples #3–#7) are blended from the non-conductive textile
material, i.e., Polyester (PES), and the conductive material, i.e., silver in the form of the SilveR.STAT®
coated yarns. The plain weave is chosen because of its simple and regular structure.
The samples #1 and #2 and #3–#5 are made of the same material (the same ratio of conductive
and non-conductive textile material in the case of #3–#5) with the same fabric structure and differ from
each other mainly by the warp and weft density used in a production process. The samples #6 and
#7 are characterized by the same warp and weft density, the same fabric structure, and differ from
each other by the ratio of conductive and non-conductive textile material, i.e., 40%/60% and vice
versa. The selected parameters result in a different value of mass per unit area and, more importantly,
in the different electrical conductivity value. As a result, the three groups of electrically conductive
textile materials can be distinguished by the value of the order of the electrical conductivity, i.e., #1–#2,
#3–#5 and #6–#7, which is an important parameter in the SE calculation as shown in the equations, e.g.,
Equations (4) and (6).
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Measurement of the electrical conductivity of samples #1–#7 is based on a four electrode test
method described in BS EN 16812:2016 [34] and conclusions presented in [35], i.e., measurement of
surface and bulk resistance is equal for high electrically conductive textile materials and, therefore,
thickness of the sample can be taken into account in electrical conductivity evaluation. Mean value
(evaluated for five different lengths and five different areas of the sample, 65% RH, 20 ◦C) and standard
deviation of electrical conductivity are depicted in Table 1.














1 SilveR.STAT® 240dtex/10F Plain weave 75 13/13 24 1.71 × 104 9.72 × 102
2 SilveR.STAT® 240dtex/10F Plain weave 95 16/16 24 1.77 × 104 5.69 × 102
3 60% PES/40% SilveR.STAT® 3.3dtex Plain weave 92 13/13 29.5 1.07 × 103 2.32 × 101
4 60% PES/40% SilveR.STAT® 3.3dtex Plain weave 115 16/16 29.5 1.00 × 103 3.29 × 101
5 60% PES/40% SilveR.STAT® 3.3dtex Plain weave 135 19/19 29.5 1.37 × 103 5.14 × 101
6 40% PES/60% SilveR.STAT® 1.7dtex Plain weave 115 16/16 29.5 2.44 × 102 8.99 × 100
7 60% PES/40% SilveR.STAT® 1.7dtex Plain weave 117 16/16 29.5 3.9 × 101 2.13 × 100
3. Evaluation of Reflection Loss of Foil
Reflection loss Rfoil is generally expressed in Equations (4) and (6). It can be simplified
for metals because of its good electrical conductivity, i.e., the inequality ZM << Z0 is valid.
Moreover, the impedance of the material ZM is further simplified because of the validity σ >> ωε.
The Rfoil is then calculated as [26,27], Equation (6).
R f oil = 20 · log
∣∣∣∣ (Z0+ZM)24Z0ZM


















∣∣∣∣∣ = 20 · log( 14√ σωμrε0 ) (6)
where μ0 is the vacuum permeability, μr is the relative permeability, μ is the permeability of a specific
medium, ω is the angular speed, σ is the conductivity, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, and ε is the
absolute permittivity.
The conductivity of a material can be expressed as conductivity relative to copper [28]. The value
of copper conductivity is equal to σCu = 5.8 × 107 S/m [33,36]. Material conductivity is described as
σ = σrσCu, and Rfoil is expressed as shown in Equation (7).



















where f is the frequency of the operation.
A similar equation can be also found in [4,21,22,24]. The calculation of reflection loss Rfoil corresponds
to the copper conductivity value, e.g., σCu = 5.82 × 107 S/m [32], 5.7 × 107 S/m [37], or 5.85 × 107 S/m [38],
which depends on the purity and the production method of copper. Nevertheless, Equation (7) is presented
for fabrics, i.e., the value σCu = 5.8 × 107 S/m is used. This means the authors presume the validity of
presented inequalities, i.e., ZM << Z0 and σ >> ωε. This presumption is furthermore verified. Definitions of







4 · π · 10−7









The validity of the σ >> ωε can be easily verified for the lowest values of the electrical conductivity
of the samples, i.e., #6 and #7. The value of relative permittivity of the used electrically conductive
material is considered to be εr = 1, because the non-conductive textile material is blended with a
conductive material, i.e., silver, Table 1. As a consequence, the resultant textile material is categorized
as lossy conductive material, which can be characterized as εr = 1. The value of relative permeability is
considered to be equal to μr = 1. Results for different frequencies are presented in Table 2, and Figures 1
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and 2. The condition of σ >> ωε is fulfilled for sample #6 in the entire analyzed frequency range,
i.e., 30 MHz–10 GHz because of the difference between the values of σ and ωε in at least two orders
of magnitude. Sample #7 fulfills the condition up to approximately 6.9 GHz. As a consequence,
a simplified version of the ZM and Equation (7) can be used for #1–#6 up to 10 GHz and for #7 up to
approximately 6.9 GHz. Materials with lower electrical conductivity than #7, i.e., 39 S/m, have to be
analyzed in order to obtain the frequency limit of validity σ >> ωε and Equation (7). It can also be
noted the limit of #6 is found to be 43.85 GHz, and the SE measurement is usually performed by a
coaxial transmission line method specified in ASTM 4935-10 in the range of 30 MHz–1.5 GHz [39].
Table 2. Results of ratio of the σ and ωε evaluation.








Figure 1. Ratio σ/ωε for samples #6 and #7.
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Figure 2. Details of the ratio σ/ωε for samples #6 and #7 in 1.5–5.5 GHz.
The validity of ZM << Z0 is verified for samples #7, #6, and #4, which are characterized by lower
values of electrical conductivity from all described samples, Figures 3 and 4. The validity of σ >>
ωε is assumed, i.e., a simplified version of ZM is considered. A difference in values of two orders of
magnitude in the frequencies 70 MHz, 439 MHz, and 1.8 GHz can be seen for #7, #6, and #4, respectively.
If the validity of σ >> ωε is not assumed, the values of two orders of magnitude are in the frequencies
34.6 MHz, 219.5 MHz, and 899.9 MHz for #7, #6, and #4, respectively.
Figure 3. Ratio Z0/ZM for samples #4, #6, and #7; σ >> ωε is not assumed.
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Figure 4. Ratio Z0/ZM for samples #4, #6, and #7; σ >> ωε is assumed.
The clarity of application of the validity ZM << Z0 and σ >> ωε can be also seen in Figure 5.
It compares the Rfoil parameter of the four cases, i.e., ZM << Z0 and σ >> ωε are/are not considered
(in all four cases), and also for all samples #1–#7. All four cases are almost identical to #1–#5, i.e.,
the greatest difference is reached for the sample with the lowest electrical conductivity (#4), and it is
equal to about 0.5 dB in 10 GHz. The results also show an insignificant difference, i.e., the greatest
difference is about a thousandth of a dB, for cases ZM << Z0 with (dash-dot line) and without (dotted
line) consideration of σ >> ωε validity for the sample with the lowest electrical conductivity (#7) (case
3 and case 4). The greatest difference between these four cases is obtained for #7 in the frequency
10 GHz. It is about 2 dB for the cases where ZM << Z0 is not considered and σ >> ωε is considered
(solid line) and where ZM << Z0 is considered and σ >> ωε is (dash-dot line) / is not (dotted line)
considered (both cases of σ >> ωε show similar results as previously mentioned) (case 1 and case 3).
The same situation is also valid for #6 with a difference not exceeding 1 dB. The results also show
higher values of Rfoil for #7 at 10 GHz, i.e., about 0.5 dB, for the case where ZM << Z0 is not considered
and σ >> ωε is considered (solid line) in comparison with the case where ZM << Z0 and σ >> ωε are
not considered (dashed line) (case 1 and case 2), i.e., no simplification is performed.
Figure 5. Rfoil evaluation for #1–#7 and ZM << Z0 and σ >> ωε are/are not considered (four cases).
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As a consequence, a simplification of SE evaluation by ZM << Z0 and σ >> ωε in frequency range up
to 10 GHz is valid for samples with electrical conductivity values higher than 1000 S/m with an error up
to 0.5 dB, for samples with an electrical conductivity value of 244 S/m with an error not exceeding 1 dB
and for samples with an electrical conductivity value of 39 S/m and an error up to 2 dB.
4. Evaluation of Reflection Loss of Aperture
Reflection loss of aperture Raperture is generally derived from the basic relation between the gain





where λ is wavelength, Ae is effective aperture and, G is the gain.
The parameter Ae differs for different shapes of antenna loops [40]. Woven textile materials are
manufactured by interlacing the yarns at right angles and, therefore, a rectangular or square shape of
the apertures can be considered. Presented samples are manufactured from the same yarn and by the
same sett in the warp and weft directions. As a consequence, the aperture is square shaped. For the
square shape of the antenna loop, the effective aperture is calculated as [40], Equation (10).
Ae = l2 (10)
where l is the length of the aperture.












The equation for G calculation for the circular loop antenna and for a slot is commonly mentioned














where l is the length of the slot.
Reflection loss Raperture is then calculated [33,37] as:



































Equations (14)–(16) can be also described as:







− 20 · log( · f ) = 158.55 − 20 · log( · f ) (17)
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− 20 · log(r · f ) = 153.58 − 20 · log(r · f ) (18)




− 20 · log(l · f ) = 163.52 − 20 · log(l · f ) (19)
where c is the speed of light.
Equations (17)–(19) are derived for one aperture in the foil. It can be seen that they are valid
for any material with an aperture, because reflection loss of aperture Raperture is dependent on the
frequency and dimensions of an aperture.
5. Evaluation of Reflection Loss of Multiple Apertures
Multiple apertures are discussed in [32,36,37]. The equation for multiple apertures is described as:
Raperture_multiple = −20 · log
√
n (20)
where n is the number of apertures.
Nevertheless, calculation of the number of apertures n is not unified in [32,36,37]. The conditions
for validity of Equation (20) follow:
• Reference [32]: linear array of apertures, equal sizes, closely spaced apertures, and the total length
of linear array of apertures is less than 1/2 of the wavelength. If the two-dimensional array of
holes is considered, Equation (20) can be directly applied only for the first row of apertures (the
rest of the apertures are not included in parameter n). This means, if the two-dimensional array is
given by 7 × 12 holes, then n = 12. This approximation is motivated by experience.
• Reference [36]: equally sized perforations, hole spacing < λ/2, hole spacing > thickness, n is the
number of all apertures.
• Reference [37]: thin material, equally sized apertures, n is the number of all apertures.
The minimal value of the wavelength can be easily found as depicted in Figure 6.
Figure 6. Calculation of the 1/2 wavelength.
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The longest linear array of apertures can be determined with respect to ASTM D4935-10.
The standard ASTM D4935-99 was withdrawn in 2005, because the committee could not maintain a
standard for which the expertise did not lie within the current committee membership [41]. It also
describes the dimensions of the measured samples. The longest linear array of apertures that can be
found on the sample is the tangent of the inner circle limited by the middle circle. It is indicated by the
double arrow with the parameter lc in Figure 7a. It shows the shape of the reference sample, which
matches the size of the sample holder, i.e., the measured part of the sample corresponds to the white
annulus in Figure 7a. The distance is equal to lc = 0.069 m, i.e., the total length of apertures is less than
1/2 of the wavelength at 0.03–1.5 GHz. Figure 7b shows the load sample.
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 7. The longest linear array of apertures found in the reference (a) and load sample (b) according
to ASTM 4935-10 (the white annulus of (a) matches the size of the measured sample).
The apertures are equally sized, closely spaced, and form a linear array of apertures because of
the production process of textiles and parameters used during the production of samples.
The textile structure forms the two-dimensional array of holes and the longest linear array of
apertures is equal to lc = 0.069 m.
Hole spacing is equal to the yarn diameter, which is in the range of 0.220–0.251 × 10−3 m. It is
less than 1/2 of the wavelength, and it is less than the thickness of the material, which is at a minimum
equal to 0.295 × 10−3 m, Table 3.














1 13/13 295 251 517 0.03–8.34 0.03–4.25
2 16/16 300 251 373 0.03–7.79 0.03–3.98
3 13/13 469 239 530 0.03–52 0.03–27
4 16/16 537 239 386 0.03–43 0.03–22
5 19/19 533 239 287 0.03–31 0.03–16
6 16/16 476 220 405 0.03–228 0.03–110
7 16/16 491 240 385 0.03–1316 0.03–680
A difference of the thin and thick material is presented in [36]. The material is considered to be
thick when there is no reflection from the “far” interface of the material. This definition can be verified
by the equivalent depth of penetration δ, Equation (21), which defines a distance of wave penetration
to amplitude wave degradation to the value e−1, i.e., amplitude wave degradation of about 36.8%
in comparison with the thickness of the material. If we consider 3δ, amplitude wave degradation is
about 95%, i.e., 95% of the current flows within a material. This is the point beyond which current
flow is negligible in a material [25]. Nevertheless, comparison for almost 100% of amplitude wave
degradation can be performed. The penetration depth 4δ decreases the amplitude wave to about
98.2%, 5δ to about 99.3%, 6δ to about 99.8%, and 7δ to about 99.9%. If the penetration depths 3δ, 5δ,
and 7δ are calculated for sample #2 (the sample with the highest value of electrical conductivity, i.e.,
the value of penetration depth is the lowest), the dependence for the frequency band 30 MHz–10 GHz
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is obtained, Figure 8. The results show the penetration depths 3δ, 5δ, and 7δ are lower than the
thickness of #2 in the frequency range 1.43–10 GHz, 3.98–10 GHz, and 7.79–10 GHz, respectively.
This means that in this frequency range there is no reflection from the “far” interface of the material.
In other words, the material is considered to be thick. In the frequency ranges 30 MHz–1.43 GHz for
3δ, 30 MHz–3.98 GHz for 5δ, and 30 MHz–7.79 GHz for 7δ, there are reflections from the “far” interface









Figure 8. Penetration depths 3δ, 5δ, and 7δ in comparison with thickness for #2.
As a consequence of the reflection loss of multiple apertures, Equation (3) has to be specified for
the electrically conductive textile samples described, i.e., Equation (20) is added and the values of
electrical conductivity of the described samples are considered.
6. Evaluation of SE Fabric
An expression for the SE calculation of fabric has been developed on the basis of plane wave
shielding theory [25,28]. It is based on a linear combination of the SE of the compact material f 1 (l, λ)
(in lower frequency ranges) and the SE of the apertures f 2 (l, λ) (in higher frequency ranges) as shown
in Equation (3). It can be written as shown in Equations (22) and (23):
f1(, λ) + f2(, λ) = 1; f2(, λ) = 1 − f1(, λ) (22)
SEf abric = f1(, λ) · SEf oil + (1 − f1(, λ)) · SEaperture (23)
A one-dimensional base of the solution f 1 (l, λ), i.e., f 1 (l, f ) with respect to λ calculation λ = c/f,
can be written as [25], Equation (24).
f1(, f ) = e−C··
√
f (24)
where C is the constant.
An assumption of the equality of components, which corresponds to reflection loss R of compact
material Rfoil and material with apertures Raperture, is used for f 1 (l, f ) derivation, Equation (25).
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R f oil = Raperture (25)
The parameter Rfoil can be used in its simplified version because the Rfoil evaluation shows the
difference is not significant for samples #1–#6, especially for the frequency range up to 3 GHz, i.e., error
does not exceed 0.5 dB, Figure 5. Then Equations (6) and (7) for materials with electrical conductivity
















− 20 · log( f )− 20 · log(√n) (26)








































A boundary condition, which defines a decrease of the amplitude about 95% in specific
material [25], i.e., equivalent of 3 depth of penetration (3δ decrease of the amplitude on the multiple
e−1e−1e−1 = e−3 of original value) can be used in Equations (31) and (32).
Cl
√














= 1.972 · 10−5√σn (32)
Evaluation of the constant C and n are shown for samples #1–#7 in Table 4. The number of
apertures n is calculated with respect to the longest linear array of apertures of ASTM 4935-10, i.e.,
lc = 0.069 m and the sett of each sample dw, Equation (33).
n = lc · dw (33)
Table 4. Calculation of the C constant.
# σ [S/m] dw [t/cm] n C
1 1.71 × 104 13 89 2.44 × 10−2
2 1.77 × 104 16 110 2.76 × 10−2
3 1.07 × 103 13 89 6.1 × 10−3
4 1.00 × 103 16 110 6.6 × 10−3
5 1.37 × 102 19 131 8.4 × 10−3
6 2.44 × 102 16 110 3.2 × 10−3
7 3.9 × 101 16 110 1.3 × 10−3
As a consequence, Equation (23) is specified for sample #1 as shown in Equation (34).
SEf abric = e
−0.0244··
√
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It is obvious the SE calculation has to be specified for each sample with regards to its electrical
conductivity, sett, and number of apertures. Therefore, an equation for SE calculation of woven fabrics
manufactured from the electrically conductive mixed and coated yarns with square apertures can be
written generally with respect to the C constant calculation Equation (32) as shown in Equation (35).
SEf abric = e
−C··
√







The calculation of SEfoil is performed according to Equations (4), (7), and (8), and it is also
described in depth in [26–28,32,33] as shown in Equation (36).














6.1. Evaluation of SE of Apertures
SEaperture is calculated as a sum of Raperture, Aaperture, and Kaperture. Raperture is derived in this paper
and expressed in Equations (17) and (20) as shown in Equation (37).





The absorption loss of Aaperture is included in SEaperture if the fabric is considered to be a thick





where la is the largest linear dimension of the cross-section of the aperture and ta is the depth of the
aperture (length of “waveguide”).
As shown in Table 3, samples #1–#7 are considered to be thin in a specific analyzed frequency
range 30 MHz–1.5 GHz for 7δ, 5δ, and also 3δ (with the exception of the most electrically conductive
sample #2 in the frequency range 1.43–1.5 GHz), and therefore Aaperture is not included in the SEaperture
calculation. Kaperture takes into account the geometrical dimensions of the aperture in a shielding barrier.
It is described as [28], Equation (39).








Equation (39) clearly shows the square apertures, i.e., l = s, do not influence SEaperture.
Therefore, the resultant SEaperture is calculated for #1–#7, characterized as thin material, as shown in
Equation (40).





6.2. Comparison of Equations for SE Fabric
As previously mentioned, the SEfabric is calculated as Equation (35) or Equation (34) for #1.
A similar equation was also previously mentioned as Equation (3) for metallized fabric shields [25,28].
Equation (3) is furthermore derived in order to compare Equations (3) and (34) for specific samples.
The constant C = 0.129 is obtained in Equation (41) as:
Cl
√
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The authors in [25] use the value 2.71 for the mathematical constant e, which is approximately equal
to e = 2.718 828. Moreover, the value of l
√
f is equal to l
√
f = 0.389, which is written as l
√
f = 0.398 in [25]
(and obviously calculated as l
√
f = 0.389). The value of l
√
f = 0.389 is calculated with respect to the



































Considering the electrical conductivity of copper, i.e., σ = 5.85 × 107 S/m [38], the material used
for electrically conductive textile material production in [25], Equation (44) is rewritten as shown in
Equations (45)–(47).











2 = 10−3.409 = 389.9 · 10−6 (47)
The order of the value l
√
f = 389.9 × 10−6 is multiplied by 1000 because of the units [mm] and [MHz]
that are used in [25], i.e., 10−3 [m] and 106 [Hz].
Equations (42)–(44) with no apertures are considered, and the condition ZM << Z0 is applied. The value
100 is derived from the Raperture equation, i.e., Equations (14)–(19), as shown in Equations (48)–(50).

















The Equations (17)–(19) show the value of parameter x is equal to 2 (slot aperture), 2π (circular
aperture), or 2
√
π (square aperture). If the speed of light c = 3 × 108 m/s is considered, the x is equal
to x = 3000. Nevertheless, if the speed of light is equal to c = 186,000 miles/s, the x = 1.86. This result
is close to the value, which is valid for the slot aperture. If the value x = 2 is used, Equation (48) is
described as:





− 20 · log( · f ) = 99.4 − 20 · log( · f ), (51)
The value 99.4 presented in Equation (51) is further rounded to the value 100.
The derivation of Equation (3) clearly shows the used equation is valid for copper metallized fabric,
i.e., fabric without apertures, as the authors present in [25,28], and not valid for electrically conductive
woven textile materials manufactured from the electrically conductive mixed and coated yarns.
7. Results and Discussion
The presumption of validity of ZM << Z0 and σ >> ωε for reflection loss of foil evaluation
is presented in detail in chapter 3. It is also shown in Figures 1–5, and Table 2. The validity of
presented inequalities is based on a ratio of magnitudes of individual values, i.e., at least two orders
of values of magnitude are required. As a result, a simplified version of the ZM, i.e., σ >> ωε is
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valid, and Equation (7) can be used for #1–#6 up to 10 GHz and for #7 up to approximately 6.9 GHz.
The presumption of ZM << Z0 is valid for #7, #6, and #4 up to 70 MHz, 439 MHz, and 1.8 GHz,
respectively, if the validity of σ >> ωε is assumed and up to 34.6 MHz, 219.5 MHz, and 899.9 MHz,
respectively, if the validity of σ >> ωε is not assumed. It can be seen that the greater the value of
electrical conductivity of the samples is, the greater is the frequency limit that can be obtained. As a
result, #1–#3 and #5 fulfill this validity up to the frequency limit, which is greater than 1.8 GHz (#4,
i.e., σ = 1000 S/m). This frequency limit is chosen with respect to the limits of ASTM D4935-10, i.e.,
0.03–1.5 GHz. The presumption of validity of ZM << Z0 and σ >> ωε is also verified for the Rfoil
parameter, i.e., ZM << Z0 and σ >> ωε are/are not considered (in all four combinations), and also for
all samples #1–#7, Figure 5. It shows the greatest difference is reached for the sample with the lowest
electrical conductivity from #1–# 5, i.e., #4, and it is equal to about 0.5 dB in 10 GHz. Similar results are
obtained for #6 and #7, i.e., 1 dB and 2 dB, respectively, in 10 GHz. As a consequence, the presented
limits for ZM << Z0, e.g., 70 MHz, 439 MHz, and 1.8 GHz for #7, #6, and #4, respectively, can be ignored
and the relevant error has to be taken into account.
Derivation of reflection loss of one aperture shows an importance of determination of the effective
aperture Ae for different shapes of apertures. It is clear that knitted fabrics require a different calculation
of reflection loss for one aperture in comparison with woven fabrics.
Calculation of reflection loss of multiple apertures is not unified in the scientific literature [32,36,37]
because different conditions for calculation of the number of apertures n are presented. It is, for instance,
the calculation of the total length of linear array of apertures lc. Obviously, different sizes of samples
result in different values of total length of linear arrays of apertures lc. We consider standard ASTM
D4935-10, which is one of the most used standards for SE evaluation, and lc = 0.069 m, Figure 7.
This parameter has to be less than 1/2 of the wavelength, and it fulfills this condition in the frequency
range defined in ASTM D4935-10, i.e., 0.03–1.5 GHz, Figure 6. One of the conditions is also that the
material has to be thin, which is verified by comparison of the equivalent depth of penetration δ,
usually 3δ, and the thickness of the material t, i.e., material is considered to be thin if inequality 3δ > t
is valid. The results show the penetration depth 3δ is greater than the thickness of #2 (the sample with
the highest value of electrical conductivity, i.e., the value of penetration depth is the lowest from all
samples) in the frequency range 0.03–1.43 GHz, Figure 8 and Table 3. The penetration depth for 5δ and
7δ is also analyzed in order to verify whether there are any reflections from the “far” interface of the
material for the frequency beyond 1.43 GHz, i.e., the material can be considered to be thin. The results
show it is valid for 5δ and 7δ in the frequency ranges 0.03–3.98 GHz, and 0.03–7.79 GHz, respectively,
Figure 8 and Table 3. The results of reflection loss of multiple apertures evaluation show (20) has to
be considered in reflection loss calculations and the values of electrical conductivity, and thickness of
samples has to be considered because of thin/thick material evaluation.
Evaluation of the SE fabric considers a simplified version of the reflection loss of foil, i.e., ZM << Z0
and σ >> ωε are valid, a boundary condition, which defines a decrease of the amplitude by about 95%
in specific materials, i.e., equivalent of 3 depth of penetration e−3, and number of apertures, which is
calculated with respect to the longest linear array of apertures of ASTM 4935-10, i.e., lc = 0.069 m. As a
result, constant C, the value in the exponent of Euler’s number in the equation of the SE fabric calculation,
is derived in Equation (32), Table 4. It clearly shows the SE fabric evaluation depends on sett, number of the
longest linear array of apertures, and electric conductivity of each sample. As a consequence, the equation
for SE calculation of woven fabrics manufactured from the electrically conductive mixed and coated yarns
with square apertures is generally derived by Equation (35) with respect to Equation (32).
Individual components of SE fabric evaluation are SEfoil, i.e., the SE values for metallic foil of
the same thickness as the fabric Equations (4) and (36), which is derived and described in many
research papers [24,26–30], and SEaperture, i.e., the SE values for metallic foil of the same thickness as
the fabric with aperture(s), which is derived in this paper for particulate-blended shielding electrically
conductive textile composites, i.e., woven fabrics manufactured from the electrically conductive mixed
and coated yarns with square apertures, samples #1–#7. Calculation of the reflection loss of aperture
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Raperture is a sum of reflection loss of one aperture Raperture_square (Equation (17)) and reflection loss of
multiple apertures Raperture_multiple (Equation (20)), i.e., Equation (37). The absorption loss Aaperture is
neglected because the material is considered to be thin. A correction of geometrical dimensions of the
aperture Kaperture does not influence SEaperture because of square apertures. As a result, the resultant
SEaperture is equal to Raperture.
Derivation of SEaperture (Equation (40)) and SEfabric (Equation (35)) clearly shows many factors
have to be considered, i.e., shape of apertures, thickness of fabric in comparison with penetration
depth (in order to determine conditions for thin/thick material), values of electrical conductivity,
validation of ZM << Z0 and σ >> ωε, total length of linear array of apertures, and sett of the fabric.
It also shows (3) is valid for copper metallized fabric, i.e., fabric without apertures, and not valid for
electrically conductive woven textile materials manufactured from the electrically conductive mixed
and coated yarns.
Modeling of the SEfabric (Equation (35)) with respect to used textile material, i.e., electrical
conductivity of samples described in Table 1, evaluation of the constant C (Equation (32)) and n
(Equation (33)) shown in Table 4, calculation of the SEfoil presented in Equation (4) and specified in
Equation (7), and SEaperture derived in Equation (40) can be performed and compared with measurement
results, Figure 9.
Figure 9. Comparison of the modeling (solid line) and measurement results for #1–#7 in 30 MHz–1.5 GHz.
Measurement is performed according to ASTM D4935-10 [39] (22 ◦C, RH 48%). A schematic block
diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 10 and a cross section of the sample holder
with reference sample is shown in Figure 11. The sample holder is an enlarged coaxial transmission
line with special taper sections to maintain a characteristic impedance of 50 Ω throughout the entire
length of the sample holder. The reference sample is intended for calibration of the measurement
setup. The load sample causes the loss of the passing high-frequency signal, which can be recorded
by spectral analyzer. The results show the presented equations are valid for electrically conductive
textile materials with a value of electrical conductivity equal to and higher than σ = 244 S/m, i.e.,
samples #1–#6. The maximal difference between modeling and measurement results was obtained
for #1 and #2 in the frequency range 30–280 MHz. This is in the range of 2–6 dB. Nevertheless, it is
within the random error of the used measurement method, which is defined in ASTM D4935-10 as
±5 dB. It is also within an observed standard deviation based on measurements by five laboratories on
five samples presented in ASTM D4935-10 as 6 dB [39]. It is important to note that the measurement
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results are evaluated with respect to ASTM D4935-10, which defines a test procedure in the frequency
range 0.03–1.5 GHz. The measurement results are therefore only informative in the frequency range
1.5 GHz–3 GHz, i.e., increasing value of the measured SE is caused by the excitation of modes other
than the transverse electromagnetic mode (TEM), Figure 12. The results for sample #7 show these
equations have to be modified for other materials (σ = 39 S/m). The frequency range of the model can
also be extended, Figure 13. It shows both an increasing and decreasing trend of the SEfabric of samples.
Figure 10. Schematic block diagram of experimental setup according to ASTM D4935-10.
Figure 11. Cross section of sample holder with reference sample according to ASTM D4935-10.
Figure 12. Comparison of the modeling (solid line) and measurement results for #1–#7 in 30 MHz–3 GHz.
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Figure 13. Comparison of the modeling (solid line) and measurement results for #1–#7 in
30 MHz–3 GHz (7δ) and modeling (solid line) results in 3 GHz–10 GHz.
8. Conclusions
This paper is focused on a derivation of a numerical model of electromagnetic shielding
effectiveness for woven fabrics manufactured from electrically conductive mixed and coated yarns.
Commonly used measurement techniques are mentioned. Basic equations of electromagnetic shielding
effectiveness calculations are presented.
An evaluation of reflection loss of foil is described in detail and verifies the assumption of ZM << Z0
and σ >> ωε in a frequency range up to 10 GHz is valid for samples with electrical conductivity higher
than 1000 S/m with an error up to 0.5 dB, for a sample with electrical conductivity 244 S/m with an error
not exceeding 1 dB, and for a sample with electrical conductivity 39 S/m and an error up to 2 dB.
A derivation of reflection loss of one aperture is performed for slot, square, and circular apertures.
The evaluation of reflection loss of multiple apertures describes the different calculation of the number
of apertures in a shielding barrier and verifies presented conditions for its calculation. The longest
linear array of apertures is used for the numerical model.
A complete derivation of electromagnetic shielding effectiveness of woven fabrics manufactured
from the electrically conductive mixed and coated yarns is presented in detail. It shows the equations
for electromagnetic shielding effectiveness evaluation differ for materials that are considered to be
thin or thick (based on penetration depth and thickness comparison), for different values of electrical
conductivity, and for different setts used in the manufacturing process.
A comparison of modeling and measurement results of electromagnetic shielding effectiveness
fabric is performed in the frequency range 0.03–1.5 GHz according to ASTM D4935-10. The results
clearly show a numerical model is valid for electrically conductive woven textile materials with a value
of electrical conductivity equal to and higher than σ = 244 S/m. The results of the numerical mode are
also extended up to 10 GHz in order to show the trend of electromagnetic shielding effectiveness.
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Abstract: Linearized equivalent electrical-circuit representation of dye-sensitized solar cells is helpful
both for the better understanding of the physical processes in the cell as well as for various
optimizations of the cells. White-box and grey-box modelling approaches are well-known and
they are widely used for standard cell types. However, in the case of new cell types or the lack of
deep knowledge of the cell’s physic such approaches may not be applicable immediately. In this
article a black-box approach for such cases is presented applied together with spectral analysis.
The spectral analysis and the black-box approach were as first validated with a standard glass-based
dye-sensitized solar cell and thereafter applied for the characterization of a new type of textile-based
dye-sensitized solar cells. Although there are still improvement potentials, the results are encouraging
and the authors believe that the black-box method with spectral analysis may be used particularly for
new types of dye-sensitized solar cells.
Keywords: dye-sensitized solar cell; half-textile; spectral analysis; parameter identification;
equivalent circuit; black-box; grey-box; power spectral density; optimization
1. Introduction
In praxis, it is often helpful to have a linear model for the investigated object or system.
This enables among others the use of analysis techniques and definitions which are available only
for linear plants. In the case of dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSC), the linearized frequency-dependent
impedance is from great interest. As DSSC are generally non-linear, an appropriate linearization in
the steady-state operating point is necessary. Because the linearized model is only accurate in the
neighborhood of the given steady-state, it is important to choose it according to the intended use-case,
which is usually in the point of the maximal energy generation.
In scope of the identification procedure an experimental measurement followed by a spectral
analysis is conducted as first. Instead of the impedance spectroscopy, we propose the spectral analysis
method for DSSC. Spectral analysis is not yet applied in the context with DSSC. The proposed
spectral analysis method is a reasonable alternative to the standard spectroscopy methods because
of its efficiency regarding the measurement duration. The standard spectroscopy methods require a
separate measurement for each discrete frequency, whereas the proposed spectral estimation method
processes the complete frequency band of interest based on a single measurement. The result of the
spectral analysis is the non-parametric frequency transfer function (TF) for the covered frequency
range. In order to get a parameterized standard TF, parameter identification is performed by using
least-squares optimization procedure while using quadratic goal function.
If our goal is the optimization a process or the plant, it is important to have an accurate model in the
intended steady-state working-point over the broad frequency range of interest. This is straightforward if
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the physical system is known in detail. However, even if the physical system is not known in detail it is
still possible to perform an identification process, which is called black-box identification (BBI, [1]). If some
of the elements of the system are well-known, but there are also unknown parts, grey-box identification
(GBI, [1]) methods can be used. White-box linearization and parameter identification methods (WBI)
are applicable if deep knowledge of the object’s physic and internal processes is available. Using the
knowledge and the technological properties of the plant, in this case an equivalent model can be directly
composed using known parameter values. In case of missing parameter values but known model structure,
the GBI may be used. While WBI and GBI follow the bottom-up approach starting with known elements
(or structure) and ending with the parameterized model of the complete system, the BBI approach is rather
a top-down one. It starts with the experimental data taken from the whole system, estimates the system’s
structure and it ends with the identified parameter of the structure elements.
For standard glass-based DSSC several equivalent models are published [2]. Therefore, the GBI
approach is for such cells indeed a reasonable choice. In this paper, we present the BBI approach with
glass-based DSSC to prove the proposed BBI concept as first. This method consists of a special form of
spectral analysis and the recognition of the dominant elements in the Nyquist- and Bode-diagram followed
with the proposed parameter identification procedure. The intermediate result is the parametrized
frequency-transfer function, whereas the final goal of the approach is to find and parametrize a suitable
equivalent electrical-circuit. As the concept of frequency transfer functions is limited to linear and
time-invariant (LTI) systems, the currently proposed approach is limited to linear elements as well.
The resulting parametric TF is here always a rational function and the resulting equivalent models are
composed from passive linear elements (particularly R, L, and C). The extension of the proposed approach
to further elements used in the modeling of DSSC (like the Warburg-element) will be the subject of our
future work, whereas the concept of fractional differential equations could be helpful [3,4].
Indeed, it is not clear if the published equivalent models of glass-based DSSC are also suitable for
textile-based DSSCs. Therefore, for the determination of the linear frequency-dependent impedance of
the half-textile DSSC, we apply the method following the proposed BBI approach. Particularly, the BBI
Spectral identification approach is applied for the characterization of dye-sensitized solar cells with
counter electrodes built from electrospun polyacrylonitrile (PAN) nanofiber mat coated by different
number of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiopene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT: PSS) layers. Among others,
the linearized resistance of the cells in the steady-state is determined, which shows a clear correlation
with the number of PEDOT: PSS layers.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Measurements and Sprectral Analysis
The spectral analysis was performed for each DSSC separately in the individual steady-state point,
which yields maximal active power. A sine-sweep voltage uAC(t) with 10% amplitude of the constant
steady-state voltage and the frequency range of 1 Hz–50 kHz is applied to the DSSC. The applied
voltage is recorded together with the measured current iAC(t) and the measurement timestamps.
The measurement frequency was 100 kHz (10 μs steps). A sine-sweep generator with square
frequency distribution was created and used. For the signal generation and measurements, a dSPACE
MicroLabBox (MLBX, [5]) is used, which was equipped with a specially designed signal-attenuator
and -converter box to achieve the best possible A/D and D/A resolution. The programming of
the MLBX was performed while using MathWorks Simulink [6] in a graphical model-based way.
The sine-sweep generator was implemented in Simulink. A single measurement covered 200 s and
contained 5 complete sine-sweep sequences.
2.2. Parameter Identification
The spectral identification was performed by the use of specially written Matlab-scripts that
implemented the method of Welch for the non-parametric estimation of the TF and a quadratic
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goal function for the parameter identification. The periodogram size of 32768 elements with 50%
overlapping is selected and Hanning window is used.
3. Spectral Analysis and Parameter Identification of the Linearized DSSC Model
3.1. Spectral Analysis Versus Impedance Spectroscopy
The widely used impedance spectroscopy of DSSCs requires a separate measurement for
each discrete frequency. A sine-wave voltage input is applied on top of the selected steady-state
voltage to the cell and after the transient effects are faded, the amplitude and phase of the same
frequency component of the established current through the DSSC is observed. In this way,
the linearized complex dynamic impedance of the DSSC for the single angular frequency ω may
be determined. Through repeating this procedure with different frequencies, the shape of the TF
Ẑ(jω) ∼= Z(jω) = uAC(jω)/iAC(jω) can be obtained. Commercially available equipment uses an
automated method for the determination of the real and imaginary part of the single points of the TF
while using the correlation analysis [1]. The action-diagram of such a system is shown in Figure 1.
In Figure 1, a signal generator outputs two signals, which are of the same, selectable frequency,
and of identical amplitude but with a phase difference of π/2. The process output yU(t) is distorted
by the measurement noise n(t); thus the measured output y(t) is also distorted. By choosing the









n(t) · U · cos(ω · t) · dt, (1)
I = −1
2





n(t) · U · sin(ω · t) · dt. (2)
Figure 1. Action-diagram of correlation analysis used during impedance spectroscopy for determination
of the real and imaginary parts of the transfer function (TF) for the discrete angular frequency ω.
In case when the disturbance n(t) is independent on the excitation, the integrals remain limited,
whereas the other terms are directly dependent on k. That means, for large k, the influence of the
disturbance is minimized. The real and imaginary parts of the transfer function are directly obtained
for the angular frequency ω. Knowing the real and imaginary part of the TF its amplitude and
phase can be also calculated. Performing further measurements with different angular frequencies,
the nonparametric transfer function of the linearized system can be reconstructed.
The obvious drawback of the impedance spectroscopy is that, for obtaining the TF of a single DSSC,
hundreds of measurements are necessary. Even when these measurements are performed automatically,
the complete sequence takes long time and requires expensive equipment. Spectroscopy was applied
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in field of electrical and mechanical engineering for long time [1], however due to available and
inexpensive CPU-resources nowadays, mainly the spectral analysis is used instead.
The standard spectral analysis uses the Fourier-transformation of the input and the output signal
of a stable process while using a single measurement. In the case of DSSC, this means applying
of AC voltage of continuously changing frequency to the DSSC additionally to the steady-state
DC-voltage and the measurement of the AC-component of the established current trough the cell.
Knowing the applied AC components of a DSSC cell voltage uAC and the measured current iAC,







However, this method returns correct results only in case when the disturbances (e.g., measurement
noise) is negligibly related to the system output. If the measurement noise n(t) is considerable, the direct
use of the Fourier-transformation yields erroneous results as shown in Equation (4).
Z̃(jω) =
F (uAC(t))




Furthermore, the leaking-effect causes a “blurred” spectrum, which further deteriorates the result.
In order to determine the frequency-dependent impedance with satisfying accuracy by the direct use
of the Fourier-transformation, high-end equipment, and long measurements are necessary.
3.2. Spectral Analysis Using the Correlation Functions
The calculation of the nonparametric frequency-response using common measurement equipment
and shorter measurement periods is still possible if the periodogram-method, according to Welch [7],
is applied. Using the theorem of Wiener-Khintchine [8], the non-parametric estimation of the
DSSC impedance in form of a TF Ẑ(jω) ∼= Z(jω) = uAC(jω)/iAC(jω) may be obtained using the
auto-correlation of the AC current component φiACiAC which is here formally the input signal and
the cross-correlation of the AC voltage component (which here plays formally the role of the system
output) with the AC current component φiACuAC .
On the one hand, the Fourier transformation of the correlation function yields the spectral power
density (SPD). On the other hand, the SPD can be represented as a product of the individual signals
represented in the frequency domain, see Equation (5). Thus, the non-parametric estimation of the
impedance can be calculated through division of the SPD of the auto-correlation function with the
SPD of the cross-correlation function.
F(φiACiAC) = SiACiAC (jω) = i∗AC(jω) · iAC(jω)






The impact of the measurement noise to the calculated non-parametric impedance estimation
is now significantly reduced if the measured signal is not correlated with the measurement noise.
To reduce the variance of the spectral analysis, the periodogram method may be further applied [9] with
an appropriate windowing of the individual periodogram data in the time domain. The information
about the quality of the estimation over the used frequency range is given by the coherence-function:
γ2iACuAC (jω) =
∣∣SiACuAC (jω)∣∣2
SiACiAC (jω) · SiACuAC (jω)
, 0 ≤ γ2 ≤ 1. (6)
By coherence-function values near to one, the linear dependence between the input and output is
dominant, thus the non-parametric estimation is good. If the coherence-function tends to zero, there is
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no linear dependence between the input and output and the non-parametric estimation is poor. As one
may notice, this is useful information for the parameter estimation procedure.
The result of the non-parametric spectral estimation is the frequency transfer function, which
is defined with complex values related to discrete frequencies. Using these values graphical
representation using Nyquist or Bode diagrams can be plotted. Based on the diagrams and their
characteristic elements, the appropriate TF form and finally the elements of the equivalent electrical
circuits of a DSSC may be chosen.
3.3. Parameter Identification Procedure
The non-parametric frequency transfer-function Ẑ(jω) is the basis for the estimation of the
parametric TF Z(jω). During this process, we suppose the parametric TF structure and have to solve a
quadratic optimization problem with some imposed restrictions.
The choice of the TF structure Z(jω) is from crucial importance, because it determines whether
the optimization task succeeds or fails. The number of parameter is here also important because in
case too many parameters are supposed, the system is overdetermined, and the optimization may fail
because of numeric issues. In case of a too small parameter number, the parametric TF cannot describe
the system behavior and the optimization task fails as well.
In case when resonance peaks are observed in the Bode-diagram, a general n-th order TF should
be supposed depending on the number of the resonant peaks. For example, in case of one resonant
peak, a second order transfer-function may be eligible as shown in Equation (7). Thus, n resonant peaks
would require a 2nth order TF, which can be decomposed into a product (or alternatively through
partial fraction decomposition into a sum) of second-order TFs.
Z(jω) = R · b2 · (jω)
2 + b1 · jω + 1
a2 · (jω)2 + a1 · jω + 1
(7)
Due to physical circumstances, only positive values should be allowed for the static gain R during
the optimization process and furthermore only such TF parameters should be allowed which results in
a stable plant. Such a second-order transfer function matches an equivalent electrical circuit consisting
of RLC-elements.
If no resonant peaks are observed in the Bode-diagram, a TF consisting of simple real-valued
pole-zero elements can be supposed. The number of zeros and poles may be supposed according to
the number of observed “half-circles” observed in the Nyquist plot. For example, in the case when two
half-circles are observed, a second-order TF with parameters sp1, sp2, sz1, sz2 having the static gain R in
Equation (8) can be supposed. The stability condition and the positivity of R were here also enforced
from the optimization algorithm.





























Both in the case of form Equations (7) and (8) it is obvious, that the parameter R represents the
linearized thermal resistance of the DSSC in the steady-state working-point, whereas in Equation (8),
the relative values of the poles and zeros determine the capacitive or inductive nature of the impedance
for the given angular frequency ωi. When vertical lines are observed in the Nyquist-diagram, they
indicate the sum of static gain and pole or zero element. They can be substituted in the equivalent
circuit with a series connection of R and L/C-element.
Finally, the possibility to fit the results to a specific equivalent circuit known from the literature
should be checked. In cases where this was not possible, a hint for a possible equivalent circuit may be
given, which fits the more general transfer function form.
The estimation of the parameter of the supposed TF-structure is performed by a quadratic
optimization algorithm. One possibility is to compare the real- and imaginary-part of the
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non-parametric and the parametric TF for each discrete angular frequency ωi and minimize the
calculated quadratic error sum. The alternative way is to compare the phase and the gain differences for
the building of the quadratic error sum [10]. This second option in our study showed significantly better
results. The likelihood of the optimization can be improved by the multiplication of the individual
error squares for discrete angular frequencies ωi with the matching value of the coherence-function




















eZ = eZmag + wphase · eZphase
(9)
In Equation (9), wphase is a positive constant (weighting of the phase estimation), which gives a
further possibility to improve the convergence of the optimization. The optimization goal is to find
such parameter of the supposed TF, which results in a minimal value of the error-sum eZ.
3.4. Parameter Identification Example with Glass-Based DSSC
The proposed identification method was tested while using a standard DSSC with glass electrodes
prepared as described in [11]. The sine-sweep signal with range of (1 Hz–50,000 Hz) was added to
the constant steady-state voltage. The lower frequency boundary was set to cover all the dynamic
properties of the cell, whereas the higher boundary was imposed through the used CPU-based
hardware platform. From the bode-diagram of the identified non-parametric TF, it was obvious that
there are no resonant peaks. The Nyquist-diagram displayed two half-circles with negative imaginary
part. As this is an obvious characteristic of second-order-systems with two time constants e.g., real
poles and zeros, as first the parametric identification was performed while using a second-order
zero-pole element. From the Nyquist plot of the non-parametric estimation, it is furthermore obvious
that it agrees with two parallel RC circuits in series with a resistor [12], which is a published equivalent
circuit for standard DSSC [2]. In the following step, the structure of the supposed TF for the glass
based DSSC was calculated and displayed in Equation (10) while using the equivalent circuit from
Figure 2 in accordance to Thévenin’s theorem. The Bode and Nyquist diagrams of the non-parametric
and parametric estimations are shown in Figures 3 and 4, together with the estimated parameter.
Figure 2. Equivalent circuit used for the parametric identification of the impedance of standard glass
dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSC), according to [2].
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Figure 3. Comparison of the non-parametric and parametric TF identifications of a standard DSSC in
Bode-diagram. Pole and zero values are given in (rad/s), resistance values in Ω and capacitances in F.
 
Figure 4. Comparison of the non-parametric and parametric TF identifications of a standard DSSC
in Nyquist-diagram.
Generally, a very good agreement between the non-parametric and parametric estimations can
be noticed. This indicates the validity of the proposed method for spectral analysis and parameter
estimation. Indeed, as the resistors RH and RSH are connected in series only its sum appears in the
parametric TF (but not the individual ones). For this reason, it is not possible to distinguish between
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3.5. Parameter Identification Examples with Half-Textile DSSC
In the next step, the proposed spectral analysis with black-box parameter identification procedure
was applied to half-textile DSSCs with nanofiber-mat based counter electrodes. The working
electrodes of the DSSCs were prepared on TiO2-coated FTO (fluorine-doped thin oxide) glass plates
(purchased from Man Solar) that were dyed with anthocyanins extracted from forest fruit tea
(MAYFAIR). The counter electrodes were built on electrospun PAN nanofiber mat (prepared using the
electrospinning machine “Nanospider Lab” (Elmarco, Czech Republic)) coated by one to five layers
of PEDOT: PSS (CLEVIOS™ S V 4). As catalyst, a graphite layer performed by spraying was used
(Graphit 33 by Kontakt Chemie). The both electrodes were put together and fixed by an adhesive tape,
and the cells were filled with an iodine/triiodide based electrolyte (type 016 purchased from Man
Solar). The detailed description of the cell preparation is given in [11].
The measurements were taken three days after cell preparation. In this section only few representative
examples will be shown and discussed. In the case of the half-textile DSSC with one layer of PEDOT:
PSS a qualitative difference in the Nyquist plot related to the standard glass based DSSC is noticeable.
The Nyquist plot consists of a half-circle with negative imaginary part which can be described with a
parallel RC circuit [12] and a half-circle with a positive imaginary part which can be described with a parallel
RL circuit [12]. Here, instead of the pure capacitive nature of the impedance known from the standard
DSSC, an inductive part is also observable; this becomes dominant in high-frequency area. As there
were still no significant resonance peeks in the Bode plot noticeable, for the parametric identification the
pole-zero form from Equation (8) was chosen. The comparison of the Nyquist plots of the non-parametric
and parametric pole-zero estimation in the frequency range from 1 Hz to 50 kHz is shown in Figure 5.
The estimated parameters are displayed in the Figure 5. The agreement between the non-parametric and
the pole-zero estimation is excellent.
Figure 5. Comparison of the non-parametric and parametric TF identifications of a one-layer half-textile
DSSC in Nyquist-diagram.
The effect of having inductive impedance at higher frequencies was observable by all the
investigated half-textile DSSC. However, no significant resonance peaks were detected in the
Bode-diagrams. Furthermore, the presence of only one R/C element was observed in all measurements
for the utilized frequency range between 1 Hz and 50 kHz, e.g., only one half-circle under the ordinate
in the Nyquist-plot was observable. A half-circle with positive imaginary part, which stays for
inductive impedance, was always detectable. For this reason, according to the black-box method,
a modified equivalent-model is supposed consisting of one parallel R/C and one parallel R/L element
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connected in series with the resistances, as shown in Figure 6. The equivalent impedance of the circuit
is given in Equation (11).
Figure 6. Proposed equivalent circuit for the parametric identification of the impedance of textile-based DSSC.











As it can be noticed from Figure 5, the parametric estimation of the proposed equivalent circuit
elements shows a slight difference that is related to the parametric estimation while using zero-pole
elements. Although this difference indicates that there are still secondary effects that are not modelled
with the proposed equivalent circuit, the main properties of the textile-based DSSC, especially the
inductivity are described with the proposed equivalent model.
Similar results are obtained for the textile DSSC with three PEDOT: PSS layers, where the
differences between the non-parametric and parametric estimations are also small, despite of the
obviously high measurement noise. The Nyquist-diagram of the identified impedance with the
obtained parameter for this case is shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7. Comparison of the non-parametric and parametric TF identifications of a three-layer
half-textile DSSC in Nyquist-diagram.
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4. Identification Results Summary
For all the investigated cells, both pole-zero as well as equivalent-circuit based parameter
identification are performed. The agreement between the two identification methods is good with
slight differences. In Table 1 the summary of the parameter identification sequence is given, e.g.,
the obtained parameter for the different half-textile DSSCs. From the point of view of the potential user,
the most important element may be the cell equivalent dynamic resistance at the steady-state working
point, because it limits the generated energy flow-rate. This is the parameter R from Equation (8) or
equivalently the sum Req = RH + RSH + R3 from Equation (11).
Table 1. Obtained parameters for half-textile DSSC cells with one to five layers of PEDOT: PSS in the
counter electrode by spectral identification.
Cell Type R 1 (Ω) Req 2 (Ω) L1 2 (mH) R1 2 (Ω) R3 2 (Ω) C3 2 (μF)
Single layer 575.91 755.53 0.112 16.95 213.65 84.83
Two layers 528.58 529.60 0.410 0.081 22.83 447.99
Three layers 279.14 288.14 0.050 10.72 20.59 161.31
Four layers 130.47 165.70 0.007 3.963 36.76 71.451
Five layers 242.43 253.66 0.016 6.744 17.13 144.27
1 From the pole-zero TF estimation. 2 From the equivalent-circuit TF estimation.
According to the results that are shown in Table 1, there is a strong correlation noticeable between
the number of layers and the linearized resistance of the half-textile DSSC in the steady-state working
point. With the enlarging the number of layers up to four layers, the dynamic resistance (R or equivalently
Req) decreases. The DSSC with five layers of PEDOT: PSS has, however an increased resistance related
to the four-layer one. This is in agreement with the results in [11], where the efficiency of the cells with
five layers of S V 4 is slightly decreased when compared to the efficiency of cells with four layers of S V 4,
and furthermore the I-U curve of the cells with five layers of S V 4 lies lower than the I-U characteristics of
cells with four layers. The reason for the increase of the resistance of cells with five S V 4 layers is, however,
unclear. To exclude that it is a result of a systematic error, the experiment will be repeated in the future.
An inverse tendency can be observed in the case of the identified cell inductivity L1.
5. Discussion
Spectral analysis and parameter identification of half-textile dye-sensitized solar cells according
the Black-Box approach are presented. The identification approach was first tested with a standard
glass-based DSSC and thereafter applied to DSSCs with textile-based counter electrodes that were
coated by a different number of PEDOT: PSS layers. A strong correlation between the number of layers
and the linearized resistance of the half-textile DSSC was observed.
Although there are still improvement potentials left, the authors believe that the presented spectral
analysis together with the proposed black-box method can be successfully applied by new types of
DSSC where the deep knowledge of the processes is not established yet. In our future work, we will
concentrate on further development and extensions of the proposed equivalent circuits in order to
describe the higher-order effects. For this reason, on one hand, the extending of the frequency range
for the spectral analysis up to 1 MHz by means of direct programming of the embedded FPGA of the
MLBX is scheduled. On the other hand, the authors will continue the work toward supporting further
elements which are used by modeling of DSSCs. The concept of TF based on fractional differential
equations may be helpful for this task.
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Abstract: Textile-based dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) can be created by building the necessary
layers on a textile fabric or around fibers which are afterwards used to prepare a textile layer,
typically by weaving. Another approach is using electrospun nanofiber mats as one or more layers.
In this work, electrospun polyacrylonitrile (PAN) nanofiber mats coated by a conductive polymer
poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiopene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) were used to produce the
counter electrodes for half-textile DSSCs. The obtained efficiencies were comparable with the
efficiencies of pure glass-based DSSCs and significantly higher than the efficiencies of DSSCs
with cotton based counter electrodes. The efficiency could be further increased by increasing
the number of PEDOT:PSS layers on the counter electrode. Additionally, the effect of the post
treatment of the conductive layers by HCl, acetic acid, or dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) on the DSSC
efficiencies was investigated. Only the treatment by HCl resulted in a slight improvement of the
energy-conversion efficiency.
Keywords: dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC); polyacrylonitrile (PAN); nanofiber mat; electrospinning;
PEDOT:PSS
1. Introduction
Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) are being investigated intensively since their development
in 1991 [1]. In the last years, typical conversion efficiencies in the lab reached about 11–29% [2–5],
with commercially available cells showing efficiencies around 2–3%. Typically, ruthenium-based
dyes are used as sensitizers although they are expensive and in most cases toxic [6,7]. Recently,
DSSCs sensitized by porphyrin dyes were investigated [2,7–9] and even higher efficiencies than by
the cells with Ru-based dyes were achieved [2]. Cells with metal-free organic dyes have slightly
lower efficiencies, but since containing no noble metals, they are less cost intensive [7,10]. Even
metal-complexes have been examined as sensitizers for DSSCs [11,12].
Natural dyes, on the other hand, are inexpensive and non-toxic, but show significantly reduced
efficiencies [13–18]. This, however, is less important if large areas can be used—which is the case,
e.g., for textile architecture and other outdoor textiles. Natural dyes are also used in this article.
Due to the possibility to work with such inexpensive, non-toxic materials outside a cleanroom,
several approaches were used to create textile-based DSSCs [19–23]. Amongst them, however, only few
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concentrate on nanofiber mats produced by electrospinning [24,25]. This method allows for creation of
nanofiber mats from diverse polymers or polymer blends, amongst them several biopolymers [26–29],
man-made polymers [30,31], or blends with inorganic compounds [32–34]. Such electrospun nanofiber
mats are used for a broad range of applications, from wastewater filters [35] to catalyzers [36] to
medical wound dressings or cell growth substrates [37–40] to precursors for carbon nanofibers which
may be included in polymers to enhance their mechanical properties [41–43].
However, only few reports can be found about integration of electrospun nanofiber mats in
DSSCs. Such nanofiber mats were, e.g., used to create quasi-solid electrolytes for the integration in
DSSCs [44,45]. Electrospun TiO2 nanofibers were used to create the photo-anode [46,47]. Electrospun
carbon nanofibers were applied with different coatings or blends as counter electrodes [48,49].
The simple approach of coating a non-conductive nanofiber mat—which can unambiguously
be produced by electrospinning, opposite to conductive nanofibers which need a two-step
procedure—by poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythiopene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS), a conductive
polymer, to combine the large surface–volume ratio of the nanofiber mat with the good conductivity
of PEDOT:PSS, was nevertheless not yet found in the scientific literature. This article thus aims
at showing in a first-principle study that PEDOT:PSS-coated nanofiber mats can be used as textile
counter electrodes, investigating half-textile DSSCs in which the counter electrodes are replaced by
textile substrates with conductive coatings (PEDOT:PSS), while the working electrodes are still made
from glass and are prepared using a natural dye. DSSCs with counter electrodes prepared on PAN
nanofiber mats and PAN nano-membranes are compared to reference cells with counter electrodes
prepared on fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO)-coated glass and on cotton as a macroscopic textile fabric.
The effects of different numbers of PEDOT:PSS coating layers as well as of after-treatments of the
PEDOT:PSS by dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), HCl, or acetic acid which is reported in the literature [50]
were investigated to increase the conductivity of the counter electrode. The resulting efficiencies are
similar to or even significantly higher than those achieved with common glass-based approaches.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Preparation of the Counter Electrodes (Textile Half-Cell)
Nanofiber mats were prepared using the electrospinning machine “Nanospider Lab” (Elmarco,
Czech Republic), a needleless electrospinning machine based on the wire technology. For the spinning
solution, 16% PAN were dissolved in DMSO (min 99.9%, from S3 Chemicals, Bad Oeynhausen,
Germany). Spinning was performed for 1 h 25 min with the following spinning parameters: voltage
65 kV, electrode-substrate distance 240 mm, nozzle diameter 0.8 mm, carriage speed 50 mm/s, substrate
speed 0 mm/min, relative humidity 32–33%, and temperature 22.0 ◦C. The resulting nanofiber mat
was 0.105 mm thick with an areal weight of 21.08 g/m2.
The PAN membranes were produced by treating the electrospun nanofiber mat with 11.25 μL
DMSO per cm2 and drying at 50 ◦C on a hot plate. The DMSO treatment dissolves the PAN
transforming the original nanofiber mats into a membrane.
For comparison, a cotton fabric (thickness 0.19 mm, areal weight 84.49 g/m2) and FTO-coated
glass plates (purchased from Man Solar, Petten, The Netherlands) were used.
The nanofiber mats and nano-membranes as well as the cotton fabric were placed on microscopy
slides and coated by doctor blading with 11.25 μL PEDOT:PSS per cm2 area (1 to 5 times) to make them
conductive. For this, CLEVIOS™ S V 4 (sheet resistance 500 Ohm) and Orgacon™ S305 (sheet resistance
200 Ohm) were used. The sheet resistances differ strongly, enabling the investigation of the influence
of this parameter. After each layer the textiles were heated to 110 ◦C together with the microscopy
slides for 50 min in an oven. The microscopy slides served as support for the textile electrodes.
To increase the conductivity, some of the samples with a single PEDOT:PSS layer were treated
by 11.25 μL/cm2 DMSO, 0.2 mol/L HCl, or 80% (vol.) acetic acid and heated for 10 min to 110 ◦C,
140 ◦C, or 160 ◦C, respectively, as proposed in Ref. [50]. After cooling to room temperature, the DMSO,
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the HCl and the acetic acid were removed by dipping the samples into distilled water. The textile and
glass counter electrodes were coated with graphite spray (Graphit 33 by Kontakt Chemie), spraying
for ca. 1 s from a distance of 25–30 cm, and heated to 90 ◦C for 60 min in an oven.
2.2. Preparation of the Working Electrodes (Glass Half-Cell) and Cell Assembly
The working electrodes were prepared using TiO2-coated FTO glasses (Man Solar). For the dye,
25 g forest fruit tea (Mayfair, Wilken Tee GmbH, Fulda, Germany) were ground, mixed with 300 mL
distilled water, and stirred with 200 min−1 at 40 ◦C for 30 min. Afterwards, the solid contents were
filtered. The TiO2 coated plates were inserted into the dye solution at room temperature for 2 days
to avoid potential irregularities due to unequal dyeing times. The excess dye was washed off with
distilled water, and the plates were dried at the air.
Both electrodes were pressed together and fixed with adhesive tape. A iodine/triiodide-based
electrolyte (electrolyte type 016 purchased from Man Solar) was dropped on the gap between both
electrodes and left to spread by capillary force. The cells were not sealed. The measurements of the I-U
characteristics were taken with unmasked solar cells with an active area of 6 cm2.
2.3. Measurements
Confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) images were taken with a VK-9000 (Keyence,
Neu-Isenburg, Germany) with a nominal magnification of 2000×. All scale bars have dimensions of
10 μm.
Current-voltage (I-U) curves were measured with a source meter unit 2450 SourceMeter (Keithley
Instruments, Solon, OH, USA) in the voltage range from 0.5 to 0 V. A halogen lamp with a color
temperature of 3000 K was used for these investigations. The light intensity was measured by a
solarimeter KIMO SL-200 and set to 1000 W/m2 on the DSSC surface.
The spectral analysis and parameter identification of the linearized DSSC model was performed
as described in detail in Ref. [51].
Three DSSCs are prepared with each type of counter electrodes and their current-voltage (I-U)
characteristics were averaged.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Effect of the Textile Substrate
First, the effect of the textile substrate of the counter electrode on the photovoltaic characteristics
of the DSSCs is investigated. For that purpose, the counter electrodes for the DSSCs are prepared
from a PAN nanofiber mat, PAN nano-membrane and cotton, coated by a single layer of PEDOT:PSS
(S305 or S V 4). For comparison, conventional cells with counter electrodes made from FTO glass were
also prepared.
Table 1 shows the open-circuit voltages, short-circuit currents, fill factors, and efficiencies of these
cells. The energy-conversion efficiency η of the cells is calculated from the I-U characteristics averaged
for the three cells with the same counter electrode as η/% = 100·FF·UOC·ISC/(A·I0), where UOC is
the open-circuit voltage, ISC is the short-circuit current, A is the cell area of 6 cm2, I0 is the incident
irradiation, and FF is the fill factor defined as FF = Um·Im/(UOC·ISC). Um and Im are the photovoltage
and photocurrent of the maximum power of the DSSC.
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Table 1. Open-circuit voltage UOC, short-circuit current ISC, fill factor FF, and efficiency η for cells
prepared with different textile fabrics and sorts of PEDOT:PSS in comparison to FTO glass cells.
PEDOT:PSS Counter Electrode UOC/V ISC/mA FF η/%
FTO glass 0.462 0.46 0.57 0.020
S305
Cotton 0.387 0.02 0.24 3 × 10−4
PAN nanof. mat 0.448 0.81 0.33 0.020
PAN membrane 0.354 0.42 0.31 0.008
S V 4
Cotton 0.449 0.54 0.41 0.017
PAN nanof. mat 0.434 1.06 0.43 0.033
PAN membrane 0.408 1.72 0.28 0.033
PEDOT:PSS, poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiopene) polystyrene sulfonate; FTO, fluorine-doped tin oxide;
PAN, polyacrylonitrile.
In Figure 1, the corresponding current-voltage characteristics are depicted. The pure FTO glass
cells show relatively rectangular I-U curves, verifying a higher fill factor than the other cells shown
here. While the cotton cells prepared with S305 have currents near zero, the ones produced with S V 4
have even slightly higher short-circuit currents than the glass cells, but a reduced fill factor.
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 1. Current-voltage curves of dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs), prepared with different counter
electrodes: (a) S305 as conductive coating; (b) S V 4 as conductive coating.
Comparing the results from both sorts of PEDOT:PSS used in this investigation, it can be
recognized that the cells prepared with S V 4 show slightly higher currents although this PEDOT:PSS
has a higher sheet resistance. This shows that the conductivity is not the only relevant factor.
Especially the nanofiber mat and the nano-membrane prepared with S V 4, although both with
reduced fill factors, have significantly higher short circuit currents than the cells prepared on glass.
For S305, the nanofiber mat still shows a higher short-circuit current than the FTO glass.
Figure 2 depicts a comparison of the efficiencies of DSSCs with counter electrodes built on different
textile substrate with the efficiency of pure glass cell. As usual for DSSCs prepared from non-toxic
natural substances, the efficiencies are relatively low. However, the best textile-based cells reach the
efficiencies which are typically gained with glass-based cells using otherwise similar materials [15,17]
and even clearly outperform the reference glass cell prepared with identical materials by more than
50%, underlining that nanofiber mats and nano-membranes coated with PEDOT:PSS are indeed
a well-suited alternative for FTO glasses which are typically used for low-cost, non-toxic DSSCs.
It should be mentioned that while with the lower-conductive PEDOT:PSS S V 4, nanofiber mat and
nano-membrane show very similar efficiencies, the nano-membranes coated with S305 have clearly
smaller efficiencies than the corresponding nanofiber mat. On the other hand, the efficiencies gained
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with cotton are lower than those obtained with pure glass cells, indicating that such macroscopic textile
fabrics are not the ideal choice for the creation of textile-based solar cells. Since the measurements
of the I-U characteristics were performed with unmasked DSSCs, the efficiencies of all cells may be
slightly overestimated. Snaith et al. reported a decrease of the efficiency by about 30% when measured
with masked cells compared to the measurements with unmasked cells [52]. The reason for the
overestimation of the efficiency in measurements without mask is that in this case, not only the light
falling on the active area can enter the cell, but the light falling on the glass boarder surrounding the
active area or on the edges of the cell may also be trapped by the glass and enter the cell, contributing
to the energy conversion. Our DSSCs have glass parts bordering the active area only at one edge.
In half-textile DSSCs, extra light can enter the cells through these small glass areas and through the
edges of the working electrodes, while the counter electrodes are not transparent. Therefore, we believe
that in our case, the grade of the efficiency overestimation is reduced compared to that reported by
Snaith et al.
Figure 2. Efficiencies of DSSCs prepared with different textile-based counter electrodes and FTO glass
as a reference.
The results of optical examination of the PEDOT:PSS-coated nanofiber mats and membranes are
depicted in Figures 3 and 4. In both cases, coating cotton with PEDOT:PSS (Figures 3a and 4a) shows a
thin coating on the fibers, with some interconnections due to the coating, as expected. The macroscopic
fibers nevertheless impede creation of a closed conductive layer.
Coating the PAN nanofiber mats with PEDOT:PSS (Figures 3b and 4b) reveals the typical nanofiber
mat structure with some small agglomerations which are typical for PEDOT:PSS. As expected,
the membranes (Figures 3c and 4c) do not show any fibrous regions.
The sealing of the half-textile DSSCs is still an unsolved problem since the electrolyte evaporates
not only on the edges of the cells, but through the whole surface of the textile electrode. This leads to a
loss of efficiency in a relatively short period of time.
3.2. Effect of the Number of Conductive Layers
As we have seen in the previous subsection, the efficiency of some textile-based DSSCs reaches
the efficiency of pure glass cells, but is still low. It could be increased by decreasing the inner resistance
of the cell by enhancing the conductivity of the PEDOT:PSS coating on the counter electrode. One of
the possibilities to reach this goal is applying more than one PEDOT:PSS layer, as proposed in the
literature [53,54].
As a substrate for the counter electrodes, PAN nanofiber mats were used due to the above
described findings that they are less sensitive to the choice of the PEDOT:PSS than nano-membranes,
can be prepared in one production step (cf. Section 2.1) and show higher fill factors. The nanofiber
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mats were coated up to five times with PEDOT:PSS. The results are depicted in Figure 5. Coating the
samples with PEDOT:PSS twice results in a significant increase of the short circuit currents for both
PEDOT:PSS versions. This can be explained by monitoring the coating process carefully: The first
PEDOT:PSS layer flows into the nanofiber mat where it is partly disconnected by the non-conductive
PAN nanofibers. The second layer is placed on top of the first one and can form a more continuous
conductive layer, in this way strongly increasing the current transport along the nanofiber mat.
Adding more PEDOT:PSS layers, the short circuit currents continuously increase (for S305) or
increase until a maximum is reached for four layers (for S V 4), respectively. The open circuit voltages
decrease slightly from one layer to two layers and stay constant afterwards.
Figure 6 depicts the corresponding efficiencies. While the value of the glass cells prepared
as benchmark (0.02%) is even reached for one layer of the PEDOT:PSS S305, adding further layers
clearly increases this value, until saturation is approached after 4 layers for both PEDOT:PSS versions,





Figure 3. Confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) images of the textile-based counter electrodes
prepared with S305 on (a) cotton; (b) PAN nanofiber mat; and (c) PAN nano-membrane taken with
nominal magnification 2000×. The length of the scale bars is 10 μm in all subfigures.
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Figure 4. Confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) images of the textile-based counter electrodes




Figure 5. Current-voltage curves of DSSCs, prepared with different counter electrodes: (a) S305 as
conductive coating; (b) S V 4 as conductive coating.
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Figure 6. Efficiencies, obtained with PAN nanofibers mats and different numbers of PEDOT:PSS layers.
(a) S305 as conductive coating; (b) S V 4 as conductive coating.
For S V 4, the maximum efficiency of 0.08%, i.e., four times the value of the glass reference, is
reached for four layers. Unexpectedly, the efficiency of the cells with five layers of S V 4 is slightly
decreased compared to the efficiency of cells with four layers of S V 4. A similar observation is made
for the current, i.e., the I-U curve of the cells with five layers of S V 4 is lower than the I-U curve of
cells with four layers. The reason may be an increased inner resistance of the cells with five S V 4
layers in comparison to cells with four layers. To test this assumption, AC measurements followed
by spectral analysis were performed [51]. According to the obtained results (Table 2) there is a clear
correlation noticeable between the number of layers and the linearized resistance of the textile-based
DSSC. With increasing the number of layers up to four layers, the linearized dynamic resistance
decreases. The DSSC with five layers of S V 4 has, however, an increased resistance related to the
four-layer one. This justifies our assumption and explains the drop of the efficiency of five-layer cell.
The difference between both systems under investigation may be attributed to S V 4 necessitating
a smaller number of layers to reach the ideal combination of high conductivity and low thickness,
both of which will reduce the inner resistance of the cells.
Table 2. Resistance R1 of cells prepared with S V 4, calculated from pole-zero transfer function (TF)
estimation, and resistance R2, calculated by the equivalent-circuit TF estimation [51].
Cell Type R1/Ω R2/Ω
Single layer 575.91 755.53
Two layers 528.58 529.60
Three layers 279.14 288.14
Four layers 130.47 165.70
Five layers 242.43 253.66
3.3. Effect of Chemical Post-Treatment of the Conductive Layer
In the previous subsection, it was shown that the conductivity of PEDOT:PSS and therewith
the efficiency of the cells can be increased by coating more than one conductive layer on the counter
electrode. However, increasing the number of coating layers is cost consuming and results in losing the
textile nanostructure after several coating layers. Therefore, an alternative solution should be found.
In Ref. [55] and the references therein, the possibility to enhance the conductivity of PEDOT:PSS
layers on a glass substrate by more than two orders of magnitude by adding polar organic molecules
such as DMSO, ethylene-glycol, diethylene glycol, or sorbitol to the aqueous solution of PEDOT:PSS
was reported. According to Refs. [50,56], a chemical post-treatment of the PEDOT:PSS layer by
inorganic acids (hydrochloric acid, sulfurous acids), organic acids (acetic acid, propionic acid etc.),
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and inorganic solvents (DMSO, ethylene glycol, etc.) results in an enhancement of the conductivity
by a factor greater than 1000. Inspired by these encouraging results, the nanofiber mats coated with
a single layer of S V 4 (the other PEDOT:PSS, S305, was omitted since the cells built with it yielded
lower efficiencies in previous investigations) were treated with DMSO, HCl or acetic acid, as described
in detail in Section 2.1, and the resulting counter electrodes were used to prepare DSSCs. The I-U
characteristics and the efficiencies of the obtained cells are depicted in Figure 7.
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 7. (a) Current-voltage characteristics and (b) efficiencies of DSSCs with counter electrodes
prepared from PAN nanofiber mat coated by a single layer of S V 4, pure and with a post treatment by
DMSO, HCl, or acetic acid.
While a clear change of the short-circuit current could be observed, the open circuit voltage
remained nearly the same as for the cells without chemical treatment. Since a significant enhancement
of the conductivity of PEDOT:PSS layer through the chemical treatment was reported in the literature,
we expected also a significant increase of the efficiency of DSSCs compared to cells with untreated
conductive layer. However, only the cells treated with HCl show a slight efficiency enhancement. This
finding can be attributed to the much lower concentration of the HCl used here in comparison to the
experiment described in the literature. In Ref. [50] it was shown that the conductivity increase depends
on the concentration of the used HCl and reaches its maximum at a concentration of 9.6 mol/L. Since
highly concentrated HCl could damage the nanofiber mat, the optimal concentration has to be found
in future tests.
The DSSCs treated with DMSO or with acetic acid showed a slight decrease of the efficiency
instead of an efficiency increase. It is known that DMSO dissolves PAN. Through the DMSO treatment
of the PEDOT:PSS layer on a PAN nanofiber mat, the PAN mat is dissolved leading to mixing of
PEDOT:PSS with PAN. The nanofiber structure is lost, and a membrane is formed. By forming poorly
connected PEDOT:PSS islands within the isolating PAN membrane, the conductivity of the PEDOT:PSS
layer is decreased. This results in a higher inner resistance and decreased efficiency of corresponding
DSSCs. We assume that the efficiency drop of acetic acid treated cells may have the same reason.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, half-textile DSSCs with textile-based counter electrodes coated by a conducting
polymer and working electrodes built on TiO2 coated FTO glass dyed with a natural dye were
investigated. The conductive coating was performed by two types of PEDOT:PSS: by CLEVIOS™ S V
4 and by Orgacon™ S305.
Coating of non-conductive electrospun PAN nanofiber mats with conductive PEDOT:PSS has been
shown to result in high-quality counter-electrodes for half-textile DSSCs, with efficiencies comparable
to those gained with pure FTO-glass cells even for the lower-conductive PEDOT:PSS used in this
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investigation and clearly superior to those of PEDOT:PSS coated cotton. The efficiency was dependent
on the number of coating layers. Using 4 layers of S V 4, the efficiency could be increased by a factor of
4, as compared to the FTO-glass reference cells.
Additionally, a post-treatment of the conducting layer with DMSO, acetic acid or HCl was
investigated. Only the treatment with HCl led to a slight increase of the efficiency, whereas the
efficiency of cells treated with DMSO and acetic acid was slightly decreased compared to the untreated
cells. This was ascribed to dissolving or damaging the nanofiber mat by treatment with both latter
materials and forming of an only partially conducting layer.
Generally, this study has shown that electrospun nanofiber mats are a good alternative to
common glass-based electrodes, offering a method to create a nanostructured electrode with a
simple, textile-based technology. Aiming at increasing the efficiency, in the future the influence
of the nanofiber mat morphology, as defined by the spinning and solution parameters, will be studied.
The HCl-treatment will be optimized and performed on coatings with more than one conductive layer.
The possibilities of sealing the half-textile cells will be investigated.
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Abstract: In this paper, the utilization of common fabrics for the manufacturing of e-textile
metamaterial transmission lines is investigated. In order to filter and control the signal propagation
in the ultra-high frequency (UHF) range along the e-textile, a conventional metamaterial transmission
line was compared with embroidered metamaterial particles. The proposed design was based on a
transmission line loaded with one or several split-ring resonators (SRR) on a felt substrate. To explore
the relations between physical parameters and filter performance characteristics, theoretical models
based on transmission matrices’ description of the filter constituent components were proposed.
Excellent agreement between theoretical prediction, electromagnetic simulations, and measurement
were found. Experimental results showed stop-band levels higher than −30 dB for compact
embroidered metamaterial e-textiles. The validated results confirmed embroidery as a useful
technique to obtain customized electromagnetic properties, such as filtering, on wearable applications.
Keywords: e-textile; metamaterials; transmission line; wearable; split ring resonator
1. Introduction
Metamaterials (MTMs) have attracted significant attention from the science community since 2000.
These artificial structures are usually designed to obtain controllable and inaccessible electromagnetic
(EM) or optical properties not found among natural materials. MTM transmission lines have been
a subject of intensive research in the last few years. One suitable host transmission line is the
microstrip, a class of electromagnetic waveguides consisting of a strip conductor and a ground
backplane, separated by a thin dielectric, due to its high compatibility with active devices and excellent
balance between cost, size, and characteristic impedance control. Different kinds of sub-wavelength
resonators have been researched to achieve selective frequency responses. From the point of view
of the effectiveness of these materials, MTMs have been applied to improving microwave systems
such as antennas, sensors, or waveguides [1–3]. Among them, a split-ring resonator (SRR) is a widely
proposed magnetic resonant structure [4,5]. The SRR structure consists of a ring with a gap, which
corresponds to an equivalent inductance and capacitance, thus generating an equivalent LC tank.
The transmission coefficient of the SRR is minimum at the magnetic resonance frequency, i.e., at the
resonance frequency of the LC tank. It is important to properly design the SRR structures in the
substrate of the microstrip components because the interaction with the host line depends on the shape,
the orientation, and the arrangement of the SRR. In addition, the dimensions of the SRRs also affect
the equivalent inductance and capacitance values [6]. Since we can control and optimize the design
of microstrip components by using SRRs, it is theoretically feasible to implement such structures
in textile substrates in order to optimize the performance of wearable or electronic textile (e-textile)
devices. E-textile technique requirements are flexibility, lightweight, low-profile, and compactness.
Therefore, microstrip technology is a preferred solution to implement smart textile applications.
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Moreover, a high level of attachment must be achieved between the metallic layers and the textile
substrates, while remaining comfortable to wear and complying with the health regulations regarding
specific absorption rate (SAR). Embroidery is the most advanced integration technique for electronic
textile substrates because embroidery machines allow repeatability, mass production of garments,
and customized designs in terms of thread distribution with a resolution in the order of <1 mm [7].
Textile MTMs have been directly reported in literature for antenna applications [8]. Textiles have been
used in composite polymer fiber fabrics with guided mode photonic crystal resonances in the gigahertz
band [9], and embroidered copper thread split-ring resonators have been used as a narrow-band
solution to reduce the electromagnetic radiation [10].
In this paper, a novel wearable e-textile MTM based on embroidered transmission line loaded
with a split-ring resonator is presented and its performance is analyzed in terms of frequency control
of the textile MTM transmission line for signal propagation applications at ultra-high frequency
(UHF) microwave frequencies. The main novelty of the paper is based on the use of textile materials
as substrate and metamaterial structure. The controllable electromagnetic properties of proposed
structure and the possibility of device flexibility and miniaturizability allows for design of the
prototype with improved performance and novel techniques, in comparison with conventional devices.
Crucially, in comparison with standard printed circuit-board (PCB), whose fabrication techniques
enable straightforward realization of the small conductive structures required as rigid circuit boards,
embroidery textile materials pose limitations to the achievable size, conductivity, substrate permittivity,
substrate dielectric losses, and thickness of the prototypes.
The proposed prototypes have been simulated by means of the commercial full 3D electromagnetic
CST Microwave Studio 2018 software (CST Company, Darmstadt, Germany). The e-textiles to be tested
have been fabricated and analyzed in bandwidths between 1.2–3 GHz in a free space environment.
Finally, the coupled and electrical models have been extracted by using the commercial Keysight
Advanced Design System 2018 software (Keysight, Santa Rosa, CA, USA). The results of the proposed
designs show that e-textile MTMs can be applied in filtering UHF microwave applications with
a good level of accuracy. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the geometrical sketch
and the proposed design is presented and compared with a conventional e-textile transmission line.
Section 3 presents the theoretical circuit analysis of the proposed designs. In Section 4, the modeling
of symmetrical SRRs e-textile transmission line is studied. In Section 5, the effect of bending of the
prototype was studied. In the last section of the paper, the conclusion is given.
2. Metamaterial E-Textile Design and Electrical Circuit Model
As a first step, a conventional microstrip line has been designed with a 50 Ω characteristic
impedance. The substrate was made of felt because of its intrinsic low-loss tangent in comparison with
other fabrics [7]. Indeed, in order to determine the substrate dielectric constant and loss tangent of
felt substrate, the resonance method based on a split post dielectric resonator (SPDR) measurement
has been carried out. The felt fabric was characterized with h = 1 mm thickness, dielectric constant
εr = 1.2, and loss tangent tan δ = 0.0013. The fabric structure was a non-woven structure with a 100%
polyester (PES) composition. This fabric had been selected due to its durability and resistance. In fact,
these textile substrates are resistant to tearing and humidity, and they offer some key advantages,
including durability, chemical moisture resistance, and heat stability. The weight is 211 g/m2, and the
structure is a double-sided needle punching. The ground plane had been chosen as a homogeneous
uniform commercial WE-CF adhesive copper sheet layer (constant thickness t = 35 μm). Figure 1
illustrates the transmission line basic model, the embroidered e-textile (microstrip width W = 5 mm
and length L = 77 mm), and the simulated and experimental S-parameters. The insertion losses (S21)
and return losses (S11) were tested up to 14 GHz by means of a microwave analyzer, N9916A FieldFox
(Keysight, Santa Rosa, CA, USA), operating as a vector network analyzer. At 3 GHz, the maximum
frequency limit of UHF, a good matching level for practical applications was achieved, with acceptable
losses (lower than 3.5 dB). Losses became higher than 10 dB at frequencies beyond 8 GHz. This effect
212
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is explained by the discontinuity of the embroidered stitches, as well as for the thread ohmic losses
and the impedance of the transmission line equivalent inductance at higher frequencies. Furthermore,
for UHF applications, we determined a maximum attenuation of Att = 0.45 dB/cm, and this microstrip
conventional e-textile was considered a test reference. The details of the conductive thread and






Figure 1. (a) The circuit representation of the stitched transmission line. (b) Photograph of the
embroidered design. (c) Simulated and measured S-Parameters of stitched transmission line.
In order to control and filter the UHF propagated signal, the conventional e-textile microstrip line
can be loaded by using a metamaterial resonator, such as an SRR. The proposed design layout and its
lumped element equivalent circuit model are depicted in Figure 2a,b. The dimensions of the proposed
design are set to l1 = 25 mm, l2 = 22 mm, g = 100 μm, s = 1 mm, W1 = 1.6 mm (the width of SRR),
and W2 = 5 mm (the width of the transmission line). Again, the ground plane has been chosen as a
homogeneous uniform commercial WE-CF adhesive copper sheet layer (constant thickness t = 35 μm).
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2. (a) Layout of the e-textile transmission line loaded with one SRR. (b) Lumped element circuit
model that considers magnetic coupling between line and SRR.
With the aim to determine the electrical circuit model, the magnetic wall concept was applied in
that model, where the L and C are the line inductance and capacitance, respectively, of the unit cell;
Lr and Cr are the inductance and capacitance of the SRR. Finally, M accounts for the magnetic coupling
between the line and the ring. The extracted parameters from the method reported in Reference [11]
were the following: L = 6.5 nH, C = 3 pF, Cr = 0.3 pF, Lr = 16 nH, M = 0.55 nH.
The proposed e-textile MTM is shown in Figure 3a. The homogeneous layout was converted
to a stitch pattern by using the Digitizer Ex software (Elna Company, Genève, Switzerland) for the
fabrication process. This software package was used to create the stitch pattern, which was then
exported to the embroidery machine (Singer Futura XL550) (SIGNER Company, La Vergne, TN, USA)
and stitched. The metamaterial transmission line conductivity was achieved by embroidering high
conductive metal threads. The selected conductor yarn was a commercial Shieldex 117/17 dtex two-ply
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and was composed of 99% pure silver-plated nylon yarn 140/17 dtex with a linear resistance <30
Ω/cm. Due to the mechanical restrictions of the embroidery machine, the pattern was stitched with
two types of threads, in which the sulky yarn was used as top thread and the conductive threads were
used as bobbin threads. In addition, the default higher thread tension had to be lowered in order to
maintain geometrical accuracy. To achieve high geometrical accuracy, we increased the embroidery
density to boost surface conductivity and the felt substrate had been chosen to have low embroidery




Figure 3. (a) Photograph of the embroidered design with satin pattern with 60 % density (top view) and
ground implemented with WE-CF adhesive copper. (b) S-parameter responses of the electromagnetic
(EM) simulation, equivalent circuit model, and measurement of embroidered transmission line loaded
with one SRR photograph of the embroidered design.
The proposed design was embroidered with a satin pattern with 60% density. The stitch
spacing corresponded to the distance between two needle penetrations on the same side of a column.
The density determined the gap between stitches. For narrow columns, stitches were tight, thus
requiring fewer stitches to cover the fabric. In areas with very narrow columns, less dense stitches
were required because too many needle penetrations can damage the textile sample. The comparison
between the theoretical circuit model, full 3D simulation, and the measurement result is shown in
Figure 3b. There is good agreement between the simulated, equivalent circuit model, and the measured
results. In addition, it was observed that, compared to the conventional SRR, embroidered SRR with
the same electrical size provides a wider bandwidth and a stronger resonance. An experimental stop
band rejection level of S21 < −30 dB at 2.3 GHz was achieved. This fact demonstrates the effectiveness
of the embroidered SRR for frequency propagation filtering in e-textile transmission lines.
3. Metamaterial E-Textile Theoretical Circuit Analysis
We have assessed the theoretical analysis of the circuit describing the proposed MTM e-textile
structure, described in Section 2, by means of the technique described in Reference [11] so that
this technique could be applied to the embroidered e-textiles that needed testing. In this approach,
the inductance and capacitance parameters of asymmetrical coupled lines were determined from the
characteristic impedances and effective dielectric constants of the even and odd modes of symmetrical
coupled lines. This approach is useful in practice because the even- and odd-mode parameters of
symmetrical coupled lines are generally more readily available. As shown in Figure 2a, the MTM
e-textile transmission line consists of two coupled lines with widths W1 and W2, separated by a gap, g,
between them. It was assumed that the mutual inductance and capacitance between the lines was the
same as that between symmetrical lines of width (W1 + W2)/2. By using the even- and odd-mode data
of coupled symmetrical lines, the mutual inductance and mutual capacitance between the lines was
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computed, and it was assumed that the self-inductance and capacitance of line one in the presence of
line two is the same as if line two had the same width as line one. The coupled transmission line and
SRR were characterized through the even and odd characteristic impedance and electric length (Zoe,
θoe, and Zoo, θoo, respectively). This implied the coexistence of two different modes with different phase
velocities and propagation constants corresponding to the different effective relative permittivities.
The even- and odd-mode characteristic impedances, Zoe and Zoo, were obtained from the expressions
detailed in Reference [12]. The proposed MTM embroidered e-textile was modeled by means of the
distributed equivalent circuit model shown in Figure 4a.
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 4. (a) Schematic of proposed model of prototype with one embroidered SRR. (b) S-parameter
responses of the EM simulation, theoretical model, and measurement of embroidered transmission line
loaded with one SRR.
This model was described using a single ABCD matrix between the input and output ports.
MATLAB software was used for the numerical evaluation of the matrices’ parameters. The internal






MT1,2 is the ABCD matrix of the line of the ports,
MT1,2 =
[
cos θT jZT sin θT
j 1ZT sin θT cos θT
]
(2)











ML1,2 is the ABCD matrix associated to the SRR line.
ML1,2 =
[
cos θt jZt sin θt
j 1Zt sin θt cos θt
]
(4)
The physical dimensions shown in Figure 4a that correspond to the electrical parameters were
ZT = 75.04 Ω, Zt = 75 Ω, Zoe = 123.72 Ω, Zoo = 29.04 Ω, θe = 14.17, and θo = 13.95, respectively. The result
was used to calculate the network parameters of the coupled lines.
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Z11 = Z22 =
−j
2
Zoe. cot(θe)− −j2 Zoo. cot(θo) (6)
where Zij corresponds to the Z-matrix coefficient of a two-port network. Therefore, the ABCD matrix






cos θT jZT sin θT









cos θt jZt sin θt
j 1Zt sin θt cos θt
]
[
cos θt jZt sin θt
j 1Zt sin θt cos θt
][
cos θT jZT sin θT
j 1ZT sin θT cos θT
]
The comparison of theoretical, simulation, and measurement results is depicted in Figure 4b.
As observed, there was a good agreement between the ABCD-matrix theoretical prediction, the full
3D electromagnetic simulation, and the measured results. Therefore, the coupled presented model
describes accurately the frequency behavior of an MTM embroidered e-textile line with one resonator.
4. Metamaterial E-Textile Symmetrical Transmission Line Modelling
A second study case was considered for the implementation of an MTM transmission line with
symmetry of SRRs, as shown in Figure 5a, with the aim to enhance the filter performance in some
applications. The lumped element equivalent circuit model of the structure considering magnetic
coupling between the line and SRRs is depicted in Figure 5b. The extracted parameters are the
following: L = 10 nH, C = 5 pF, Cr1 = 6.3 pF, Lr1 = 1.65 nH, Cr2 = 4.03 pF, Lr2 = 4.3 nH, M = 0.57 nH,
M′ = 0.09 nH.
Figure 5c shows the photograph of the prototype of the fabricated wearable MTM transmission
line loaded with two symmetrical SRRs. In this case, an embroidered 40% stitch density satin pattern
was used. The considered substrate was felt with thickness h = 1 mm, dielectric constant εr = 1.2,
and loss tangent tan δ = 0.0013.
As depicted in Figure 5d, the simulated and measured resonance frequencies were in good
agreement with the equivalent circuit model at frequencies lower than 2 GHz. The reflection band
reaches values lower than S21 < −20 dB with a rejection bandwidth significantly enhanced with regard
to the one SRR case, due to the double SRR effect.
Although the transmission line performance was expected to decrease due to the reduction of the
stitch density (in comparison with the previous case), an acceptable attenuation level was obtained in
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(c) (d) 
Figure 5. (a) Layout of transmission line loaded with symmetrical SRRs. (b) Lumped element
circuit model. (c) Photograph of the embroidered design. (d) S-parameter responses of the EM
simulation, equivalent circuit model, and measurement of embroidered transmission line loaded with
two symmetric SRRs.
5. Effects of Bending
The convenience, robustness, flexibility, and operational reliability of the stitched prototypes for
various bending positions are very important, especially when the prototypes are made of textile
materials and they are frequently bent due to human body morphology and movements. Therefore,
it is necessary to investigate the prototype’s performance characteristics under bending conditions.
S21 parameters of an e-textile MTM-SRR under different bending radii were measured. It was
observed that due to bending, the equivalent length of the proposed design changed and, hence,
there were shifts in the resonant frequency. The more the prototype was bent, the more the resonant
length was reduced, and so the resonant frequency got shifted up. This fact was evident from the
experimental observations, as shown in Figure 6b. By changing the radius of bending from −90◦





Figure 6. (a) Effect of bending with different curved angles. (b) Resonant frequency of first prototype
on the felt substrate.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, the utilization of embroidered MTM e-textiles for implementing a controllable
transmission line was presented for wearable applications. The proposed design was a
fully-embroidered conductive thread transmission line loaded with a conductive yarn SRR on a
felt fabric substrate. The comparisons of full 3D electromagnetic simulations and measurements, as
well as the analysis of equivalent lumped and distributed circuit models, were studied, achieving a
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significant degree of agreement. Experimental rejection level values higher than 30 dB were achieved
in compact coupled structures and a significant degree of design control in terms of bandwidth was
achieved for moderate stitch density embroidery patterns, therefore minimizing the metallic thread
cost. Additionally, the effect of bending the manufactured e-textiles MTM transmission line had been
tested and a maximum 144 MHz resonance frequency shift in terms of typical bending parameters
due to conformal values relative to the human body shape had been obtained. The validated results
confirm embroidered MTM e-textiles as a useful technique to control and filter the propagation of UHF
signals on wearable applications.
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